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In writing material for this Handboqk the editors and authors have -
chosen to use the word "he" in all references, as is fitting for writing
on a descriptive level. "He" is defined by WEBSTER'S NEW COLLE-

IQATE DICTIONARY, eighth edition, as "used in a generic sense or
when the scx of the person'is unspecified." Therefore , in the follow-
lug articles , "he" also indicates "ehe."



intrOduction.

a

. One of the National Home Study Council's main ioals is to conduct
and promote research for the advancement of correspondtnce edu-
cation. This Handbook is a' collection of current, practical, essen-
tial guides on hoit, to develop Tcorrespondence course. 4 presents
the vital skills and.knowledge deVelopers of homq,study courses
need. for success. The Handbook attempts to cover the complete
range of topics on course develogment, from maeket research to.
the final priNing.

'This Handbook is a 'result of a project suggested by ASC's'
,Research and Educational Standards Committee. It is intended'
for uge by new home study Directors of Education, course authori;
or.anyone interested in home study Course development. 1

The authors are practicing home study.educators and, expeks tI
heir fields. The National Home Study Council is deepiy indebted
to thfm and expresses gratitude for their fine contributions to the
advancement of the home study field.

We hope that you,will-find this Handbook useful qnd we we.
come any suggestions and comments.

William' A , 'Fowler
Eiecutive. Director
National Home Study Council
April 1980

I.
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William A. Fowler is the Executive Director of the National
Home Study Council. He joined the Cpuncil in 1961.as Assistant
Director and was named to.his current position in 1972.
-"What we have tried to achieve with this Handbook, the Council's
initial effort in,what we hope will be a continuing series of HandboOks,
s to capture. and preserve4he collectiVe knoWledge and eoerience

of veteran home study educators. "

Michael P. Lainberlis the.Assistant Director of theN.ational -Home
Study Council. He joined the Council staff as Accrediiing Pro-
grEgn Coordinator.in 1972 And was appointed.to his present
positidn in 1977 .

'"Each year the Council receives hundreds of requests for help
from member and non-member corresondence institutions. Thi
Ilawlbook' presents as much practical advice on hQme study course
dweiopment as.possible, given the .constraints of paper, .ink, ttme, Adorn "Illr
and budget."

I.ouis E. Frenzel joined the education staff at National Radio
Institute, Washington, D .0 , in 1959. In 1969.he. became Assistant
Director of Education. He joined Heath Company in 1973 where
he is cu'rzletrtly the Vice President , Education Systems.
"I urge.cours writers and education directors to consider
seriously greater usage of a variety ornnedia 7- particularly
audio-visual media .their courses. Some or the old formulas
for course development need to be retired."

Mary E. McKeown joined the American School, Chicagd, Illinois,
in 1942'as an Instructor .. In 1958 she was named High School .

Principal, and today she serves as. yice President , Educational
'Services .

"As a Director of Educatioin you need to have a good sense of
humor. You will have.to play many roles 7- administrator,
teacher, writer, motivator, supervisor, innovator,, and most
importantly,, listener. You'll never be bored! "

iv

Gordon C. Bennett is Chief of the Program Management Office,
Directorate of Training Dirfelopments at the V.S . Army-QUEirter-
master School (QMS) in Fort Lee, Virginia: He joined the QMS
in 1959.and has over 14 years of experience in preparing corre-.

Aspondence courses for the U.S. Army .

"If you.agree that objectives are the starting point and basis of a
course , can you' really say you have a cOurse if you don't have
objectives?\ Can you say you have a good course if you didn't
make the necessary effort' to develop good objectiVesf"

9



Charles B. Marshall joined 14,a Salle Extension Vniversity,
Chicago, Illinois, in 1962.. Ite is ''currently the Vice Presidett,
Edubation,' at La Salle, and heis a former member .ofit:he'' -

Accrediting ,Commbission of the National Home Study-Cothicil.*

:PA t a time wheri high quality home study courses are so widely
recognized that they rnay,even award a degree, the responsibility,
for providingthe finest home study materials becomes more important,
than ever 4efore in the history of correspondence education:"

lee Hughes is the Director of Edu'eation at the,U.S.. Marine Corps
InstitUte (MCI) in WEshington,'D.C. , which he joined in 1964.

'He is the chairman of the NHSC's.Research and Educational
Standards Committee.

"Everyone knows that Johnny is a poor reader. There dre
many proVed Methods to determine the reading grade level
of your home stddy courses. Try one'. "

"

Ake,

John T. Loftus join.e'd*the staff "Of International CorresiondenZe
Schools, Scranton, PennsYlvania, in 1952. Today he is.the Vice
President-Operations at ICS.

"Preparing the exaMination is the critital act Of developing a
course. It is the primary' ../e13.i'cle'to measture the effectiveness
of your course."

Douglas M. Bonham is another alumnus of the National Radio
Institute, staff of the early 1979:s. He joined Heath Company;
Benton Harbor, Michigan, in 1974, where he is.now Pi-oduct
Line Manager in their Education Systems Division .

"To beteffective, a home study course must be more than just .

a collection of gaper-and pencil experiences. Kits and audio-.
visual aids can breathe life into your courses; "

vok

AL.116._

1.

Robert B. Hamilton joined the instruction staff at the Westlawn
School of Yacht Design, Stamford , Connecticut, in 1973. In 1974
he was named Adademic Supervisor. In addition to his university
education, -he has completed-home'study couises writing. ,

engineering, art, and yacht design.

"An effective layout will contribute, to student motivation, build
his confidence in oUr texts, and enCourage his sustained effort
towards course completion. "



-Ronald D. Clark served on the staff of International CoriesRondence**r.
.Sohools from 1952 - 1973 where he was Dean cf the TacultY f.teis
.a former ivembect of the National Home:Study Council's AccrecItting -

,Commisaion., and he was Assistant Director of NESC from 1973 until
1976, when he joihed the staff at the North AMerican Training
AcademY ,(NATA), Newark, Delaware, where he serves as Vice
President and Director of Education'.

"Get Yourself knowledgeable practitioners in your study field.
While they won't often be able to write, they will give you good
information. 'Then retain excellent technical.editors and copy
editors. Production on an exceilent scale Is wonderful ,:but you
must, have something worthwhile to produce. "

David'H. Dasenbrock joined McGraw-Hill continuing Education
Center's National 'Radio Institute, Washington, D .0 . , in 1969. /
He is currently the Dean4of Instruction and Editor-An-Chief*
at NRI.

"The initial package of study materials is the most irnPortant
package a student will recieve. Give it your'greatest atten-

"

Kenheth E. Whittington joined MTA Truck Driver Sch4bol in 1970.
HeTs Executive Vice President and Director of MTA and says
proudly that 95% of what he knows about home studY education

learnedthrough his affiliation with the Nptionat Home Study
Council.

"The Director of Education must realize that his job is of extreme
importance. He must be an expert in the following areas: sales,
law , marketing, accOuRting, reseat.ch and development, psychology,
edubation, and business administration. He must be of caliber to
attend and contribute to a board meeting at 10: 00 a. m. and then.
be able t'o aolvea student's educational problem at 10:-30 a. m
a challenging career.)'.

James E. Godfrey founded the Truck Marketing Institute in
1964 and has servectas its Director since that time. He is
currently a school member of the NHSCIs Accrediting

'Commission.

"Reflecting on home study schools that have come and gone
over the years, ,failures often are traceable to errors of
business pidgment. In any business -- sehooth included

management must know the real costs of its products
andservices "

vi
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-1.0tfodoction 16'Article:
,

.

In this first article, ttte philosophy oflmodern+orne study educatzofl, .

is'discussed, 04 principles of course .development- are presented .

and there is an explanation'of,how courses meet the demandS of adult,
self-paced learnerSs

The article also lists steps in course production from the selection
of the course subject, through' the iMplementation of a' course,. revision

ogram. A sugge ted list o _.steps.to follow in The .development.of
ure sq.nd.,qsamp e ,diart of accounts for budgeting for ceurse develop-

ment are 010 tncl
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Fro, eory
to Praiktice

'

William. A.- Fowler

Not long ago, one a the .truly *outstanding correamdence educators
'of the 20th Ccenturyt, Willitun A, Rogers .rice President.4 the Interna-

. tional Accountants Society and member of the NHSC Hall of Fame, re-
marked to fi.group of NHSC school staff members attending irseminar:.
"The Tnost dramatic' change in. home study*,education 'that. I have w)Anessed
inkthe past 30 years is the.tr'emendous improvement of.home stufily coqse
Malerials. There is siniply .no comparison between home study leisson!,;,
of three decades. ago 'and the lessons in today's coUrses.

That is quite a compliment coming from someone who has earned na-
tional respect for his experise ontsuch matters. Andit's true! Most
home study courses today are't6cethplary, The twits, which bear.the
burden of delivering the course cqntent (since they must serve as the
teacher and the text; doing botii in anfinteresting way), make use or
.just about every known innovation of media technology Available,

.16
A

The principle's of text design, development find production are touched
on briefly here and are fully explored in the subsequent articles in
this.handbook. t's begin with some theory and conclude with some*
thoughts on h6w to apply the theory to text design and development.

THEORY OF IZARNING . BY CORRESPONDENGE
- 4 .

Educators are still at a loss to explain ixaOly how the learning pro-,.

°es's. Woes place in the chemistry of the brain. There has been woefully
little conclusive reseirch on how adulti learn, and there*has been t'

*
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even less published research on correspondence theory..
a

.Yes, we make attempts to describe what we do, and maybe even why
we do. it. But we are hard pressed by give a discreet, understandable,
and Accepted description of the theory behind the success of home study
methodology.

Let us approach this topic by describing Ea:tine of the basic beliefs or
axioms commonly held by home study educators:

'

Learning takes placd.everywhere., and most of it OUtside .

the classroom.

Rome study learning theory is based on th concept of
independent, mature learners studyingformally pre-
pared mariall, In a given subject. The learners are
motivated primarily by the interest they have in the

7

'The theory espouses the concept of "captaincy of self,"
wiierein,the individual.student assumes responsibility for
activating and sustaining the learnyig process. The
teacher (or more properly tutor) plays a-stiPportive
role by guiding the learner; giving encourgement.,
and providing Periodid feedback and,.hopefkilly, ex-
prnal motivation.

Using*these Concepts, and knowing in'advance that the vast majofity
of home study students are in the 28-40 year old group, Are sliould look
cfoselye at problems facing the independent adult home study learner:\

The student may lack confidelnce, confidence in the
ability to iearh especially if;there is little contact
with other students working on the same course.

As a result, thestudent may be feArful of not doing
well and-feeling-there will be'a losa of face If all work-
is not peifect. This, then, may result in a delarin
submitting work tor the tutor s commentl and guidance.-,:

The student is anxious about how to combine or recon-
cile study and family demands and demfmas of friends,
neighbors, 'the boss, his workmates, anti the myriad

Jr.



of other, things to do. There May be a gui ty fpeling
about spending time,"shut up alone with t e books."

Then too, the tudent may quite simply fe I too tired
after a hard day's work to settle easily to mental
eff9rt%

As they ponder course design and weigh these faftors ,. home study .

course develdpers should recognize other ttalts in tidult learners:

The adult student has more experience, more know-
ledge and ;"above all, more Motiyatior, than most
school age studentslfrMany have lost the innocence
that lets youth imagine that time stretchls'endlessly
ahead. Most adult,studentslknow that if;there is to be
a more rewarding job or a more fulfilling role in life,
there is little time to waste.' A strong sense of pur-

s.,

While the adult student's memory for facts may not be, as
goo'd aS that of the younger student, the abilitY to 'grasp
and.analyze underlying principles and the relation-
ships between facts is better. This kind of under-
standing isfar more valuab e in higher education
than is mere knsikwledge o facts.

ExPerience in educational ograms based on corre:
spondence study suggests that adult students learning
at a distance can do lust is'well as yognger students
working in a classroom:

Correspondence course's offer new ways to'use free
time .areatively: kits, experiments., .outside lectures
on tapes, etc. , all provide a multi-media approach
that can effectively coMpete with TV watching.

-Now let's look at how home study course developers oan meet-the
challenges and successfully,teach learners at a distance. Sincejnost
courses uad text materials as the primary information source, Ave will
concentrate on how corrdspondence learning theory is applied in the
writing of good text material.



TEXT '.DESIGN

.- over the years home. studp school educators haveaccepted some
basic principleS of course and teict design ,1mPortant-among these
are: .

The home study text is not like the typical colle
text; it must do more than just proVido.information.

Home study courses must titich, eiplicate, anticipate
questions and, in gefieraLserve as teacher, facilitator,
-classroom Mate, motivator, and be the source for .
needed informatiCn1

Good coithes muebome -with built in readings, assign-
ments, evaluative instruments and inspiration for
tudents to continue. They must challenge.the fast

less gifted.

444,430:4044,-4144-4,041.444 s".....M.Lysz-4444,4411404044444141

4. HoMe study courses must teaah the essential, current
49dy ot knoWledge, skills and attitudes% to meet course
objectivei using media: that are economically feasilAto
and eduCationally effective. 4

Home study instructors serve priMarily as, evaluators.
of .achieVement and.iesponders to technical queries.
Their role as dispensers of information,: "lecture
givers ," is mi9imal. .Their role as motivators of

. Warners, via written or o'ral commentaries, is an
important function.. ,

-414440444.0tr, (1,44444.444.414.441444.4err4444.44,444.4.,,,,

t
.4

The system of teaching by correspondence can be broken down in- \To,

to the following functions:

Function
,

1 Cou esy: Dr. Charles Marshall, La Salle Ex ension University
,

Discussion 1

Information Materials are based on specially written
Delivery texts and written for a specific audience.

Home study authors' and editors have a-



f

detailed profile analysii of :their p
tivestudents.

.Elaboration and StUdy guides and texta,are uniquely. de-
Explanation signed for:the special 'needs of thousands

-of students. Analysis of areas where
students need additional.infOrmation as7:
sista editois in.making material More rale-
vant

Motivation is consistentlyincorporated in
hotne study text Materials.: lt is also ex-
pandedby 'personal comments.,on :graded
assignments along With helpful model an-
swers Motivational letters are.sent
regularly

.

1

I.

Reinforc ment-, The 'stuclentwrites a questidn and bends
it to the school. Each question receives

Oisonal, detailed rePly Self-quiizes
/ ipstudy guides prOvide written anpwers

s. lot permanent referenc4 and,review, .

Evaluation- A series of w.ritten examinations , evaluated .

persOnally and sul;plemented with smodel
. .solutiOn replies, are used frequently enough
io measure learning. The student is not
Allowed to prbgress*through any substantial
amount of the course without a complete undtr-.
standin of the material already covered.

Learning Making use of the graded test, learning should
ComPletion , cOntinire.until the student attains a thorough

Wasp of the Material'. Review of the returned,
graded paper and understanding-the model
solutions are 'an intrinsic part of the studies.

Application of
. Learntzlg

Tbe home study student frequinily applies
on the job what has been learned the night
before. "Learn it today, apply to- tomor-
.row ," is a major motto of correspondence
educators. Because most home study
programs have specifiê career or voca-

I.

,



tional goals, learning tends to relate
specifically ,to the .fob and may be applied
imMediately..

Finally., home study- text desigmis predicated on these asumptions :
.

-The-learner chooses-to study on his own.
*Iv

11The learner is capable of independent, self-direOted
study Without the Props Orpeer group.or continbus
teacher interaction. .. a IS

The course is geared toward th, general backgiound
reading ability and ipterests of the broad range of

senrollees.

The course objectives match clOsel the learnerys ob-
jectives, as well as niatch the prom ses of the -school's
advertising.

The learner must feel able to "transcend the bpndages'
of spade and time" and learn eff9ctively by mail. The
system , therefore,.must appear to be individually de-
signed for the fearner ahd it must be clear that per-.
sonal attention' is readily available.

The course must'sbe able to be taught effectively by'
correspondence.

.s, ..
'Considering all of these concepts., the home study educator proceels

to construct course materials which meet the specific needs of mature,
ingependent, self-directed learners. Modern home study courses are
the result of decades of development of a %rather practical, results-
oriented approach tO education, 'The principles, beliefs , theories and
sakioms above are the diStillation of years a collective thinking .of home

,. .study educators. 1'e,
41:

EPS IN COURSE 'PREPARATION

steVis in course preparation vary from school tos school,:and no
s, one *ethod is universally followed. However, some genet guidelines

\are olteKved and these are outlined beloW.



A skeletal outline of the major st#ps in course dexelopment inclUdes
these steps in which home study developeri:

Determine the subject matter to be presented: in depth
market research can be helpful, but don't ignore the
portance of intuition imagina4on and .enthusiasm.

"t

Petermine the educational objectives for the iour,se,
,the.expected outcomes for graduates, and lifst.the
skills, knowledge and behavior changes to be imparted

Prepare'specially, written correspondence lessons.
15. 4. I

evelop%supplementary rfaterial such Eis..how to study
bOoklets motivational tabes , study' aids , etc . Study
guides tell/What .the: reacling, assignfnents are and how
to prpcepd'. SUpplementary items shoulcl include encourage:
ment letters, praCtice exercisei, student pro,jeets, ex-
Planationsi of material.not covered adequately in the texts
or lesions and, Poisibly; experimental kits.

Develop examinations for each study unit.. These are
generally designed ,as bpen-book examinations. They
sliould teach as weltas test . Furthermore, the exaM-

'inations should be designed t9 facilitate coliection and
eValuation in an economica way; Above all, examinations
shoOd measure the extent to which the objectives of the
.course have been mastered:

:

Des gn,'print, packi4e, and store the course for use.

Appendix A at the end of this..chaPtez is' a flow chart showing the
steps followed in developing a typical course. 'Appendix B provides
sample budget items to be considered in developinf a coutsq.

This Handbook includes artiqles which explain the "how to" 9f each
-of the major stepa_listed_aboxe-

'COURSg IT1NG _TECHNIqUis

In the actual writing pf course texts , schools use one of these three
methods;



.10

First, the use of in-Itluse 'specialists who, deflending.on the size of
the,school, may double.aa ifistructors. This technique IS especially
effective for revisions \ Because of time priorities and the difficulty
of keeping upi in'the field, this technique may not be practical for majkr
rewrites or for new course development. ,

Second, and probably,the most popular method, is the use of an "out-
.

aide Subjec.t matter spqcialist Working cloiely with the sclyiol's edUaa-
tional directoli. When such specialists ean be found, this method can
be most eifective. Due to the extensive coordination,' review and editirig
required, it can'also be inefficient.not to mention frustrating. ,Ttie
amount and method of remuneration are important factors in the arrange-
Ments made wit 'outside writers. f

The third method is the use of a publthhing or consulting firm, Under'
contract, to.Rrepare, a comi)lete course or program. Although a popular
and frequently used method, we have seen only a few-good courses
prepared in this way, Experience, cost, 'coordiriation, tinie, and avail-
ability of qualified "contractors" are factors which 'greatly limit the use

thik method 44

For the purposes of this llandpOok, the authors have assumed that
the readers intend to develop, or actually are tleveloping, their own
texts (options one;and twci above). By understantding the principles
ot home study text design, Diredtors of Education And other School
executives are better able tq Work with and'control the%Squality of the
coursei developed using any of the.methods.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A
TYPICAL HOME STUDY COURSE
(Continued from prededing page)
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APPENDIX B

'f

SUGGESTED CHART OF ACCOUNTS FOR SAMPtiE HOME STUDY COURSE

OUDGET*

Market Research -- Testing the market;
scope of course.

,Fixed Costs

Salaries

overhead

easibility determining

- Professional, Education Director
- Clerical

- General and AdministratiVe
- Equipment,. office.-

- Other direct costs

Course Development Costa

Research . - Publications
- Travel
- Consultants, Advisors
- Laboratory and design work

Writing - Writers
- Contract costs

Editing
Subject Review/Field Test
Typing
Art/Graphics/Photography

Ancillary thaterials Costs

Kits
Tapes
Equipment
Other (Diplomas, Envelopes

13
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,

Re2roduction Costs .,
,

,esignLayout and
Printing
Packaging
Binding,

Legal Costs

copyright Permissions
Trademarks

)

Course/Catalog approvals

Marketing ,Costs

Detailed breakdon determined by marketing methods used:

h

C't

-This is not intendsd to be a propoied budget tor evety 'course,-
-but a general guide to 'important budgetary line 4eMs to be con-
sidered...

t=
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Michael P. Lamber
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Int oduction to Article
:

The previous article examined the basic theories which are,
emplOyed in homeitudy course design. This companion articts
lists and explains the various componentewhich constitute-a course

. the naming of parts A, profile of the modern home sititly
course and a glossary of terms are included.

4
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Naming the
Parts''

P Lamiiert

Many home study educators use the word "product". inter-changeably
with the word "course" when they are talking about their correspondence
offerings. .5.

Indeed , correspondence educatOis have long been product oriented !
tOey employ many busimis terms in this fashion because it suits wliat

-They are about
-

Wlulefrhere 'is a mystique:to correspondence education which defies
.quantit tive analysis:it is useful for those Comingto the subject of home
study 6ourse development for the firet time to Idiow the mames of all of
thf parts. Appendix A is a glossary *of essential terms on hoMe study
course materials and the balance of this article attempts to label the many
parts of the home study experience. ,

THE TYPICAL COUTVIE?-

There is certainly no one prototype or "tyPical" correspondence course.
Courses vary from school to school.

Some schools feature "hands on" learning kits. Others ,use audio cas-
Sette tapes for instructOr'comments. Still others rely hea-Oly on,non-
print media.for instruction.. The combinations, -of media gre,numerous.,

. This feature), creativity of product deaign, helps make home study .an ".
exciting method 'of teaching and a challen.ging -career field.'

17
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In a recent survey of the National Home Study. Council's member schools,
the following profile emerged from the data provided by the 54 institutions'.
which responded . These 54 institutions offered over 1,500 courses to
over 1.14 million students.

Here is the profile:

the courses have (primarily) vocational objectives

the typical couree has 29 required lessons and takes about
12 months to complete I

-- most courses are written by a.cornbined team ofin-house
and outside 'authors ..

mostlesson/examination questions ar objective type
(multiple choice, etc..)

the courses are typically bound in loose-leaf binders

the lessons are personally graded by it qualified instructor

most of the inatructo s work full time, on the school premises

-- lessons .nearly always reee ve motivational comments-by an
instructor

lessons are gradefl and returned to stUdents in three days
or less

This profile has been confirmed by the writer's personal imperience
in the correspondence field. Appendixes B through E provide tablesz
of data describing c9urses offered by NHSC schools.

THE MAJOR COAPONENTS OF A COURSE.

Basically we can divide the home study product intO three very broad
categories:

Instructional Materials Group -- texts, lesson material, etc.

Ancillary Materials Group kit , request for help forms, etc.



Educational Services Group -- evaluation and instructor commentsc.
Appendix F is a listing of the componenta of each of these three groups

for'a sample course. The balance of this article will locus on the In-
structional Materials and Ancillary Mateiials Group, i.e. thevarts of
the home study praduct.

THE 1/4STRUCTIONAL MATERIALS GROUP
,

Within this group we haye the bUlk of th:e lepson materials. Fovexsmple ,

81 lc 11" lessen texts ,,bindit, hard-bound texts., examination booklets, etc .

tany item which-contains subjilet .r.nstter knowledge to beimparted to the
learner. The media employed to deliver the knowledge or information
varies from school to school and even from lesson to lesson; but the
missiqns remain Unchanged for each lesson or study session:

-- present the ,instructional objective (s)
4..

-- present th information , knowledge or skill

-- ',have the student apply the knowle&ge or skill, or facilitate the
desired behaviorial,change

-- evaluate the learning achieved or behavior change

-- motivate the student to cont*Ve to the next lesson

Within the Instructional Materials Group the core-eletifent is the lesson
text itself. The text may be 81 x 11 inch sheets bolind in a vinyl binder
(surely the most popular forinat today), 9r it may be a 6 x 9 inch book-
let, ssddle stitched . Below is a description of the major,formats and
materials in use today:

-1.foose7leaf vinyl birtders are the Most widelyUsed fOrmat by'
schoolaproviding materials on p lesson-by-lesson, basis .The

-advantage of-ease of revision-antiversatility-of--reprodUction
technique are evident'. At the saMe time, the'student ..has a
consolidated-vdlume,. or ,volumes, of all Material at the en& of

, his, course. This loose-.1eaf technique has ,been used quite, .

'effectively in art, cour;ses where fuli color, line driwings.,
tip-ons, actual,-Ootographs, and other illustrations Oan,be
interiversed wherever needed. 'AlsS, new materiels and-

19
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techniques may be introduced immediately into the' curses'.

§pecially written paper-bound booklets are not \quite as
popular .today as loose leaf texts, but ire-still used in longer
courses. Each,booklet contains a. single Iesson/study assign-
ment, in either 81'x 11" or smeller sizes, '4side'or saddle stitched.
The concept was developed in the 1890's by Thomas J. Foster,
founder of International Correspondence Schools,' and still
appears in the original pocket-size forrn , or in interesting
variations. Such materials are easy to store, package, and
ship to the student. Individual lessons may beeasily revised
since they can be printed in limited quantities an51 replaced
without undue budget strains. And the same lessons may be
used *many different courses, providhlg versatility for :

schools offering programs in the, slime subject field at different
levela or different courses:with related components.

Full-sized hard bound textbooks, formerly quite popular, are
now often replaced by cofnbination 'materials, such as texts plus
assignment sheets of loose-leaf courdes. The 'primary reason
for the decline in the use of such books is the difficulty posed
by revision. When used in fields where the basics do not
change and when supplemented by other materials ,.this tech-.
nique can be effective -- and impressive. The student has a
lifetime reference library on his bookshelf as a reminder of
his investment. Supplementary-reference books and outside'
readings can be, and are, ethployed'with courses using text
materials prepared in these way.

Standards texts, workbooks, and study. guides. Some
schools use staridard resident school textbooks and work-
books , supplementing these with specially prepared study
guides and instructions to the student. This kind of course
is used most often by echools with high school progfams and
college level or degree awarding courses -- primarily be-
cause recognition of suCh courses by state and public school
officials, 4v-ho--are--or-iented-to resident-schoolsris-facilitated----- ---
when standard, retognized texts are used. Study guides
prepared for use with standard texts*usually include reading
assigriments, motivational materials, supplementary subject
information, self-check 4uizzes and assignments, and some-
times "bound-in" 'examinations. These .ingredients make it
a,home study course, and are the key to its success.
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The fo us of the Various articles in this Handbook is the Instructional s

Material oup-, specifically,, the "how to" of prOducing the above listed
materials.

ANCILLARY MATERIALS GROUP

Supplementing the twits discussed above are a variety of media and
materials. The 'purpose of ancillary materials are:

-- to break up the tedium of the printed pages, and adding an
additional dimension to the communication process (e.g.., audio

to provide the lewetswith a chance to .apply -his new founc4
skill or knowledge;

to aid in the two-way communication between sclool and
student

Thó sing)e most popular audio visual aid is surely the tibiquitous
cassette' tape .

The major types of media include:
A,

Kits to be 'assembled, wJth &II the necessary tools and equip-
ment, are frequently combined with twit materials to enhance
th'e effectiveness of correspondence instruCtion: These coVer
a wide gamut, as thefQllowing list indicates:

14"

..Television and radio set kits, electropic test
equipment assembly kits,,and eveir an electronic
labOratory for radio; television and electronics
students; tool.kits for mechanics and camera re-
Apairmen; compressor components for rtfrigeration'
serv.icemen;, upright and, hand action models for a
piano tuner; two-tone circuit- for in electronic
organ-repairrnani-a-second-hand-typewtiter-for a
repaitman; a drafting board And instruments for
A drafting student; locks ; key blanks', tools, and
sa key-making machine for 'a Student locksmith;

--4and`precious stones tor a gemologist.

.2
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Integration with the text, assignments and examinations is
the keykhere . Effectively usedsi.idli materials are invaluable\

-.ftdjunctetos the course.
. ,..;'

Recordings are used most effectivel*:7- \together with texts
in such courses as broadcasting and Ittiguitge. Most record-
ings today are done on inexpensive casSette tape's:. small,
light weight, mailable. They ate excellekt audio suppiements for
just about any courSe.

Tape recorders. With the development of Cassettes', tapes
have become more practice.' than before for home .stkkdy. Maeis
production has brought this item within the economic-,range 9f
many schools. Tapes are used for two-way students-school
communication, 'such as in a broadcasting cpurse, and.fprs
instructor critiques of student work. Some college lelel
courses utilize recordings of lectures by professors.

,
Projectors and color slides see some 'use in home study courses.r
The cost of produOing the "sciftware" is largely prohibitive', not,'
to mention the costs of shipping and handling.

THE INSTRUCTION4 SERVICES GROUP

Oft&

A brief mention pf a felor of the components of this group should en-
lighten /the- reader:

-- Examination services, grading of papers '

.WATfieleine instruction, responding to student queries

Administrative services job assistance, notifying employers

Remedial instruction, and supply additional information

Shipping-and-receiving-coutse-materials

Ottier specialized 'student. services:

These are but a few of the tasks which comprise the total home study
experience. These tasks and services commence after the student has
enrolled. The nature of these ,components pins them outSide the scope

0
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of this Handbbok. They are ,*however, integral parts of the design and
development of any good coirespondence course.

CONCLUSION

Knowing the names of all the parts will not inake you an expert in
course design. Looking at actual course materials -- which are readily
obtainable -- is a critical step . The other articles in this Handbook
illustrate many of the components discussed above and shediadditional
light oirjust what a course is'or should be. But while th0 Handbook is
a good ,start, there is no substitute for actually setting about the task
of preparing a course. where'necessity for 'fiction generates a great
deal of practical understanding in a very short time!

23
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APPENDIX A

Glossary.of Selected Home Study Terms

ANSWER SHEET (RESPONSE FORM): A form on which a student records
responses to examination or test questions. Answer sheets are
submitted to the school for grading, evaluation ,* and comment, and
then returned to the student. '

ASSIGNMENT: A Part la organized material toq)e'studied and performed
by the student, according to required techniques.and principles; 'a
specific task to be-performed by the student and submitted to the
school for evaluation And comment. .

t..
ASSIGNMENT SHEET: A written supplement telling students what material

to study and in what order to study,, as well as how and when to sub-
mit examinations or projects for evaluation. -

COMBINATION COURSE: A course consisting pf a home study portion
and a residence portion.

Normally, p the home study portion pre-
cede,a the residence portion.. Residence training is offered to pro-
vide students initruction on the use of specialized equipment,
learning of manual skills or the applicationof certain techniques
under supervision (e.g. , tractor trailer driving).

COMPLETION RATE (RAW COMPLETION RATE).: The ratio of assign-
Inents completed to the total number of assignments contracted for -
in a fixed sampl!"f matriculated students (note: not the same as
graduation rate) .

COURSE: A planned sequence of educational activity,, leading to the
acquisition of a skill or body of knowledge, usually over a pre-
determined period of time.

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION: The person in a home study school organize-
-don -responsible-for-planning-and organizing-courses; selecting-,
preparing and editing instructional texts and study guides; super-
vising instructional services- anstaff; condwting educational
research; and performing other educational tasks as may be assigned.

EDUCATIONAL RECORDS Records and files maintained by a school for
each student's educational activity, -which include a student's name



Appendix A cont'd..

address basic education, date of enrollment , °our se , grades
current academic achievement, eniollment agreements and other
data. Ns

ENCOURAGEMENT PROGRAM (MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAM)1 Materials
and procedUres useli by home study schools to motivate students
to start a course of study,, continue in the course, and graduate.

EXAMINATION (TEST, ACHIEVEMENT TEST): That part of an assign
pent submitted for examination service, and de signed to facilitate
learning and to measure achievement. 'Examinations may include
essay, true-false, completion and multiple-choice items, case
'studies ,,problems, or may consist of A finished product tartwork,
project, article , etc. which th student submits to the,school.

.

EXAMINATION'SERVICE: 'The correction and evaluation of an examina7
tion , together with- any necessary motiVation and counseling, by
an instructor. .

.

GRADUATE: A person who has satisfied the prescribed requirements
(e.g. , assignments or.examinations of an educational poOrse or
program). and has been awarded'a certificate or.diploma aqirMing-
flits.

GRADUATION RATE: Per entage ofmatriculated students in a fixed
sample of a school's course who have satisfactorily completed all of
the prescrib4d requirements of a giVen course or program.

HOME STUDY COURSE (PROGRAM, TRAINING); An organized. series
of instructional unitd designed to accomplish definite objectives by
the home study method.

HOME STUDY EDUCATION (CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATION, DISTANCE
:EDUCAT1010: -Education -designed-for students--who-live--at-a-dis-6
tance from 4he 'teaching institution. Ordinarily, printed and/or .

recoided materials are sent by mail, providing the student with
structured units of information, assigned exeraisea tor practice
and examinations to measure achtevement, which in turn are sub-
mitted to the teaching'institution for evaluation and comment and
subseq ent return to the student.

e
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Auendix A cont'd.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: Texts, tapes, work kits, equipment,
supplies, tools, and other materials used in a couise to facilitate
the education andttraining offered.

A

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE (LESSON SERVICE , ASSIGNMENT SERVICE):
The advice, counsel , guidance and idstruction requested by a
student with an instruction-related problem And rendered by an
instructor

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: A section of a honle study course usually con-
sisting of an encouraging or motivating device, lesson, materials
and assignment, assignment or instructional service, examination'
and examination service.

INSTRUCTOR (TUTOR, TEACHEV, FACULTY): An individual who,
Aualified by education, training and experience, performs assign-
ment, examination and personal service.' He may assist in course
research, writing and related activities.

KIT: A collection of predominately-non-textual materials incIuded,in
home study coUrse to augment or enhance instruction': These

materials may c-onaist of tools equipment , instruments ; audio-
visual aids , components, accessories, an.d so forth,

4014-START RATE: Percentage of entolled and registered students in
a fixed 'sample 'of a school's course or courses 'who did not submit
any required examination or lesson assignment for grading or
servicing. Non-starts: 'Students who are disenrolled in a course
after registration, after the applicable cooling-off period but prior
to submission ottheir first required assignment

OBJECTIVE, EDUCATIONAL: A statement of what an educational pro-
gram can do for reisonably diligent students. Fot home study
courses-, objectives are goals_or aims attainable through_the_corres-
pondence study method, and provide a description of skills to be
acquired, information to be learned, training to be received, and
attitudes and habits to be changed or developed.

ir*

REVISION FILE: A.,file gontaining suggested course.revisions to update
instructional material, correct errors, improve quality of instruction ,



Appendix A cont'd

S.

claerify passages that may -confus4 students and so forth.

STUDY Guixig. (TRAINING GUIDE; INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE) &written
supplement to course materials designed to.facilitate study. It may
include directions .on how-to-study,, suggested xeadings, research
topics ,. self-check tests, problems and study projects., all of which
are keyed to the basic course texts.

a a



.Appendix B Average Lesson -Submissions,. Months to Completti.and Required .Resident
Training

Average . .,

-NuMber of: r" Average . , Ripquiriid :
EnrbIlment. Size 'Required Lesson Months to
(Total 'Active Number of Submissions Complete Course : It'eTrastin"tg

....1._iool)Students) 42E AstInstitutions (per . school) (per school)
.

,.

,. ,
Median Range

Less ,than 200 9 40 21:-100

.201-500. 20 4-138

501-1,000

1,00172,500
4

et

, 1.D.

14

ID.

4-46

4,501-4,000 16* 5 30
'eft

.4 001-7,500- 3 40 36-61

7,501A5 66 38 33-98

-IS ;001 or- more 33 15-64

Military

Median Range
.

5 5 5-14

2.2 24

15.5 .11.5-72 -

12 :5 3-38'

9' .2.5-20

10 4-12

14 6-30

-20 1 14-24

1 -D I.D. 1.D

Averages 28.7 sUbmissions_ 11.4 Months

-*insufficient Data Reported

0

0



Appendix C

:Typical course dive4ed by

Course:Developmeni -Used 43y Home Study Schools, by Enrollmitn
;

Number -of
Enrollme nt Size Institutions

(total .active
studints)

Less' than' 200

2,50174,000

4,001-7 500

7,501-25 000

In7flouse :dutside
Staff Autrs

3
svg

'-9ombinatiop, .,J

of iri-house Publis.hed Use Janother
and :outside teicits.with schooliageney
Authors , '1 study 'euide." ',course Other

0

25,001 or more

1,411itary:

"TOTALS

4n

N
A.' A

19

.46

444
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,'
ourse Examination Procedures Used by Home Study Sdhoo s, by Enrollment Siz

\Typical examinations are
A

Size
active students)

.10esi than 200'

2017500 .

801 140 00 .

,

:1 0012 ftp

,2 491-4,000 -.
4 001-7,500

110

7 tt01-..5. 000

A

2.bjective
0

Aposi ory

4),

25 v4 or More

Military

-Pro ect

0..

2

2-

Other

Typeis of iximinations:include objec tive (Nultiple choice-, true-false, etc; Expository Essay answer)
,i-ProJect (artWork, completed kits, etc.) and Other (not sriecified)



:Method Used-115 B nd.Course 'Texts in Home gtudy :schqo

Enrollment Size
(total active;

tudents

,by Enrollinent ISizes 1978'

. Loose -. Papereover
Sheets Paperover books (side,

N mber of Loose Leaf In beoks '.(per- or. saddle- Hardcover
, Folders feet bound.) , Bathed), books - 'Other

.

I stituttons Binders

Lea than 200
A

201-500

4.

.801-1,009

1,001-2,500

2 $01-4,000

4,091 7,500

7,501-25,000'

l'25,001 'or 'more

Military

4..

3

54

1

1.

2

18

3

2



'erm; APPENDIX F

COMPONENTS OF A MYTIIICAL Now STUDY COURSE IN "'GOURMET
COOKING'T

A. Instructional Materia1;3 Group
,4

1. 10 lessons, averaging.I2 pages each

2. 10 written examinations,' averaging 20 questions each
4,

20 self-check quizzes, questions each',

10 at home projects

5.mailed in yrojects
.

Signatures/from 3 indiv.iduals, unrelated to stUdent,
attestinglhat a gourmet meal (of atudent's choice) had
been served. Menu and dinner, guest's comments must
accompany signatures.

B. Educational Services Group

0 request for help/technical inquiry, *forms (r)r -printed)

,

20 preladdiessed envelopes_

Final examination package

WATS line telephone card

Starter lesson kit: pen, iflenu card, 'envelope, etc.

C. Ancillary* Materials Group
),

Premium to enroll : Cooklook

32

Stimulus to return bison one: Apron with Schoollogo
4
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pendix F cont'd.

StLrulus to return lesson five: engraved menu cards

Stimulus to return final exams: hsndsome diploma

6 audio-cassOttoq with lectures

6. Silver-plated wine tasting cup on chain.'

*

its
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APPENDIX G

SAMPLE REQUEST FOR HELP FORM

TRUCK. MARKETING INSTITUTE
1056. Eugenia Place (P.,9, Box 188)
Carpinteric.'California 93013; U.S.A.

-If you shoutd hit a snag:.don't give Up. Write for help!

tINFORPAATION REQUEtT De

*valet NUmber
4 ,

Saate 4120****Ir NOM* ...1161.4. lnitl ill10.. 0.1.1.406.1414711..101A TPA ............... SSSSS

Firm

MdreaSiribl5ir-.55555555 ......irrni24.1.000:..111Zit,i).

.... 11111.611.3.VIAlmbiolt

.440 444. ..4 ,541+0,4

(PAM MONA moirabsiv, name old aciiirsie we* se, on TOO ultimo Ode.)

Regarding:.Lesson Nbr. ... .........

c.

INSTRUaTOR'S REPLY Cm"

i

Detach and Keep Yellowk Copy. I Send White and Pink Copies with qsrbon intact. structor will rsply on White Copp

40,

4
Courtesy Truck Marketing Institute

ct
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introduenon to Article

Giving students a goodlnitial impression via qualit*.courSe materialis critical to reducing non-starts and enhancing'course completion rates.Mr. 'Frenzel, ,a proponent of the high quality, low cost, short home studycourse, offers invaluable guidance en how .to go about planning foi..a
modern.hoine study course.

Ile argues persuasively that home study courses, like modern fiat nthrillers, should have a "can't put it doivnn.quality

\ t
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Approaching Course
Development

LouisE. Frenzel

ei

Whenever educational directors get together to discuss the develop-.ment of home study caurses; inevitably 'the talk-turnErto completion,rateetnd non-starta. .Thiszusually leads to a discussioh of the first
lesson in-the course. The firkt lesson is always criticai pince it is -km
first material that tii student sees. It typically introducei the izourse
and sets the tone for-lUture study: This lesson is also crucial becauie'the school wants the-student to get stkrted. For that -reaSon , the firstlesson is quite special. Typically, itis 'shorter,, simpler, an*d.more
interesting in order to -entice the student into studying it. :and, submittinghis first exam.

While there is,a lotto be saktfor attemptinitto get tf!e -studentii firstlesion ,as soon .as pOssible it'creates'the,i,!wrong attitude in deveiOping
the entire coUrse. Why,focus the attention on just the first lesson:or
first,fe* lessons and neglect the others?. Aren't all theiessons in the, course Nit asimportane if such techniques work, so Well'for the first
14isson,, then.Why can't they be *applied across the board to all other les-

,f4ons? I personally object to the concept of deVeloping just a, good' first'
,lisson.' The overa.11 goal shOuld be to deelop a totally rod course.,
-Wi*suCh an approach, you should .not only obtain the student's 'first
leitipn'ormickly , but you should ,also'help to inctivate tbe student to study

_ ___alLthelte*aining-leasons-, Thus the-Tesult-thould-be a-reduttlon-sizi-the'non-start tate-and a significant increaie in traduation rate, -.

.

4

The purposèctfthis_article Is to show boy/the:techniques of creatinga highly inter, ing- 'and,otivational first lessOn can be applied tetheentire course.- A.seitOhdary purpose is to.point out that there are

37



many alternatives in developing the first lesson,. Educational,directors
have many.options to choose from today in preparing new courses or
when updating existing courses. Speoifically,, you shotild not limit
your thinking to standard written homestudy textbooks 0 you should

consider all:of the many useful and effective educational techniques
available today.

The standard written home study lesson will always be a viable way
Of teaching. But there are m'any good reasons for c9nsidering all of
the other alternatives available. I would like to discuss some new ap-
proachei, to developing-not only a good first lesson but a good com-
plete course..

REVIEW OF BASIC CONCEPTS

Somehow it doesn't seem necessary to review most fundamentals of
developing self instructional material for adults. Yet, when new courses
or lessons are created, these basic concepts often get lost. It doesn't
hurt to bring them up Again and again so that we remember how ex-
tremely important they are. The most important conceptS are outlined
below:

Involvement --. The best way to get a student to start
and complete a home study course is to get him in
volved. :Involvement m4ans a lot more than having
.him read 500 pages 9f text material. So 'twiny home
study course's say to the student , although indirectly,
"if you read these 20 textbooks You will be a good TV
/*pair man , etc." While I have to admit that readiffg,
is involvement, it is not the type of involvement-that
students necessarily wanti or. need. So many home
study .students take courses to learn new skills and
techniques. Most courses are technical and skill ori-
'ented. This Means the student wants to learn how to
repair electronic equipment, take photographs, work
with locks, or navigate s small. boat. All of these are
typically equipment-Mated skills( This- is what the- -

student wants to do, Work with the equiliment, not
read about it. WMle it is not always possible to, create .

the type of involvement required to teach the skills
students want, 'other types of involvement can often



'be substituted. Sugh involvement can be associated
with'the techniques and media of teaching.

Motivation -- A student will never begin to .complete
a home study courseunless he is motivlted:' Typ-
ically home study studentS ere already motivated
simply because they had enoughinierest and initiative
to enroll in the first place. Adult students are Moti-
vated by a genuine need or *ire to leSrn. With
this built, in motivaiion to wor151 getting a student
to start and continue a course should not be 'a prob-
lem. Yet it is. in my own.experience, it is the
materials and procedures of the school that demoti-

, vate the 'student. You should take a hard look at ypur
own materials and procedures to see that they are not
demotivational. Are they too complex? Are they pi-
tronizing? Are the .materials pertinent and of the
highest quality? #

Subject Matter Most students enroll tor .a home
study course because they are interested in some
particular subject. Your course happens to,cover
that subje6t., If the student is going to start and corn:
plete the course, theriyou must give him whit he
wants or needs. This means going'all the wsy back
to the beginning and doing your homework in terms
of market research.. Just what does the stUdent of
today 'Want and need? What does he expect in terms
of content and delivery? -Is your present course.,
material and delivery in keeping with What the student
requires and is looking) for? If the oourse material
is pot entirely pertinent or is out of.date, thc student
will immediately be frustrated. .Most students come to
a hoine study course knowing at least SOmething about
the subject in.question. Students can quickly detect
'impertinent or ottt of date material. The,material
should also be of.practical-value. There is nothing
more boring.than attemptinKko_ read a textbook of
theoretioal ideas. Practical material is much More
interesting and useful. Most home study students
want praptical end restilts and things they can apply
immediately on the job Otherwise you will loSe them
quickly. One of the best ways to achieve thyi theory-



to-practice transition is to create learning materials
that challenge the student to apply what he has 'learned.

Quality -- If you send your student a stack of mimeo-
graphed pages stapled togethetutor hisfirst lesion,
he is certain to be demotivated. Learning materials
must be of the ,highest qualitY to attract and hold the
student. Most individuals are used to high quality
and high impact media. Even the lowest priced of maga-
zines feature slick paper and.glossy multi-color il-
lustrations. School textbooks that most student re-

, member are of cdlorful, high graphic ,design. If the
student gets.cheap, fow grade materials, don't ex-.
pect him to start, or to finish.

1,ength Keep it short. There is nothing more de-
mo, motivational to a student then realizing that he has

to read 150 lesson books snd build 57 kits. Is all this
really necessarx? 'Can't the -bourse be made shorter?
Anything that ytt4d'o fo reduce e 'student's study
time while not romisingle ning effectiveness
will,help to get h m stsrted faster and finished sooner.
Most people want to-have the knowledge "right now."

. No one wantesto Wend 3 or 4 years of study. ,And'in
most cases , ft Isn't necesiary.. Ey eliminating un-
nec,essary lessons and keeping the Ow/fining lesteap----
short and to the point , you nq only will get more
students to finish sooner,, but also you will reduce
yOur costs and perhaps course prices. There is a lot
to be said for brevity.

TECHNIQUES FOR CREATING M61:1ERN COURSES'

. How do you create a high impact motivational and involvement oriented'
home study course? Just how doe's a school create a program.that the
student can literally not wait to start, cannot put down and hates to teie
come to the end-?--Isnit that exactly-the goal we-are try-ing-to-achieve
Here are some techniques for' putting life into hoMe study courses!

.40

Objectives The cdfiapt of writing course objective*
and then creating the leSsons, kits and.other materials 'to
achieve ihese objectives is not new. Most big bourses
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simply attempt to toyer 'as much material as possible
and hope to include'all student needs.. $ometimes the
result is that the student knows the subject well but still
cannot accomplish the original intent of the programs.
For example', I have seen letters from students.and'graduates
of one popular, well-,known TV servicing Course that,
gale in effect,- "I have completed your-course and made
an A+ on all lessons and kits, but I still do not know
how to fix TV sets ." Is this happening to your students?
It.is worth finding out. And , if it is, then you can.put
the blaiiie on lack of clear-cut objectives. In the de-
.yelopment of a TV course the objective should bp, stated
somethint like this: "When the stUdent completes this
course he wig be able to troubleshoot, service , repair
and maintain modern Ty receivers." Then the learn-
ing fflaterials: can be developed to achieve this object-
lye. 'only the subject matter end Skill needed to attain'
the Objective need be included.. 'The result is a very
effective and efficient course.

The "objectives" approach should also'be extended.
. to the lesson and kit level. And, all objeCtives --

course:, lesson; should:be clearly, presented
to the student in the cotirse. He mants fa knoir what
he is going to learn or what he Will 1* able to do. In
fact, these objectives should even be etated in 'ads
and cataipgs. You will be surprised'at the difference
between this, approach and the old brute force outline
'approach.-

Written Lessons The writti lesson is still one of
the.most effeSive and inexpensive ways of teaching
by home study.' .1Viany schools prefet it , and of course
it is still a viable approach.' A large percentage,of
course materials In any. home study course wilt be
printed, ,but there are so Inanx,other alternatives. In
addition-, a lot can be,done tb make the printed material
more interestinrand effective-. Here:are-a few-tech
niques.that should be considered:

Graphics, ftegardless of the subject,
yoll should' Attempt to Use as ,many phott",

graphic and other visual. infor-
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mation as possible, Color is also impor-
-tant. As trite as it Olinda, a picture is
still worth a thousand words. It can cut
down on the number of written Wordeused
to convey 'information. 'As a general rule,
you shotilslave just ai many pages 61
drawings ,-Illustrations and photos as you
do written material.' A 50-50 split gives
a near ideal teaching combinatiOn.

-Packaging Packaging,refers to how pie
printed material is put together. It.,can
13;a stipled sheets of paper, .bounrtext-
books or looseleaf bthders. Whien a per-
son thinks of a course he typically thinks

terms of looseleaf binders instead of
textbooks or stapled sheets. If he pays

"i hundreds or even thousands of dollars for
a course, he expects quality:. If.for 'that
money he receives simply a box of books,
he ls Immediately demotivated. Although
it costs a litpe more to package courses
to look like courses, the end result is
worth it. Do ni4fiesitate to spend what
is necessary to package 9ourses in aftracn
tive multi-color .binders with lab dividers
pockets and other colbrful and attractive
accessories..

c . Written Techniques -- So much hak
ready been wri.ttan about iowto write,.
that it doesn't seem neces ary to'repeat
it here. You should always 'look at read-t
ing level, simplicity, style\ and brevity.
Howevet,Elere are two ottierimportint
points thati:hould be First,
any cburse writer should at 1 times keep

--1-onething-uppermost-in1hts-mInd-.---HeIs
writing,instructional material for students
who are on their own. There, is no imme-
diMe instructor contact; and he is ex-
pected to learn the subject 'only from the
writteajesson. Make every attempt to
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write the lessons for self instrUction.
Again., simiething thatwe all know,,.
but that idea must be transferred 'RS the'
author. Second, there la no reason why-
we cannot-use the techniques:of fiction ,

writing to help ntake the written material
more interesting% Mostbof us have read
povels that get us hooked quickly, keep
us.reading at'a fast pace ,:and virtually
keep us on the edge of our..-seats.j. We-
hpve aU tead a book thaVwe simply cannot
iut- down. Whican't these same qualities.
be included in a twine study Course lesson?
Pirt of the answer lies in t)te fact.that :the
materiarbeing covered is often tootech-
'Meal and not as inftresAing. However,
the techniques can still be applied to help
'in this regard. lust recently, 2 in reading

novelby.fiption writer Robitrt Ludluin,
it occured to me that thetechniques,used
In his -600ks give them the "can't-put-it-.
dolyn" quality which could be applied to
many holiie study lessons.. Ludlum has a

. particular knack of ending a chaPter,right
at a trucial point that leavos you:with
'many questions in your mind and an.up-
satisfied feeling. This inakes you imme-
diately jump to the nextechapter to "see

-'*hat happens." -If thisiquality.can be
built into home study materials; think
of howeasy it !maid be to .get a student
to complete a course.

Currency -- Any new writteri home study
oaterial must be up to date. It must dis-
Cuss the latest Components, techniques
and equipment. Photoi and-drawings'
should not be dated'. Most'people can
-quIckly-iditntify-kout-of-date-mater-ial.

sThis means you shbuld make evety,
attempt to keep your subjept matter as
retent as Possible. This is especially
true *Atha first few lestioneilnOtlitn
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e. Programmed Instruction -- programmed
instructibn is currentN uttif fashion in
home study. It does not a. .ear thatany-
one has really used it ceesfully. De-
spite this is still an extremely effective
and Interesting way to teach a subject.
The format breaks the-material tO be
learned into small segments. In additidn,
it is also graphicallY interesting. This
type of material forces involvement and
because of its sequential nature causes
an individuaLto.go throughsa large block
of material very quickly. 'It Ts hard to
stop in the middle of a P.I. sequence.
Programmedinstruction is widely used in
industry and,the military. And there rs
a new surge of interest in it since com-
puter technblogy is now such that com-
puter aided Instruction (CAD.' Can be
implement&l at a.very ven
though you may have tried programmed
instruction before and-given it up as
lost cause, it'S,time to reconsider it as
an effEstve home study learning tool,

Alternative _Media.-- Why.does ,the first lesson In the
home study courss,have tb be a written leason?_ The
answer.of course is that it doesn't have to be. There
are many other ways to "dispense" education. The
written word is 'only one. I am.referring -here to the -
fact that there are many audio/visual techniques for
teaching., For eiample, why can't your first lesson
be an audio cassette tape? The aUdio cassette could
be further enhanced with printed visuals or filmstrips.
Low cost filmstrip viewers and projectors are-readily
,available and would riot significantly increase the

. Oitof-A-course ; In Most cases, a filmstrip tsiess eic-
pensive than equiValent printed Material.

Young adults today who are the prime candidates to
become home study schc;ol students have been brought
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up On thernative media. As children they were ex-
posed to many hours of TVyiewing.. Iti,school they
learned by films, audio/visual techniques, 14boratory
.work, field trips, languagl labs and lectures. While
all students do Some reading, they certainly do not
do asmuch today its they once.did. Many'youngsters
Ieave high school and even college withthe, inability
to read and understand properly. These litudents
bring tliese traits to a home study course. They ex-
pel-t-t6 be taught by media other than reading: TheY
don't know how to read effectively. Even more impor-
tantly, they don't want to read! for that reason., the

. modern home study_course is much more effective if it
uses the type of media that students are familiar and
comfortable 'with. In many cases , the u -ft,.sf audio/
visual techniques makes learning easy anepainless.
At the same time it is also quite an effective.alternative

- to reading. In fac4, all home study courses should
use some type'of audiO/visual materials. it is no more
.expensive and no more difficUltto develop- than pinted
mkterials. You can make the comparison yourseitt ,

Even if it were more difficulfind more expensive\pie
effort wouldbe Worth it. The modern home Study.1
student does+not want to read; he wants to listen, sep
and do. Naturally, any A/V course should be supple-
mented with a printed workbook of practice problems%
review questions; self-test qUizpsis and projects to re-
vieW and' reinforce the A/V material. This is not only
an effective teaching approach but also a major mar-
keting tool and benefit,

'kits and Equilment -- Since Most home study courses
relate to technical subjects and skins, it is highly de-:
sirable to include as muc`h equipment.as possible with
a course. Students want to get personilly involved
with the hardware. 'Electronics, for examPle, is truly
a hardware-oriented subject.. Engineers and techni-
cians work with hard.ware; they either design it,. in-

-stall it , repairAtore_it. They 'da_natjust simply
'readabout it. The' only way to learn electronics ef-
fectively is to get your hands on the actual compon-
ents and equipment tided. This is true for,virtually

'any technical Subject. It is absolutely essential that

4.
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home study students receive this type of training It
is extremly motivational and it gives the student the
type of practical experience that they need to transtate
theoretical Information into some practical end result .

sLet them apply with the.hardware what they learn in
the..A/3.7 or printed lesson materials Anothersimpor-

4.4. tent point is that the equipment should be given as
early In the cotirse as poskble. Most schools still
take the approach that any large expensive piece of
equipment should be given at the very end of the pro-.
gram. The theory is that,this equipment will motivate
the student toAnish the course. Strangely enough,
this is not so. Most people today want instant gratifi-
cation. If they sign .up for a long course and invest

,"..*.a lot of money, , they want what they paid for as soon as
possible. If you want the student tt submit his first
lesson and get invoid with the course quickly,, give
him equipment "up &Ont." There are payment tech-
niques that will allow you to do this and receive the
benefits sf the' motiv+tion that the equipment creates,
but at the same timed/minimizing the risk of problems
of student cancellations and refunds. Giving the
equipment "'up front" typically offsets these problems.

.

Multi-Media -- Why not use all or most of the tech-
niques in one course? They reinforce -one another
and keep the student hopping from one thing to another.
Most people's attention span is short. Don't overrun
it. To do so is a "turn-off." By tising a variety 9f
media, properly srquenced, 'you create a sense of move-6-
ment, accomplishment, and s'oees rather than drudgery
and boredom.
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CONCLU§ION

New,, eçp4Ang media and techniques will attract more students, brink
increase edibility to the field, and 'cau'se more studentslo start and

Many of the articles in this itandbook will tell you how you can apply
the principles a text design arid development we haveArcusied here.
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f.

Intfro j ction to Article

I.

Mary Mc4Ceown speaks' from nearly four decades of home study ex-,.
periencemorking *IA course authors. In this article she explains
the talents one.rooks for in an author, 'establishing ground rules, and
how to supervise autftors. A sample author's contract is.displayed.

Selecting course authors is one of the most important decisions an
Educational Director.makes.

:At



Superptsing Course
Authors

Mar Mc'E. e 0%n

The selection of in author or authors for a home study course is one-
of the most important decisions that an .educational director makes.. It:
it not an easy task,. It is a task thatrequires great care. -Well written
course* cammake the .difference between success and failure for a'
school.

WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR?

What characteristics and abilities do you loolrfor in selecting a writer?
First, you should look for someone With eiipertise in the subject matter,'
&person with an up-to-date knowledge, of the field. Secondly, you want
someone who can write in the l'home study manner ," who can transmit
knoyledge to ,students. You want someone who writes for his readers *-
rather than for his. peers . Thirdly, ; yoti should seek the :Writer ivho has

.a bread understandhig of the 'held of home study and the special needs
of hoMe stUdy stUdents. Fourth, you lOok &rope who, can organize
written material hi such a way As to lead students step-hy-step through
the course. Finally,, you should select writers whoitave the ability tti -

complete the manuscript on -time!

How do you eelect a writer who has all the qualities outlined above?
lLometudyschooJsafhaveT&largestiff iartment heads and
strUctors have a steady pool of talent. The educational directors of such
schools are particularly fortunate in.that they are aware of the, potential
writer's educational background, writing skills' and organkzetional abil-
ity.. A writer selected from the staff 'can be expected to know ihe format

'1
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.the school uses is aware of the capabilities of the students, and is*-
ieady familiar with the principles of teaching by correspondence.

.However, even in a large school there' are times when it may Ve ad-
yisable to gso outside the organization to get a suitable author. /10 one
on the current staff may be qualified, or the persons who are qualified
may be busy on other projects. Therefore, to meet time constraints the

' educational director will have to go ,outside the oraanization. The de-
cision as to "inside or outside" authorship depenas upon 'the circum-
stances (time, budget , staff competence, etc.);

WHERE DO Yt3U FIND THEM?

Where do you get good writers? You have many sources. If the
course you are planning is an academic one, for example', United :States
History for a high school program, you can contact theihistory depart-
ment of colleges, universities or high schools in your area for possible ,
auth90 . (It is usually easier, leas costly, and less time consuming to
engage people who are close by -- etpecially if you are working with
more than one author). However, since the educational director is ex-
perienced in' home 'study. methodology, 0' he should not be afraid to wbrk
with an aspirintituthor 'in any part of the country if that authbr irroves
to have the qualifications desired. If*an authoes particularly outstanding
(and the fee reasonable), it is worth the extra' effort to work with au-
thors.located at some.diStance from the school.

If the course is vocational, yOu can contact the appropriate depart-
ments of vocational schools at secondary and postsecondary levels. In-
dustry,, too, is a good source for writers. Those currently eniployed in
industry have rkractical experience and know the latest developments in
their fields, You,can advertise in trade and technical journals. Keep
your eyes open . If you come across an article in a lecijnical journal that
is written in a style that will be understood bylhe type of student you
expect to enroll in your program; contact the author. PerhapS you can
hire iiimto write a course for you,

-MULTIPLE- AUTHORS-HIP

For some courses it may advantageous to have more than one author.
This might be true in a course such as World History. Having several
writers each of whom is a specialist in the history4f a particular area
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would add to the scholarship'value of the coUrse.
.10

The same would prove true of a course in law or taxes. Having more
than one author can also speed up the writing. Some people work better
in.teams and are spurred on by ,discussing the project with-others% On
the other an1 there can be disadvantages, in that writing -styles, and
lesson tone may differ widely. This teen be-overcome by making one of
the authoys responsible for reconciling the variance in styles or by
having an experienced editor go over the material. ,z There is a saying

= in home study that every,pourse heeds to be read and edited by'a "cen-
,

tral mind" to sure uniform tone, style and flow of material. Some
writing teams 4ivide the work so that one writes theelesson material and
the other writ .the self-cheek and examination questions. The division
of labor sho d be the one that will produce the best course

ESTABLISHING Ao y)RICING RELATIONSHIP

Once you have fielected an pthor you will need to have an orientation
session. The author needs to knew,about the students who will be taking
the course. W46 are they? High School dropoUts? High school grad-
uates? College graduates? Men? Women? Both? What age group?
IncoMe? What/are their reasons for taking the course?. The m9re the
author undeOtands the.protile of the intended student audience, the
better able ie will be to write a..course.that will suit that audience.

DiscUss/course content. Set up a list of behavioral objectives for the
course. Be sure to letethe author know what the extent of the course is
to be. For example, first year Algebra would be beginning Algebra
tirough the solution of quadratic equations. A .dourse in repair of small
lectric motors would be limited to small electric motors. It would not

include gasoline motors. Yott do not want to have the course duplicate
matttrial in other courses you'already have. Gordon Bennett's article in
this Handbook is the best resource you have on writing pod obieckives.

Every home study school should have a manual for course writers.
Several major National Hoine Study Council member schools have for
years made their course alkthor's manuals available to others. Find out

which schools-have-a -manual-and aak-for it.

The manual should give the writer an idea of what is expected. It
should outline the forrnat to be used, the length of learning units, types
of questions to be used in examinations, etc. It should stress the differ;-

5
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en6es between claii,srooms and home study teaching., For example, it ,

should stress the faet that the only educationAl materials the home study
sttudent can be expeted to have are thoEie sent with the couAe. Home

, sti.idy courses must 1:\e self-contained. The writer has to ra-=
learning problems the\ student may encounter and design to
overcome these problers,. There will be no teacher.there to explain'.
convoluted "purple pasfiages" in the ,course or to ,reassure the discour-
aged student or to supp\y material, that has been omitted.

Once you hive dcidedi upon an author, ;.--y u.need to set the' ground-
rules Make sure thafeaci of you knows who responsible for what.
Have a contract for anytautiorship, 'whether it is done by a salaried em-
ployee or qn the outside. It should specify-who is responsible for
supplying pictures, charts Aand other illustrations; how, and when man-
uscript is to bp, submitted;'hiing and When the -author is to be paid; and
under what conditions the co tact can be cancelled; and, most important-
ly, the thnetable of when mate ials are due. '4(See Appendix A )

The amount and basis for payment will, of course,* Jepe upOn the
i school. It may differ for varioti courses within a sclo9 depending,

upon the. difficulty of getting qualified authors. OAF educational director
recently said that his schoqi paid\by the finished pike. A public insti-
tution paid $5,800 per lessbn for i college course it developed. Others

. pay lump suMs of anywhere frqm ,500 to $10,000+.per m,nuscript . In
, short , the budget of the school, th e difficulty of the coure, And the
credentials' of.the author influence t e remuneration.

\
,

.
t

SUPERIMING AUTHORS
i
\ \

Now that you have the author primed to write, you need to keep his
enthusialm maked. Drop him a.note or give him a call.from time to time:

..Set up a 'lyckler file" to remind yourself of when to call the aUthor. Keep
in toOch with him. Maybe you will find -a clipping from a newspaper or.
magazine Thich relates to-his project. S\end itto him.

As soon aA you get the first portion of the Manuscript, read it and con-
tact the autirr . Feedback is as important to the author at this point as
it is to the itudent whp has submitted his first examination.. 'You want
to iceep,him rthusiastic ibdut the project. Get your evaluation to him
quicklY-7--Emphasize the strengths of his presentation. Then make
suggestions for improving' sections you feel are weak. Be gentle but
firm. Some authors are thin skinned and consider their writing an ex-

, \



tension of themselves. Criticize their writing end you criticize them.
Tie es tactfUl as you can; However, keep in Mind that you have to have
a product that meats the needs of the students and your school.

As you look over the first lesson ask yourself these questionst

Is it written at flIevel the student can understand?
wir

it Condescending? Or, on the other hand is it stilted
and heavy with jargon?

is its development logical? Dcies it proceed from the
simple to complex?

'Does it hold your intereat? If it does&t hold yours, it
won't hold the students' .

5. Does it. give the student practical examples that he can
understand, rather, than just theory?

If the iteading level is too high, do -not just tell the writer that the
reading level is too high: Have your editors rewrite a sentence,or para-
graph here and thert at the level you think appropriate. In technical
subjects it may be necessary to tell the aithor to define any technical

-terms he tins .t.1,,f the author tendsto be condescending point it out to
7him (in a non-condescending way , of course).. If, however the author
tends to be 'intellectually overbearing, point that out to him too (in a
non-overbearing , of course).

The author who has not had experience in correspondence education
may not realite the need for logical, akuential steps in his presentation.
Show him where such omissions occur.. Indicate where practical ex-
amples can be -given if he has overlooked them. Suggest ways he can
spark students' 'interest by his language and by relating his presentation
to the real world.

CONCLUSION

'Educational directors do not have an easy job. They are often caught
between other school executives who expect a course to be ready for
marketing as soomar the idea for it is conceived, and procrastinating
authors iho often have full-time jobs end think of their course Nriting
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as secondary. You will have to follow up with the author to be sure he'
ia meetini the timq schedule you have set.

It is important,to keep in.close touch with the writer, meeting with
him from time to time or speaking with him on'the phone if he is out-of-
town'. Authors will differ in their work habits*. .What motivates:one
author May irritate another author: Most will stick dlose to the orlginal
schedule, Others wiII.start out with enthusiasm and, then reaph a pla-.
teen, A note orb a, telephone call will usually get these folks back on the
track. However, there are always the procrastinators. They usually
say that they work'belter under pressure. -Keep after them. Mcist of
us do n4t like to nag, but unfortunately nagging is often the only pressure
to which certain people 'respond. In short , the secret of.succese in re-.--
motivating delinqUent authors is to practice tlie art of making them feel

.t!

Thus., at times you will have to be a teacher, advisor, psyehologist and
even an.ogre; but your goal --,an excellent home study course is well
worth the effort you will need to expena.
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APPENDIX A

19 between

STUDY GUIDE CONTRACT

Agreement made this 4iy of\\
of

after called the Author, and the American School of CorrespondenCe of' Chicago Illinois.

parties &Epee:

herein-,

\
consideration their mutual collenants the

The Author:

1. Warrants that .he i the Mrthorand sole owner
of -.an original unpublished literary co position, better described and m re comMOnly knovm 'as a
Study.Guide, at present entitled

and of all rights appertaining tlreto, and that said compcisition contain n ma er infringing
upon any copyright or right of literary property, and with respect to warranties
he will hold the publisher harmless.

2. Hereby assigns and transfers said composition:
and any rtivisions thereof and all aaid rights to the.pUblisher and' its assigns, together with the ex-:
pluelve publication, sale pad otheT, rights thereof throughout the World forever, regirdless of

\-whether the Publisher hasthe.said composition copyrighted.

The Publisher agrees:

3; to pay the Author the fixed flat and
of upon.acceptance of Author's copy Material for the. Study Guide.

Syady Guide, free of charge..
..r.+

inal sum

4. To give the Author copies of the printed

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have exe-

cuted this instrument, in duplicate, and affixed their respective seals, ''at'Chicago, Illinoia
this day o! , 19

SEAL)"
Author

American School of Correspondence
, -Publisher

esident

Secretary
55
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ALLE- EXTNSION UNtVERSTiY
A CORRESPONDENCE INsi-txutibN.,

sovrti DEARBORN, iSTREEt, CI-OCAS& ILLINOIS 60605

APPENDIX A.

bj

October' 30, 1979

Please accept -this letter ae an, agreement betWeen you and LaSa.ile Extension-
University for the preparation of a Study Guide with six stugy sessions to 4.c-
coMpelny the ,textiOok selected;in the ,Medical OffiCe ProCedures course in LaSalle s
Medical/Dental Office Receptionist Program:

1. Ypur services as.author of die Study 'Guide and ainydlither services per-
formed by you in connectioi with th4 course, will! be preforred by,you. as
an "employee for hire" of LaSalle E ension University.. Acconangly, it
is 'agreed that all contribUtions . mad by you:, -developed by you and ebb-
mitted to and accepted by LaSalle, s all be the sole, and exclusive.proper-
ty of LaSalle Extension UniversIty which shasil owii all copyrightst:whatso-

. ever, including. 'copyright, in and to all such Study seesion suPplementaty
,

materials.

2, The number of Study Sessions to be supplied by you to LaSalle is six (6).
4

3, Information-and guidance concerningothe' Study Session design, orginization,,
arid content shall be supplied to you bY curriculum staff tembers Marlene
Chamberlain .and Janice Trimble. Ms'. Chamberlain shall be your primary liai-
'son with LaSalle '(:)n this project.

The Author guidelines submitted hereWith form a part of this agreement
by reference. MSdifications in the-guidelines must be.-satisfactorY to
-LOalle and agreed to in writing.'

It is understood and agreed that ali Study SessiOn materials-submitted by
you to LaSalle will be subjected to review and editorial revision by La-
Salle, and that any errors or departures- from the specifications provide
by LaSalle at the beginning of the project will be pointed out by LaSalle
to you for revisions.

6 Your total fee for the writing 'of the Study Sessione will be-payable to
you as follows upon completion and acceptence of the Study Sessions 'accord-

. -ing to the schedule below:

Conttact'

Payment.uport acceptancft.of Study Session 1

to be delivered by November 17,,1978

Payment 'upon acceptance of Study'Sessions
to bedelivered by ec'ember 1, -1978

'1250;00

525.00

1050.00



Payment of acceptance of Study Sessions 4-6
to 'be,delivered by anuary 2,! 1979

s

Penalty for failure to deliver acceptable
manuscript.,on the .schediled dates shall resulit4;
in, a penatIty of $100 per St.tdy -Session '
Tot.al ,Payment As Scheduled

$1575.00

(600.0.0

$3400.00

%.

In the ev4nt that LaSall.e.Extension University sees fit to' ceeie working
ielations With' you, c5n this prOect -you will be paid a, pro-rated fee eon- .

stituting payment in proportion of the total fee for assignments completed
by you .and submitted to and accepted by 'LaSalle.

.8. Within the scope of this agreement, you agree to be available, for discus-
.- ,sion, with the qurridulum staff ,tlf LaSalle, or.with the staff of the Market.,

ing Department's:4r 'advertising- agencies working with LaSalle concerning' in-
forinaion necessary (:),r promotion of the Medical 'Procedures course., s

.you represent and warrant that .you are free to' enter into -this agreement,
,that all materials -delivered by you, shall'be original with you or based
on the' Selected text, keclical Office ,Procedures, by BredpW,:Publ\ished.by
McGraw-.Hill, and that such materials and, the performance of ydur services
Shall-mot vi-blate any :copyright,:patent, proprtetary, personal or contrac-
-tual right.'-`You'agree to hoid hftrmless and-indemnify -LaSalle against all
costs and 'experisei:"arising out of any claim, whether or not meritorioUs,
that is nconsistent withN or itf 'established would constitute a breath Of,
the foregoing warranties.:

4,

10 You..agree that ,yoU -will not, withoiat LaSalle's prior written 'consent, pub-
lish or permit the publication of '*any material Written by you in whole or
in art that is derived frbm or coillpetitive' to sthe statirials delivered
der.i4A.s agtement,

lease ,returp to me the.signed dopy of this, letter, retaining tilt original for
your files. LaSalle is pleased to have you working on this project.

Sincerely yo

61.

Dr. Charles .B. Marshall
Vice-President, Education'

totaptit
Date-
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APPPIDIX B
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Sample course author's manuscript submission thecklik -- used byauthors to insure complets,submissions ofmaterials,to school*

.

OUTIANE .(orig; and garb.)

-FRONT _MATTER ori.g. and -carb.)

Manuscript Title Page
Inside dover Page
.Pref ace

M Acknowledgment Page..
Table Of contents ,

IIMMEMEnl

=11.

TEXT
,(orig. and

NO. of
Chapters _s

Date

For BOP,:
, PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

REFERENCE MATTER
tarb.) 4Otig. and -carb

,Bibliograph
Glossary
Appeadi
Supple' ary
Material

ANNOTATED STS

. CHAPTER REVIEW EXERCISES (CRE) ITEMS/ANSWERS
(Not applicable for M)

COPYRIGHT RELEASES
(for quotations-
and other torr
material)

"FOR OFFICIAL USE

. ONLY"
Yes
No

°rig, and

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE (,VHE-) ITEMPOOL ind ca0

NRE Item Plan'
Title Page
4tems '

'HAG 'Cards

41AAninwriptis (2 ie s one,maybe faxed.,

No. of Figures
No. of Foldouts
No. of Charts
No. of Tables
Copy for.Legends: Figs.

Total 'for Text

..

RAVE lal:FORIa TO8 MANUALS,
CURRENCY?

garb.)

FOs .Ch'art

Total
CREs,
other

12...EGs; PAMPHLETS, ETC.

.Course"--Au-thor .

*Supervisor .

for SOF 'Answers
'and VREs :(i f--

than t'ext figure*

Tables

BEEN CHECKED FOR

Courtesy of U.S Air'Force Extension Cou se Institute
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at'

!iitródUctiöA té Artkl

Having had many years of experieride in Tyr ing and developing
correspondence courses for the II .19 . A r. ,Bennett explains

t what good instr4ctiontl objectives are and shows how to prepare
thqm.

While'resident co rlis may limp along and even succeed with
poorly coirkstracted objectives, Mr.. Bennett argues that for home.
study "good\objeCtii)es art vital, for good instruction is.impossible
without thcm . 7 He Oso observes that writing good objectives "can
be one of the most frustratinglobi in theorld;" This article takes
the mysteryWut of this critically 'needed skill 'in correspondence instruc-
tion. ior

60
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.Wriiihg-
Objecaves-

Gordon Cji.*111114

COURSE OBJECTWESk HOW 'To ,DEVELOP 'THEM

In resident instruction, good objectives make good Instruction ex-
cellent. .1:tut good instruction can _be given by knowledgeable faculties .

regardless of whether written objectives are good or poor.. In corre-
spondence course instruction , however, good objectives are vital, for
good instructionsis impossible without them. Everything hangs on ,

objectives and there is no expert instrictor *standing behind the student's
. chair to compensate for the defects of the objectives. The correspondenck
course writer , tAerefore must beoome an unquestioned expert at writing
.objectives V

Almost from the time course writers began structuring objectives , the
feeling took hold if one knew what an objective was and what it was
supposed to do, one could state it in written 'form. Insufficient attention
was paid to the positive need for time, thought, and imagination in the
development.of objectives. Superficial, quickly written objectives be-
gan to aPpear. . Many of these were accepted not onb' because they looked
good in, a *orld which had not known objectives but also because they
were largely exempt from critiqUe by evaluatorstoutside the subject.
field. Such acceptance permitted the contthuation of an erroneous im-
pression that objectives were a routine writing matter not requiring
special-attention. This-impresiKaii was-heVed-itToneby an unhappy
-tendency to. "derive" objectives from the already-writien instructional
text and examinition. Actually,* as we ell know, , objectives must pre-
cede everything else in thescourse of instruction.
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The develppment of objectives requires thought, imagination, and'tirne.Time is required for subject matter research and understanding which
are necessary preludes to the writing of objectives. Imagination must
be applied, to the creation of performance situations where actual per-
formance cannot be Used, as in a correspondence course,. And hard,
careful thoughl must he used in evaluating a qfrat-draft" objective to
determine that its*situation is realistic, that its task is challenging, and
that.the capability described is in fact a product of its related:training.

Before goin further, we shbuld perhaps ask ourselves the question,
"Where do objectives come from?" Dr, David D. Cram, writing in the
February 679 Training/HRD magazine, *said "Let's.stop kidding our-
-selves! The only reason to teach.anybody anything is to help them to
do something in the real world!" If the purpose of teaching them, then,
is to prepare people for the real world, it follows that we have to reach
into the real world to find out what muit be taught. Once more quoting

4 the worthy Dr. Cram , we know that "Instruction that is to be taken seri-
ously Must develop 13kills that are clearly related to the real world. len-

istruction becomes frivolous and hard to justify when that real-world
relationship Appears te Ms or haphazard," Thus, our objectives .must have their beginning n. the world of work. This means that we
have to perform some pre-ob awe actikris before we can ever get
down to the business of writing objectives.

First, we have to go out 'and analyze!the job we have to take a look
at the jo6 from the standpoint of what it consists of, and what it con-
sists of are tasks. Our job analysis should yield, therefore, a task in-ventory . This inventory will, ordinarily, be a lax& unwieldy product,

.perhaps consisting of hundreds of tasks. The or thing to be done is
to analyze the tasks, to ascertain which of them ihould be selected for
trhining. Skills and knowledge to support the tasks to.be trained 'are
also identifiexl at this time. Task selection and identification of supportin
skills and knowledge result.in a critical task list which represents the
liasis for the course of instruction. (See figure I)

A word here about skills and knowledge. Supporting skills and
knowledge are fundamental practices, aptitudes , facts, truths, or
principles essential to directly support the accomOishment of a task.
They-are-the-motor-and-mental-components of-a-tasklhat-have-speciar----
requirements/ for minimuM performance. Skiils are interrelated with
knowledge and constitute critical learning el6ments.

It must be clear by now that the purpose of knoWledge is action. Our
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experience tells us that knowledge doesn't do a job, people do it. To a
supply clerk, knowing the concept for posting incoming items against
a record is not.the same as toeing able to actually post the record. Per-
formance capability-, then, is the object of training, and objeOtives should,
at one and the same time, define that capability and.be based upon it.

Said another way: although knowledge underlies every performance It

the knowledge iteelf cannot make a worthwhile objective.even when the
knowledge see-mslto be the sole outcome of ttie Araining; rather, the ob-
jective must state some application of that knowledge in terms of ob:
servable behavior (i.e. , performance). When \knowledge can be applied,
behavior can be observed.

We see , then, that.the purpose of objectives is to describe precisely
what irto be learned in terms of expected student performance of a task
or tasks under specified conditions and to accepted standards.' As
Robert F. Mager has stated, "An objective describes an intende out-
come rath* than a description or summary of content."

ft SY

We've just indentified the three. separate elements which form the struc-
ture of an objective , but let's set them out once more just to make sure -*
that we have.a handle on them (figure 2). They are the task which the
student must be capable of performing, the standard of performance he
must reach, and the conditions und4r which be is expected to'perform.
Each element is vital to an AAnderstanding of performance. Some author-
ities notwithstanding, the arrangement of the elements isn't important;
the important thing is,that all three are are represented in some way
in an objective. Now, let's look at each element in turn: *

* The task is at the center of the Ojectives, what the student
must learn to do. In correspondence instruction, writers of objectives
must be certain that the task can'be performed within the constrsints
of the correspondence mode. In brief, the task identifies what ithe
student must do to demonstrate what he has learned.

.* -- The conditions describe the aiding and limiting- factors under
Which the desired performance of the task is to be demonstrated. Con-
ditions normally include essential features of the environment and the

--equipment-ind-assistmee-which-m-ay-be-given-Of-denied the -student
Conditions may also include references, supplies, facilities, situatio.ns
and problems . In correspondence course instruction, the conditions

e particularly important because they are:the of-bringing as
uch of the real world as possible to the student's kitchen table -- the
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place at which it has been thought traditionally-the student works his
correspondence lessons.

* The standard is concerned with the accuracy or prcificiency
which the student must meet. In a standard, we express the degree
of specificity we,wish tlie.student to attain. The standard also covers
that measure of Performance that will be acceptable. Basically, there
are two'standards of performance: those stated in teims of speed and
those stated in terms -of accuracy. Time standards can be stated as a
time limit for one performance or a production requirement during a
given period of time Accuracy standards are reflected either by the
degree of perfection required in every act or by the number or per-
centage of times an act must be performed correctly. An objective may
include both time and accuracy standards.

In correspondence course instruction, we have notlhad coo much
trouble.with the'first two elements of the objective, the task and the
conditions. yhe standard element of the objective has been found diffi-
cult to apply, howeVer. This is due to the assumption that, because
of the "open book" nature of many correspondence lessons and examina-
tions-, the student should be expected-to make a correct response to a
requirement. Moreover, the use of machine-4raded exercisea in the
examination appears to make it inappropriate to apply a,standard since
the 'student ordinarily has no opportunities to select a less-than-.
correct answer.and* expect to get credit.' Thus ,mapy ablectives/or 2

correspondence course instruction do not carry a stated standard, such
omission; being construed1O mean that the student it; expected to attain
the objective as set forth with no margin for error. However, for a
task that clearly, in a real-world environment, does not require errpr-
free.performance, the standard should be stated.* Such as objective
might read as follows:

66

Given formulas andxopies af fuel-consumption tabies,
comp.ute ta within plus or minus five gallons the numOr
of gclIons 'of fuel required tas move specified toads over
highways.

The use of a range of choices (for example , "565 to 570 gallons" instead
of*567--gallons")1s-an-examihation-exercise can-be used to test attainment'
of the above objective.

Oncidentapr, in the objective**above, were you able to differentiate
the three element& If not, ..here-they are: ihe task-is "compute .



the number of gallons of fuel required to move specified loads over high-
ways; " and the standard is "to within plus or minus five gallons").

At thip point, it appe,rs app/opriate to expose a truth /about objectives
and provide a word about honesty. Writing objectives -- that is, good
objectives -- can be one of the most frustrating jobs in the world . .The
triath is, the ideal learning objective has yet to be written. This brings
us to ou word about honesty The worth of an objective lies it its
verification.,. in how well it can be used as a n vasure of attainm nt of

kr .

'real-world or near-real-wqrld behavior . It appears that he b tter an
objective is the lkarder it is to write examination exercises.for it. (I

don't know why this is , 'unless we are just naturally lazy and, Ipus,
reluctant tO meet 'the contract ttiat an objective implies). This iffi-
culty has led writers of objectives to indulge in one of two easy ways
out. The first is, to writei examination exercises that have no relevance
to the objectiire being testedt The second is to go back to the surce
andk*Trite objectives that, befause"Pftheir irrelevance to rear w rld con-
ditions , are easy to test. The first circumvention is beyond the scope
of this article; the second is not.

It is easy to be lured by the attraction of writing meaningless objec-
tives. (How about this one (?!):. The student should be able to relate.*
the preservation .of freedom to the exercise of individual responsibilities).
These objectives the writer will have no trouble testing. What the writer
is really doing is displacing the real world from "out there" to the exam-
ination paper itself. For him ,- the real world is the' closed and !artificial
one of the examination he has created 4 The important consideration be-
comes not how things are but the ease of testing. In time, the whole se-
quence of course development gets turned around. Instead of the ob-
jectives being written first and the criterion test (examination) next
followed by the text (figure.3), the text is written, the examination ex-
ercises are derived from the text, and finally the objectives get written
(if at all?) to accomodate the examination exercises.

The remedy is for management to get involved, to make certain that
the correct sequence is followed. This may very Well put a super-
visor to work evaluating a set of objectives before the writer is.per-
mitted to go on to the examination andthen to the text material. (For

an assist-to writer tqicrsupervisor,, t4e the -checklist-for-evahaating-ob---
jectiverat appendix A).

I think we're ready now'to.gftt down to the business of tracing the
growth*ot an objective statement.'And, that growth depends on the
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statement's words.

SPetific, conerete word's nriat be used in stating.objectives, particul-
arly the taseelement of an objective. Behavioral terma built on a base
of action verbs mu,st be used; Vague and ambiguous terms must be
avoided to insure dimity.

.s

.
Listed below are a number of action terms taken from objective state-

,
ments . In the space provided for each ierm , test yourself by indicating
whether it is a vague:term (use V) or a specific term (use S):.

Understand'
Select
Correct
Know abou
Classify
Provide a feitneral
knowledge
Orient

List
Ability to
Be familiar with
Calculate
inspect
Qualify

. -
Diagnose

You can go 'to the head of the claps if yotielected. as specifie behav-.
ioraliierms the following: select, correct, classify, list, calculate, in-
spect; dia/gnose. The other terms Are all-vague. However, "orient" may
be specific depending uporrits 'Wk. For example, in the following
jectiye statement it is sufficiently specific because, in the context a

-the subject, it is a technical term with a pereipe meeting:
. .

Given five different inaps and a compass, the student will
A

orient four of the five maps solhat map ndrth
-with true-north .

-The trick is t9, use terms which do not require,interpretation by the
.snident. ,>N6 word should be used which requires a studentto decide
ffor himself Or herself what is meant

If a c'Orrespondene course objective hats a stand rd, that standard
Inuqt be measurable , Standards stated in such words as "effective,"
acceptable," "pr er," or "average," are not precise enough for

accurate measure nt. What might be "acceptable", to one'student mig
not be acceptable t another. The outcome of using' such terms may
that the writer may have a different understAnding of the standard fro
,the .one the student adopts The following standaids can 'be measured '
accurately:

a
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-* Allowing for five to Seven percent error.
*,;To a tolerance of plus:or Minus .1 ohm.
*Answer five out of seven problems correctly.

After you have written your objectives, yom will find it helpful to se-
quence.Ahem\. Sequencing is done so that each objeetive will be placed
in optisium relation to other objectives. There afe various schools of
.thought on this aspect of objectives development. The one covered in
this article Oonsists of three steps: sorting objectives intoelosely re-
lated groups;- sequencing objectives within these groups; and se-
quencing thete groups into an overall course sti:ucture.

Developing groups; :Assume that the objectives to be sequenced
arq forZan automotive course. Certain objectives pertain to fuel and ,
exhaist systems; others 'to final drivei; and some to.electrical systems,
powerlrains..slmensios4system , auxiliary systems,cand the ch§essis.
The objectives are organized into groups under these headings.'\ Some
'of theigroups will contain just a few objectives; others will contain many.
Each gro-up's objrtives are related because of this sorting; however,
they are still in random crder's

Sequencing witin group: Within each group , the objectives must
be individually sort to determine logical brde'r/ It helps if each ob-
jective is written outon it separate sheet of Paper along with suppOrting
skills and know-ledges \.\

To sequence any two_objectives you have to determine the relationship
between them. Tiit Ieaking objectives may have one of the three,

'followIng: (1) a de en ent relationship, in tharmastery of the one re7
quires prior masy *of the others (2,) an ihdependent relationShip, ih
that they are totally unrelated and independent of each' other; and (3)
a supportive relationship, in that some transfer of lewing takes /Ake
fr(fm one objective to the other (see also figtre 4).

,

'Next, common-fvthr objectives are sequen d. these are'objectives
- that are lidentical or haveldentical action words and similar objects
x of thik action in the objective statements. Consider an objective con-

cerned with dough mixing. It occurs as,a prerequisite objective for
vtLtious,dependent objectives on the shaping, seasoning, anifiaing of
rolls Adifferent types. The objectives' developer will want to teach'
dough mixing only one time. $o he has one of two choices. He can
delete the objective in every appearance after the first.appearance or
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DEPENDE4T:
. .

- INDEPENDENT SUPPORTI4E

, S ki II s. and. knbitl edges
.

one learning 5!)bjec-
ve are, closely

related to those-1:n
-the other learning ,
objeCtive.'

Skil I s and knowl edges
in .ane learning objecr

ve are-unrei a ted to4).those in the other
learning objective.

. -I.

. .

-Ski 1 I s and' knowle4ges-, ,
. In one ,learning'objec-

ti vs: have. some '' rel a-
--......

. tionship to those in
the other learning
objective.. -

.. .

To master-one of the-
-learning objectives,
it is first necessary
to master the other.

.

.

Mastering one of the
;learning objectives

doeS not' simpl ify .
masteri4 the other.-

14 , a

The learning inVolved
in- mastery of one
learning objecticre
transfers to the
.other, making learn-
ing Nfolved .in the
mastery of the other
easier.

,

.EXAMFLES:
In math, in order -to
learn multipli cati on
one must first learn
adtion.. .

Onecannot send
fnessages in Morse
Code wi thout firs t
having mas tered the
codes -for each of
the letters And . ..
numbers. The ."sending"
skills are totally

. dependent on the ('
rior learning;

,

,

Exampres: .

Fora yeoman, -"ty
le tters, from dra
is independent o
"majntain f4Ies."
for A wheeled liehicle
mechani c,' "adius t
carburetor". is inde,
pendent,of "torque 1'.

engine ..head studs.." . ,,,'.,In
In both, examples, .

knowing how to do
one,,A61d not help ..
mucti -with the other.

.

.

'Examples:
"Assemble weapon": has

sa supportive relation-r
shi p, to "disasserrble.
weapon.' '. -11

,. "Drive V 4ton truick"
has a .supporti.ve /
relationship. to 'drive
a 21/4 ton vehicle."

both examples,
learning to.do on

.would'help ,consider-
.

ably i n. Tearni ng to
'do .the tthér.

. .

The learning abjec-
tives must be . -

arranged in .the
sequence indicated
by the above
hierarchy. .

In general,- the
arning objectives
n bolf arranged in ,

any sequence with-
out.loss Alf learning,

.

...........

The learning objectives:
Should be placed 'close
together in the sequenc
to pertnitsoptierium
transfer of lea*rning

,-,-,from ,ine learning obj-
. tive to the other.
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he can delete it fro
begtnn1n t.

appeare.and teadh it near the course
..--

By this..time, the eveloper hoOloranged his bbjectives into sub-.-.... _ - , -

gTotTlt ah4,411dePendent vbiebtkee.-Now Ile Visually examines each
subgroup and-independent objectiV,and -selects the-single eubgroup-o
objective which oppears to..be most *cOmplex. He then checks each of
no other subgroups and objectives', aakine the question', "Should it be

., rached before or after the last one selected?" Hercee each subgroup
or independent objective on One side or the other the last selection in
its appropriate place in, the arrary of other subgroups and independent.. . . .
objectives.

,

Soon -all the; objectiveS ill the group will be in:a definite sequence. The
normararrangement of objectives within a group tends to take a pyra-
midal form We; , each objective for a'complete task be fill'eceded

'bY s'numberof other objectives representing other taeks.will bepre-
ceded.by a number of other objectives representing other taske which
will be'mostered first). This.pyramidel structure tends to hold true
for both skills and knowledge.within a single:objective end for groups
of objectives (figure' 5)

. Sequencing of voups; Thegroupe ore then sequenced' in awl'
same way that the 41dividual objectives within the-groups were:se-
quenced. As an.example , consider a group of objectives relate4 to
engines. W.hat other grading' ofobjectives must e student meetbefore
.he can reach the 'objectiVes for engines. The answer,is butt the stu::"
denemust already hove reached the objectives.for the electfical and
fuel systems. It is apparent that both-fuel systems and ele ical sys-
tems,mpst be sequended before engines. It le not critidal that e stu-
dent "master the objectivespf one of these systems before the other.
Thus the grow).- sequence would.be as illustrated in figure 6.,

+1,

, Sequencing serves three .major purposes. It helps give you a clearer
picture of your course of instrutotion. It can make your_courses more
monigeable. It is easier to organize groups of objectives than deal with
o large number of individual objectives. And it can help yob divide
;your work-with-yoUr colleagues-Ittherare-eveilable-tolielp out.

).1Objectives that are effectively grouped and well Sequenced can do
t,

. 'four other things for you. First, they itiovide realism. Second, they .

help define course content and structure. Third, they communicate
. timely learning iroals to st4dents.. Fourth, they predict the performance

9



Pigure '5 Pyramidaiform.of sequencing
'Top: Seq enpe within an objective

Bottom: Squence within a group
73-
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of school graduates, Let's ex,amine each of these points in more detnilt

Realism. Real-world goals are accomplished by performance of
jobs and jobs by performance of tasks. We obtain lists of these tasks
through job analysis and fashion them inka.objectives. Thus the task,
which on the job is the basic unit of perfamance, becomes in the courne
the basic unit of learning achtevement. Objectives are achievement goals
derived from the job towartd which leaining activities*are directed. We
see how creating objectives from job tasks brings realism,40 the course
of instruction. By relating course materials to job performance
we provide the student with a learning experience which closely re- ,

sembies his forthcoming operational experience. This is what we mean
by "relating the course to the job."

CoUrse structure and content. Objectives plaY an impoitant part
in translating realistri -to course content. Objeptivies desoribe the per-
formance capability a student must papaess at thev$4.4.of an 'annex or
larger "piece" of instruction, while itillsandAnowlfMge enable the
student to attain this-capability. Together, they not pnly explicitly de-
fine details of the, course content but-also guarantee the relevancy of
such details.

Timely learning goals. In thei'c communicative Tole, objectives have
potential for both enhancing and damaging student motivation. If intro-s
*duced all at once, ihey may overwhelm the student and cause loss of
confidence. A judicious and piecemeal introduction of the objectives,
in a manner intended to serve the student,. will not distract and will
give the student a sense of purpose as well as accomplishment.

Graduate performance. fly deriving objectives from job tasks and
creating valid achievement tests based thereon, the school can more
accurately predict how its graduates as a whole will meet the needs of
the field.. The school can obtain a much higher corre4tion between
student achievement scores and student ability to perform on the job.

CONCLUSION

1 hope the above discussion has been useful to you and, more im-
portantly,, has provided some/AVMght into the serious business
of developing meaningful and Idricable objectives for correspondence
course instruction. If you have put a set of objectives together recentlY
it might be worthwhile to check your work against what we've.covered
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in this article. The questione which follow will help you in this regard.If you can\answer each of.the questions yith a YES , you probably liave
a good and\usable set of objeOtives.

.1. Have I stated precisely what the student will be able to
do as a result pf successful completion of the °purse OP"
of .an Annex of,the course?

Have I stated the standard to which the student must be
able to'carry out the desired performance?

Is it possible to measure exactly that the student or
perform to the standard required?

Have,' indicated what the student will be allowed to use
and not use in demonstrating attainment of the objectives?

Are the objectives stated in clear, concise, specific,
and measurable terms?

Hav I properly' grouped and ordered the objectives?

Have I-tested the objeciiyes to make certain that They
accurately and 'completely communicate to the-student

. the learning to be achieved?

Have I provided in tile course package all the resources
ne&led by the student to assist in attainment of the ob-
jectives?

Were all your answers YES? If so, congratulations! If not, try thequiz in Appendii B. What the heck! Try it anyway.
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.
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Only
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.

.

. LeyelS: '

1,fUlly
Precise.

.

2. Partially
Precite,

%

.

31 Vague

.

C. I

The checklist illus.' rates the arrangemedt of five factors for 'coding purposes.
Thut, a coding of' "2,-1,, 41,1,,would indicate 4 rating for an-objective that:
(1) ,involved a generalized skill, (2) fully des;ctibeti,the,action, (3) loos -highly
relevant, to the.field task,' (4) 'stated action, standards, and -conditions, and (5)
'precisely stated, the actton; standards,.and conditions.

Analyzing and classifying objectives'will figlp the coiirse developer and his .

superitisor decide if an objective is acceptableor training purposes ,or Af' it
Sliould be further refined before final acceptince.' Alsosince. an' ideal objecti've
would rate a classMcation code of ."1, 1," most objectives rated less
han7Ideat ca-n-be711rproyed-by-Tro-rOving-theTSPet fffcTower -:ritanfattO7rST-Any
objective that receives 4 rating of 3 fpr factors ), 3, ,4, or 5. is.not acceptable
and -Must be- revi sed.

SolArgel, TRADOC Pamphlet350-31 .1
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APPENDIX '13'

Review QUiz

The exercises below will provide you with a. review of several of the key
,po nts in the article

React each quiz (Q) frame and write your answer in the space rovided while
covering the answer .(A) frame below., When you have written your. answer. 'uncOver. -

.

the answer--frame7- Tf you have made a wrong answer, erase it (you were using a
pencil weren't you?) and enter. the, correCt sOlution.

Qi. Studs the objective statement below. Is this the type of objective you
4

'would- expect to- be accepted 'as valid Why?

'Given a list of principles, the student will seledt the princi-
ApIes of management, with lOO.percent acuracy.

AL 1.10-t valid. Doesn t come from the real world.. Your boss 1. n t going to
:.

ask you to recite the, principles of management, he's going to require you
to put them to viork. Moral. Raving tb...e right elements in your objective
does not necessaril ood ob ective make!

92. 'Have a try at rewriting the, objective in Ql.

A The-re -.--below- -is better -tharr-the stat!nint,--tnit rto (-.1oub

did better. The idea is' to force the stUdent to Auk management princi-
..

pies. .(NOTE:t Tn addition to the objective s tement beiow, you will ,prob-,

78

-
ably have lo write additional statements, so .ae to cover ,all management

p inciples.. See how hard it is to do a thing right?)
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Given'a situation requiringthe, formal coordination of a

,recommended,,position.paper, the student.will, Without

error, identify.the.appropriate step's in the coord1iative

proceas and the individuals with:whom, Coordination'is to

-be effected, l.ncludig 'order of coordination amongthe

individuals:
-Examine the objective statements below. Which la the better ,V1hy.

r
A. :GiVen a partially,prepared clOthingrecor& and a situation

involving replacement of work clothing,, the student, will
Vt

make the netessary.entries-bn,the clothing record with
,

out error.

Thestudent wiIl.post a-clothing-recovito reflett replace

ment oC wnrk 4othing.

3, 'A i the battèr, of course.'- A g'ves the three elemen that make up.an'

objective. doesn't ha

student'is going:to g
5tudy the objectives

a standard and it's not really certain the

that clothing form as.Tart_of the conditions._
atement belaw. Do ynu think the Objectivefis.fair

to the *Student?. Explain your answer.

Given a blank form.,

student will type a

-finished prochict to

a typewriter, and copy to be typed,'"the

completed.interoffice mefiorandum, the

be prepared in a given/f9rmat and'with-:

out error (corrections count a rrors

"4.

t:,m1



A4. Because it prIobably is not reaiistie, the objective is not fair. What

,

office is going to require you to type an interoffice memOrandum vith;-

ut.cdrrectable'efrors? .Ihe ob ective exceeds reel-world ex ectations.Take another look at the .objective in Q Anything left out?..
a

54 How long will the student have to type. the memorandum? A time standard,
as well as an accuracy standard; is needed.. This type Of objective lex*

,itself to, a timestandard because task duration would. be .a real-world.
consideration.

. Look at another

Explain_please.

bi.ective statement (below). Anything.wrong with i

'GiVendata,-identificatiOn of fiVe equipment items to be. turned,, .

in for repair, and five .blank turn-in forma the student will

prepare ,the form correctly four out of five times.'

46. Looks pretty good to' me;. but if you d n. t like It, hack away at'
RemeMber4 no objective statement is perfect.''This doesn't Mean however

'that we should settle for remediable imperfection, much less strive for it.
Q7.

7

Let s go a little further and match up an objective with its implementing

examination exercise. Check,out the pair below and determine whether the

.examination exercise .tests attainMent of the objective.

'0: Given the joh of preparing a Menu for a meal,*the 'student wilt's'
Idetermine whether the meal is heavy or light and then make a

selection of three appropriate desserts.

SITUATION: You are the head chef in the, kitchen of a well-

80 . known hotel. You arelselecting desserts fpr the dinne menu



, which wi'

potato

nclude vegetable soup-, roast pork creamed.

afparsgus.with cheese sauce, and a.tossed salad.

-

You :Ilve ingredients 'for the folIoWing, desserte;

a.' Bread pildding

b. Peaches in syrup

c.. . Lemon *wafere

d. CheeSef ke

time gelatin

. Fresh frUit '

Apple- pie.with cheeses
,

h. Chocolete layer-cake

REQUIREMENT: Select thee appropr ate desserts to offer your

AL Actually, the.objective/exercise coadoination is not.bad, :Really, quite
...,

i9QCNote.that the-standard - - !without-error" is implied.- Even:,

so- the grader could give partial eredit in the examination if all the .
.

,
.

right answers aren.t -Omen. (1 m not tell ng what the right arwers

, are The examination exercise illustrates a wayi,of testing a difficult.

task in the correspondence mode. Also, the exercise lehds itself to

machine-grading.
Q8 'Here is another correspondence course e4amin tion exercise. won't aSk,

you to determine 'whether it's a good exercise, it's not. But'can you tel.l

what was wrong with the objective?

1

SITUATION: .You have .just been hired is,cohtroller of a mid-

sized manufactpring company. You report to your
-

'boss, the company-preSident., who tells you to sit

down and offers you 4 cup of coffee, After several

minutes .of conversation on indifferent matters, the-

president.leans across his desk and asks you, "Whit

are the functions of a. contro1le r
-81



REQUIREMENT: List Ithe functions

hat the Viruation -is .absolutely use els (you .c.an meet

the rquiremetit vithout readin the situatiop.), the °Objective 'must have

been .of' the same. variety as 'the Mickey 'Mouse one in, Ql. ,The -real world is

forgotten. - You tion',t get asked about functions in the real.world, you'per-,

form them

(Besides,

in work, situations and aie measured against corporate expectations

what-TTd the prQsi_dent 48k the prospective controller-cluring--the

In the unlikeli'event that. the Objective as okay,. then what we hive here' is

a different art oI breakdown in man'agement reaponsibility.. The writerie
,supervisor t --eheek !to makes-certain that the writevwati deVeitiping'-

examination exercises belied on'the ,objective presumably approved 'before-"
band! Remember',' the objective seta ;forth, the .specifieations. -for its

resultant .examination exercifies; Look at course objectives as the course's
blueprints. Unless he.wants to. flirt i'rith disaster,-an architect or engineer

WouIdn' t ignore' his blUeprints. Should you?
The, rather detailed objective statement below (adapted' from a Nal& sotirce)

s'aPears to be.inisiing an element. What is it? Does the omission really'

matter?

Perform arithmetic operations witti ,binary nuibers.,; 'Convert

decimal numbers (containing nomore than foirr digits) t9 their

equivalente; perform the arithmetic vvrations of addi idn,

'subtraction, multiplicition 9 and diVision; ahd convert .antwers

back to -decimal,n-tuners.. The student must show all work 'for



each uroblei. ;Out Of four Problems fo eadh,arithmetic pperation,.4

#-
three must be Correct 'In all,cases, orre'ci proCedures, at. set

.forth in s udent workbook -must be used.

A9. There do not appear to be any conditions. However, this may not be

'significang; availability Of paper,and pencil cawbe aWnd. However

'if ajob dr learning .aid, such as a decimal-to-binar, conversion table,

'Imre necessary, it yoUld be provided and identified in tile conditions

's a

élementof the ob ective statemen
OW. And now, tack tb basics Belovare examples of the task elements of

'Objecti e statements. 'Uhich are vague behavior deicriptions and which
.

are'.specific enongh for inclusion-in statements of measurable objectives?.

.Che4k off 'the vague descriptions. (Don't ',peek at the exeriise in the :

t)Ody of the article.)

Know principles,-of troubleshooting.

Solve an Ohm
,

s Law problem.

Distinguish,between . and .

Belamiliar with recipes.

Comphend.. induc tance:

Draw a block diagram.

Show direction!of current.

. Be aware of safety' precautions;

Fill but a tax return form.

Understand:Ohm's La
a

.



Ate.congratulations in order? Did- you identify. A, DI E, 11, and'..1 as
vague-descriptions? The verbi used in these descriptions do not
describe measurable student performance; none-of theespectfy,h0V"
student behavicir-Will be,demonstrated. Remember,, when describin$

t "a-behavior,-state as exiSlicItly as possible what: the student if to
be able to do uven.completion,of 'the toPic or'subject covered by the

,

4
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'AliPENDIK C

SeledtiVe iiblfOgraphy-

The military services have been into learnImg objtectives Ance, at' least,

the early'1960's. As a,reSult, a considerable inventory-of ,military literAturt
'

.

on objectives has groWn up. (Some items are Iiste'd below.) This'literature is
A.

iatgely reflective and owes a. debt . of gratitude to individuals',
,

et,al who

have.done yeoman work in the field. -Howemert those of us' who have spent,the
.

/. .--.

t
'better part of our orking 14,-es in mdlitary eduCation tendto look inwardather

_
-,

., .

, .!' -%-
Ihan,outward, ,when called upon to perforM sych chores as writing areldles We

,,. ,

look to our military references firt not juit bedause they are fit hand,'but
,

also because ye.may have contributed,to them in varying degree$.11
4

Accordin'ily,:'

thes public-domain publicationS share it-I'm:any ways a commonaliti of terms).
_

-dr j,
phraes,sand symBols whi,chelong-to all of Cailed'upon to say something

H
'about'objectives, we often, consciously .orunconsciously dip into-this res-

er')roir of language and illustration We 10 this with apologies" 1n4advance, and

r.
with no remorse. whatsoever.

Bennett, Gordon C. ,(ed.,), Developing Training Objectives,.and Queeti'pn
Construction and Test. Prepration Washingtonl,National Home Study Council::

,A 1974.'
,

.

Bennett, Gord'on C.: Developing Trai-fiing Objectives And(Structuring' Lesson and.
Examination Exercises,(workbook ). yort Lee-, VA, U. S. Army-Quartermaster
'Schoor

arkowitg , Jr. , Harold : Uses lend Abuses of 'Behavioral Objectives . Guqter Air.
AFce Station,'AL, Extension Course Institute 1976.

'Martini
Fbr

Stve: How to°Write, Sequence, and.Group Objectives (unpublished).
ee, U. S. Army'Quartermsster School, undated (ca. 1978).

AFP 50-58, Handbook_for'Designers .of 'Instructional Systems (6 vols.)._ ,

Department'of the Air Force, 1978.

NAVEDTRA 110, Procedures Instroctibnal iSystems Development.- Pensacola,
Chief of Naval'Education And .pairiing,-7a.

shington,
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N,
VAVPERS'93510, Handbook fdiWriting Lea ning_Objectives., Washington, Bureau'

of Naval Personnel, 1965, .

QMS 1.7-1PE1; The Criterion Test (A Progr d Text ) Fort Lee VA U. S. Army'
Quartermaster School, 1967.

QMSRegulation'35072,
FPrt Lee, VA, "U. S. Army Quatterdaster School,-undated (ca'..1967).

. ,

1TADOC PaMphlet 350-30 (5 vols.), Interservice Procbires f,91_11.1ms,112LIALlatmp_
Development. Fort Monroe, VA, U, S. Army Training'and Doctrine'Commantt, 1975.

OC Pamphlet 30-31 Preparini Extension'Training. Fort Monroe,.VA, Army"
Tfaininig and Docer ne Command, 1976.

TRADOC RegulStion 350.400-4.Tradaing:_:Systems Engineerink of Training -(Course
'Desizn). :Fort Monroe, VA,U. S. Afty'Training an&Doctrine.Command._1973.'

'AISCONARC Pamphlet 350-14, Trainih;_$tudent Performance Objective Fort Monroe,
VA, U. S. Continental Army tOmmarid, 1966.

A-Com ilation of Characteristi Student'Terformance'Ob ectives to Include Con-
dition Task and Stan a d Statements Classifi U Into Ab t 'Cate:ories.
Fort Lee, VA, U. S. Army Quartermaster School, updated (ca. 970).

-,Iriclelines_for Constructing Learning' Objectives.
master School, undated (ca. 1978)

Fort Lee,-VA, U. S. Army.Quarter-

Howto Write Trainid Ob e tives: A Pro tamed Text. Fort Benning, GA;- U. S. Army
Infantry Scho 97 .

*

Instructional Systems Development Course: Stydent Text Fort Sill OK '1.1.. S.

Army Field Artillery School, 1977.- /' ,

Item4Nr1ter's,Gu1dq.. Fort Benjamin Harrison; IN; U. S. Army Enlisted Evaltlation
Center, :1974...

Prggrams_of Instructionand.ln4tiUctional Material. (chapter,3 of Management.and
Opetations Manual,.published separately). .Fort Lee,VA, U. S. ArMy-Quarter-

1

mastet School, 1975.

Trainer Devel6 ment PrO ;am.(TRADEP)- Learnin Ob ectives for the Deelo.er Route.
,

Fort Benning,'. GA, p. s. Army-Infantry School,).978.

1mning DevelopmentHandbook (draft) 'ortKnox, KY, U. S. Army Armor School,
1937.

Writing the USAF Extension, conrs.e, A Guide for Autho s. Gunter Air Force.Base,
AL, Extenion Course Institute 1973.'
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4 Wosifi titg Magic
:with Manitseelpt8

Char es B. Mtrshall

wI
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ItitroductiOn to4riic10-.

Dr. Marshall provides. some valuable insights on how one can
transform the rough copy of .ctUfhars' manuscripts into workable
hdme study lessons.

He presents a fleer case for goad first lessons, and.quip's that
"home study education manuscripts are far too important to be /eft
to writers. "

.H is. checklists prOvide practical guides for insuring suceess-
ful lesson materials. Decades of solid,home study experienae
haye been condensed intolhis blueprint for home study copY
editing..

88
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Working Magic
withMopuscripts

,CharIes B. MarOiall

The ke.7 to turningTough copy piepared by tuithors into workible
hoMe study material lies mainly in defining the elements of first rate
correspondence study offerings.

4

Over the years at IA Salle Extension University We devised a form-
ula which may be helpful to dur colieaguesin the home study field.
Whileonmust always be careful to avoid the:suggestion-that-he-has

\seine little s"magic blaek box" whicewin work at all times for al pip-
:poses nonethekess, one ean accumulate experienee to the extent that
that experience ban almost be codified into a set'of general rules.

As one who reads a numbei of manuscripts prepared by subject area
specialists?, Whom often know their subject intimately but-may not be
familiar with home sAgly materials, I have Measured the work product
of-authors Using a 'aeries of checklists. These checkliats, developed
over two debacles of home study experience, liave e abled our staff
members to evaluate manuscripts with a certAin dons ten0 Mat, at
best, allows us to ethivert the' m4nuscript into ti,rst r e material and
at worst, eliminates obvious errors.

THE FIRST' LESSON

Because one of the most essential parts of home study is a success-
- .ful first lesson, we spend almost as much time on the manuscript for

the first lesson a§ we do on such major items as writing course objec-
pves and examinations.' Over the years, we've devised a few general

e
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rules concerning the characteristics of a goo:id:first lesson.

In a good first lesson the home study student needg the following
things:

;

(1) He needs to be resold. Ptert of our educational role is to .

reassure him thatwe are what our respresentative oi
advertisint sgid we were a reputable home study
school that .can help the student to raise his income or*
otherwise, improVe his personal life.

(2) He ileedliCtsi be'impired.. He must be shown that what
lies ahead is fun as *ell,as work.

(3) He needs success and renewed.self-confidence..
may have failed before; now, we must Iet him succeed!'
To do this, we must give him something which he can
conquer, so as to re-establish his faith in himself.

(4) He needs clerical help. He is lost with forms,, second
sheets, staples , paper clips, "fold h'ere," and the
search for sn 8 x. 11 inch paper.

To fulfill thege needs ,.-we-devised-a-formule thattends~to irork so
as to achieve high response. These are the characteristics of kgood
first lesson:

It, is brief arely over 20.printed pages:

(2) It builds in a "resale" by 'briefly reiterating the benefits
of the course career potentials, and the schoas'credi-
bility..

, a

. (3) It inspires, whfch usually implies very carefully select-
ed artwork and supportive copy'.

(4) If contains a deliberately 4asy self-quim, soAllat,evem
-before submitting the first examination, the student'
clearly sees he can do this work. In effect it pets up a
"seTies of successes" (S .0.S ) whieh logically follow
from first step.

1 i



(5) It gives the student everything he needs'. He is never
asked t9 "On a plain _piece of paper, sQch "

(6) It is clerically self-eontained. The student is never
asked.to staple, clip, .or attach anything. All forms
are preprintecetor

(7 ) It do'es not involve essayti or projects which re4Uire
literary or artistic skill. These "high-diving" chal-,
lenges. shpuld come tinly after the sludent has found he
really can "iwim" successfully. I

(8) Exam instructions are, made obvious: It is literally im-
poisibie Aof toimderstand what is to be done with it.

t
11.,

The first lesson clearly explains what the student is to
do after hi makes his first submission. In pladempnt,
this information is structwed s!. as to be read after the
student has mailed his first submission to us.

(10) 13cause sorpe students might 1.1,ssibly be offended by an
Werly simple first lesson, theriz should be a courteous
disclaimer frankly advising the'student that this is a "warm
up" exercise and that we shall shortly present him with
more challenging materials.

(11) The text starts .with sornethirig familiar to the student, so
that he is led from the known to the unknown.

-If we made up a checklist for the above,.we would then measur
N very ,first lesson against these points:

YES NO

P

(1) the reading under 20 pages?

(2) 4s it properly broken up with motivational
art?

(3) Is there at least a paragraph or.two of re-
sale?

X

(4) Is it generally n6n-technical and' inspiring. ,.

r
LI
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\kit (5) boes it contain tt :Confidence-builditig self-
quiz'?

-4114""°(6) rioes it provide the student with the actual
sheet of pa,per on which to submit the ixam?

(7) 'Is the examination\ sheet,one page, so as to
eliminate stapling clipping, etc,.?

(8) Are all forms preprinted so that only name
and student number need to be filled in?

92

-,(9) Are both the lesson reading'materials 'and the
-examination sheet physically obvious in the
first package?

(16) Is the examination'free from essay assign-
ments, projects, or artistic demands? .

IV there a disclaimer as to thie ease of the .
. first lesson an.d ariledge of BMW phalleng-
ing mateivial to come?

(12) Is there, immediately after the first sub-
mission, a very clear "where do we go,from
here" road map?

(13) Does the text go from the known to-the un-
known?

(14) Lastly,, are all instructions cristal clear?

CAPITALIZING ON THE GOOD FIRST LESSON

s

-

Assuming we've now managed toachieve the good first lesson,, we
must now follow the first lesson with. an "aftermath of excellence."
What is an "aftermath of excellence?" Generally $ we have found that
the characteristics of subsequent lessons should follow these generttl
guidelines:

,
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(1) rich le.spon is just slightjy more difficult thatthe pre-
ceding lesson, the increase rarely ex$eeding.10% In
length.

)

(2) At a certaikpoint the course attains its standard
level of complexity solhat, aftet a handful of com-
paratively easy initial submissions.,.,the studenefaceg
a body of Work that isapproximately unifo/rm in its
challenge. * *

3.) * Whenever -neve terms are used, there is a careful ex-
1:;ittnation of those terms-butttessed by examples of,
the use and applicatiOn of the terms.

( ) Although it is a vice hi.residentiarteaphytg, purposeful
,IrefAtition is'a virtue in hdnie study, where the best,
'courses repeat, rephrase ,,reiterate, re-em hasivi,,
restate, etO. , etc. , on the theory that reintorcement
is hard to overdo in home study.. }Once, pc4nt made
in lesson two migtht.be restatedIn lessons 3, 7, and 324 , - . .4

A' with benefit to the titudent.

A certain deguee of "comic relief" sld be built ip,
wherein , on oceasion, the material "Wolves ii bit of
humor or a Vin project." 1:lome study need not be s

grim. As former President Eisenhower,once put it,'
"You can'smile , yet *ill be a serious person."
Courses with 40,% comRletion rates treOently smile..

,

(6) Exam.questions are "fair and findabie," as one scho-
lar put it. No quegtion shourd be deliberately insert
ed "to separate the men from the boys." Nor should
any question ever be', "unfindable." -1n home study,
the answ&s to every examination question should be

*found in either the text or a reasomible inference from
the text . At nt4im.e, for example, should test number
Itask a_queatilin not'covgred until lesson-Assignment-
number 19.

(7). Examinationt, like lessons.. mast follow the pattern
of mild graduation of complexity. They should net,
for example , "leap" from 10 true and false questions
to eight demanding essay questions.

ion

Se

N.
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(8) Once again, as in staPter leiesons, the instructions .

should,be clear . One home study author saidlhis
best: "Do not.merely write instruations that can
be undergood Ranier, write instructions that
cannot possibly be misuncler,stood "

(9) There should be a solid review, of tte past lesson as
>

a foundation for tile 'current lesson°.
.

4

(10) There should be a "prevdelet" of what lies ahead.

'.(11)! Most important of all, 'every lessori must seem "do-
able ,"-,that is, each leigon and examination.musebe
of suth a size and*compiexity'thafthe student should
fe'el he ean,complete it in the very near and'fore-,..
seeable 'future (e.g. ,t.tonight Satnday;
weekend). Lessons which require such Work as may
take a student several months simply, 'as a matter 4t
home study reality,, rarely get done.

94
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(12) Lastly,, the 'student should be supplied with every-
thing he needs. Be shquid.not be aAed to scurry
about to find paper, staples, crayafic etc. Nothing
9houj.d.req4iWhim to get up from his desk er !able
when herOts 'down to study- a well prepared lesson.

If we were to make these formulations into a eheekliSt, our doe ent
Might look something as f9llows:

(1) Is each of the early Jessons slightly harder
and longer than the prior lesson, but not
more than 10% more challehging?

(2) Is there a standard leveLof complexity at a
certaili point in the course?

414

(3) Are new terms properly prefaced an
explained?

N44,

YES NO,

4
(4) Are there adequate reinforcement methods? X

i

. (5) Does,the' course "smile" oecasipnally?, X
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(6) Are test 'qUestions fair and findab1e?"

(7). rim) tests &now the.pattern of graduated
complexity?.,,

(8) Are instructions absolutely clear?

(9) is there an aftequate review of prior lessons?

(1O) . Is there 0n-inspiring pieview.of what is'
'coming? .

(11) .Is every le-sson and every.test "doable?"
0 . .1

(12) Lastly,, do we suppIy.the student with eirery
thing he needs?

-,

HOW TO- ACHIEVE HIGH GRADIJATiOsi RAT

Let1s.assume that we..now haVe achievec% f1,st rate opening lissom,folloWed by -isubsequenelessona whichmeet most of the zharacteristibs`'
on the previoUs checklist. What can, we their dp ts,S achieire ktigh*radu-atipn rateb?

Although it may sound ina4e , st:ort 6our.s.es'produie graduate*; ,loper *cquises don't . ife continue to pr6duce diterly li:mg courses mainly be-'cause (:,kf an honest Puritan ethic that inStills'in Mok authors 'and,editbreI sincere desire to make-each tourseArt0 euthenti9. Can yob-have
brevity *and quality? Yes -"- and hiitr.e. is hoW.

# ,

Home study ,
is, after all, independent study, Our problem i$ that we

-,-, oftn tend to; (I) give the student more than he needs to kno* to achievethe stated course objective and, (2) Jo over-test-411m to make,sure he .knows his materials. Once again, both author and, editor have the_
highest -etbical motivations: "Wetll enrih.this course so, it has every-
thing" and "Our examinations will be frequent end so hard that our
diploma will be, indisputable." -

S.
HoWever; when we go egitray on these te:ngnts, we 'forget that .eystry

.student is also a 'customer: he doesn't-wilt-1ft° know everything and
5"



do4sn't want cOnvince everytody. He rather Rians to learn epough:.
i to get a job and to conVine one emplOyeto gip Mit a chwe:

/ . . im- ir-w '
.F'

. , ,...--ie ..!,*. ,
' f we 'rememJer, our beak cu8tomer;commitme4our courses, whire

of the.-fines quality, should be *spartan Iiihen-liillp Arie involved.
90tion,1materiale, may-abound for. thejunbitious student: but they siiiiuld -,---

. n9t be loroed upon the student who-vants to "learn ind to ..eifin" soon.

> ,
lience , our:courses 'must cOnatanily relate to Affted objectiyees in such
a''way iksito exolude all extraneous items. Our .pxaminatibiis should be:,

. ':stich al)itc; assure 6-ur institutional* before ja diplorna'is,issued,*the
:stiiderlt has indeedireArned enciugh to meet his' statedgoal,-'azid 'no
more 1, '

/.
.

tile net result is that, ahort Of 4 magic -"bilack box, a.few rudimen-
tarp' checklist questions evO.lie,bi-which a thors andAeditors shofild
tit ast*e everydresson and every/course.

I( F
I

Converting these chafacterifdlcs into a/checklist.for compiptiorvates,
ont Might Insist that every manuscript should either contain or-be edited

/ tor4tain confOrmity to the 'following si I ;pints:-

41k.
0.

p

3.. 7.
4,0

) Do:we -hfwe a clearly stated
Las we-create this eo

tion?

(2) is dip ltsson material'n cessary to Achieve

se objective,
e of instrUc-

the- statEd dbjective?

(3) Is each examination n,cessary to demcinstrate
\ if the student Itn4Ws enough.to attain the stated

objective?

4), A e there enrichment and Optional materials?
ese must be, however, clearly designed as

e nd the scope/of the Stated objectives.)

;

96

5 is thi course truly devoid of /t"busg'work"
submietsions and projects so thatnothing
stanag' in the way of an expeditious sub-
mission of truly necessary.exaMintitions?'

(6 ) Over the ,liong haul, is consistenCMotivation
built into eibn lesson?.

t
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40,

.While' triple may very well be manuscripts that do not ccInfcrm witkall of the points yaised in the cyscklists prpiented above, it ittould be
4

e t for4 any Manuscript Ithich has been. brought into con-
-fqr with these bliqcltlists,,to go too far astray from meeting the .jlemands oL the home study f$iudeliin a highly satisfactory form.

\J.*
one diplomat has commented, 'Tar is too-important lots left to.

genprals." .1.3T /he same.token, home stIldy education Manuscripts arcstar too*Important to be left to vriters. _When-the in.atilseript comes to,the home study school, it is`cfrof the candinal dutigt of the Education13iretor and his editorial associates to take the raw, mitterialwhichmay.well be substantively sound, and convert itinto home-study Ma-terial that swill ifIlleot Payorably on ths sah64, the profession; and.the "ath
meihod of instruction ,:whilenibringing the Maximud poisible benefit to thehome stUdy. student

I.
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I*APPENDIk A

+4.

Figure 4Physical
gottitruCtion of a
Met...Cell Battery..

quick quiz

Page from. a Alai lesson ot a TV Servicing ()Curse

Sealing ,

Pod

Term nal post

Vent plug dotlers Pott str
Negativo plate -
(spon9e lead)

\

, Container Positive mate .
(lead peroxide) gedirnent space penvenl rests

C

,2,The.:.eharges shown on this' dry cell are
'correct:- incovrect _ Check:01104

* ^

98

'."*"."

.. 3 The voltage of .a freial dry veil
.. one)

a V b t7:54/

$ abou (Check

c 2.5 V

answrs to quidit quiz
,

T1.a. Carbon red-b:-Efectrolyte-e.-Zinc-2.-Tincorrect.-7---
. The carbon 'rod is positive (4-) and the zinc charge

is negative (). 3. b. (1.5 V) .

Courtesy Commeicial Trades Institute
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in roduction. to Article
I

t.

Another essential skill required-of hoMe study edi.tc.ators.ls.the
ability,to- do reading level checks.ofall cowase materials submittpd:
for studentuse. _Too often, ignoring the reading /evil' of ti.course,
or,mis.matching a target student audience with an inappropriate
reading level in texts , 'hasled to studentstration and exCessi4ely''
high course drop'.outs.

- , ..Mr'. 1fugheshas selected for discu'ssion from nearly 50 reading.:
level formulas, .four which are usefullor home 'study. He.also provides
practice excimples for us to appljt the various reading level tests.

Mr-..Hughes argues that text readability cannot be determinki
from intuitive judgment alone; and that home study students de-
serve to' be lable to read what they are buying from schools.

,



anapng Tex
Readability

"Imagine, if you can `, what your life would be like
were so meager as

pleat otwritings, and if for you the door to.the w
ledge and inspiration aVailahle through the print
.opened; 44,4

Lee 'Hughes

t you to the sim-
e world of know-
word had never 4

.43For more than a quarter of our population this is true. For them'.
education., in a very imp6rtant way, has been a failure, and they stand
as a reproach to all of Us who had in, our hands the shaping of the op-.
portUnity for education.

tt`

"These individuals have been denied a right -- a right qs fundamental
as the right to life, liberty 'and the pursuit of happiness the right toread."

With these words, the late Jaies E. Allen, U .S. Commissioner f Edu-
.

,cation', launched a campaign againIpthe blight of ,illiteract which, par-
, thrives within the most highly educated 'pd technologically

advsnced civilizatiop in the world. 'One man writes of his walk'among
the craters of the moon; another'of his countrymen is unable to read
ahbut

AThis is the setting in which we education directors exercise our. skill's.
We seek tojteach'itudents by the written word, ythen, a great portiol of our
target poulation either cannot read or has a difficUlt time reading. Atthe same time, we are producing'exeellent course materials which have
been written by highly qyalified subjeq matter experts. These experts

101
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who are, writink'abdut their areaspf proficiency tend to -write at the level
of their own knowledge'. Many of the bpsic concepts are taken for granted
or conOdered,to be common knowledire, when ip fact they play be mind-
boggliTtgib tfeginner and even worse to a beginner who hagea treading
probien It is a difficult task for a writer with an adVanced degree of

. knowledge in -a' -particular subject area to write about that subject at the
elementary :entry level that may be reciuired t is Imo, difficult to tell
sotneone hoW to:write so' that the material can be read and.understood
by a vartiqukar' target population.

;.; ri -

ylVni'wrifing.for student& Aith low.reading levels, :simply susing
.shortiviOrds-.and short sentences does notinsure readability. Oecause,
most i*iding level forraulas use sentence length and number otsyllables .

,as kekfaCtora in, the,deterMination of the numerical grade level, obvious-2
ly the :imailer numbers deriy ed -from 'short sentences' and short words'

liwill
prodUce a low- grade vel. However, all oceupations have their

:own language Or.vocabulary that is usually. readAnderet!iod It Lper-__
--'''""---rio-ifiliiT-tTie-.6eatiTaWnil'ffeTd7-1\TirelriifThe vocabulary..May b-e three

,... . syllable words which itTe Common, terminology and mow be 'more easily
identified and undrstoodthan a contriVed sentence ,dseeigned to eliminate
polysyllabiC -words. A ready.example 9i this is in the autothotive field
where words such as '"transmission" ind "differential".are common to
any mechanic , 1:;:ut be'Cause 'of the number-pf -syllables such terms greatly
inflege the computet reading levelLof writte* material which contained,

. .

these words.:
i ', ', .,,A

Clearly there exists a genei'al problem of matching course materials
to average 1..eading grtroe level of students. The materials slitould be as
basic as' pgipsible ko appeal to the average student, but not so. over sim-
plified that 'the students are insulted bysthe feeling that you are "talking',
down to them ."" The comic book approach, for example,- does not appeal
to everyone, especially, when used for Instructional, purpoaes.

It appears that the "best" method for writing to a particular grade level
is.to have the authors periodically test samples of the course material&
as they are being written with.areliable reading grade, level formula-,
4Vrevier of the literft.ture -shows the -existence of over 50-formulas for
determining reading grade level. The range from the sublime to the
ridiculons in their ease6.of use (based imarily on the mathematical

. rigor orconnting procedureg involve .) Many-of the formulae have .

high reliabilify when compared to others'. Some have poor reliability.
. . ,

.

pie problem of selecting the best formula for your situation then be-



Ilat* *W. .

comes a matter of personal preference. For whatever reason you* select
a for ula, stick with it ',and rely on it aa an indicator. .Do not regard it .

as tt sole judge of readOility and don't slcip from:formula to formula
lus to find something to iralidate your opinion o!tite zeadability of in-
structional materials.

Solite schools refus'e to Use a forMula.. TheidiaMiss reading dif-
liculty or the aesesdment otreading.Ievels-asl.not being a problet. They
state that they 'intuitively know that .the*COUrdes are Matched tO the

'reading levels of their intmlecistudeits. Although thiS marbileitiue,
it is a cavalier attitude that is diffiCUit to substantiate if one analyzei-com-,
pletion and graduation rateS..' Readabiliti of Materfalsmay bs a reason
for low graduation rites in courses., YOU owe it to your school 'find your
ftudents to at least sample y6i.g:matetiaia, -Each formula hai its adVan-
tages and 'disadvantages . %Make ,some compari.sons and then Select one
that is suitable kir your situation..

-
z .

7ippiication-of-four Teadibtlity
art article from the WASHINGTON POST. The four reit'4ability methods
are:

3.

FLES en
DALECHALL
FOG
FORCAST .

FLESCH READING EASE CORE

'Rudolf Flesch is no stranger to correspoNence btudy. A one tisme
member of the Famous Writers School,Guiang.Facillty, he also aksisted the
Federal Trade Commission in making its trade schoolrule.more 'read-
able to prosPective students. Together with Gunning's Fog Inde,
the Flesch score is perhaps one of the &oat popular, checks 'On readability.

!... .

FLESCH score involves a formula and a table which is provided' .

beloSt,_ The formula b: Reading ea.se_scsore =zo.6,u3-a. 015 Can. sent._
lengt .846 (syllables per 100 words} ..

TO us*the formula, yOu first select a passage and count 100 words.
;Next, d*iethe 100 words by the nuMber of sentences comprising these
100 worils1.&4nsert this figure in the formula as the "iverage silence
length." N count the numbet of ityllables (ad spoken) in the 1*00

A
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words. Insert the result in the formUla. 13y performing the mathematics
involved in the formula you will obtain the reading ease ecore. The
grade level.for the passage is obtained by refeKring to the table provided

Interpretation 'Grade Level

Very Easy 5

80-8 Easy 6

Fairly Easy

Standard

Sdore=1
90-100

70-79
A.

60-69

04

..7

50-59 Fairly Difficult 10-12

10-49 , Difficult 13-16

0-29 Very 'Difficult College Grad

To determine the 'grade level of this article which appeared'on the'
front page of the WASHINGTON POST; first count 100 words,

''"President Carter said yesterday the nation's $21 billion
welfare system should be 'scrapped entirely' for a program
that would guarantee an incothe for all who were unable to
work and a job for those who could.

"To gain those objectives, the Presideni read clear at a
briefing in whic4 he gave a broad-brush outlin of his plans,
the administration was prepared to make the'Revernment What
amounted to an employer of last resort through the creation of
as many as 2 million public service jobs.

"Mr. ..Carter said there would be 'a heavy emphas s on jobs'
-in the-new. welfare program-. -

"The White House plans tosuse the program outlined by Mr.
Carter to atleast partially.offset mounting criticism from blacks
end labor that the President hai abandoned his full-employment
goals.

. M



"Dembcratic congres alsi n leaders have told Mr. Carter he has
until,May 31 to come up with a full-employment program othis own
before they 'allow hearkgs tg begin on the controversial Humphrey-
Hawkiza full-employmdWbillV

/.
The,*one-hundredth word is new in the third paragraph. Thete are

three sentences in the 100 words. This gives an:average .sentence
length of 33.3. The next stepis to count the syllables in the 100 words.
There ar'e 142'syllables. Insert this data in the formula and comPute.

Reading case score =. 206. 835 . 015 (33. 3) + . 846 (1423
206.835'- 3.799 +120.14

= 206 . 835 - 153 MI
52 90

Refer this score to tht table above and you get a reading grade level
of 10th tonth grade.

DALE-CHALL

The next formula is the Dale-Chall fdrmula. In order to use it,you
, must have the Dale List of 3000 Familiar Words which is included at the

end of this article (Appendix A) .

The formula is:, Raw score = .1579x 0496 lc
2 3.6465

x = Percent of words not on Dale list *1000 common woi.ds
x = Mean sentence length in words.

Using the same article from the WASHINGTON POST, let us compute
the reading grade level using the Dale-Chall formufit

The first atep is to count 100 words which was done for t Flesch
formula ("new" in the third paragraph). The nixt step is to deTermine

N how many orthe 100 words are not on the Dale list. Proper names are
not counted.

"President Carier said yesterday the Nation's $21 billion welfare
system shoWd be 'scrapped entirely' for a program that would
guarantee en income for all who were unable to work and a Job
for those who coulct.

1 '#1

.
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."To gain those objrtives, the President made clear at a briefing
in whichi.he gave a broad-brush outline of his plans, the adminis-
tration was prepared to make the government what amounted to an%
employer of last resort through the creation, of as many as 2 million
public service jobs.

"Mr.. Carter said there would be a 'heavy emphasis on jobs' in
the new welfare program.

7Tlie White House plans to use the program outlined by Mr.
Carter to.at least partially offset mounting criticism from blacks
and labor 'that the President has abandoned his full-employment
goals.

*Democratic 'cpngressional leaderi have told Mr. Carter he
has until May 3110 come up with a full-employment program of
his own before they allow hearings to, begin on the controversial .

, 'Humphrey-Hawkins full-employment bill ."

There are eighteen words not on the pgle List and the, aveiage (mean)
seatence length is 33.3 words. hisert these figures in the formula arid
compute.

Raw.score = .1579 x 4- .0466 x'2 1+ 3.6365
= .1579 (18) + .0496 (33.3) + 3.6365

2.842 +1.652 4.'3.6365 ';
= 8.1305

Refer the raw score to.the correction table on the last page of the
Dale Word List at Appenda A of this article. Theq.aw score of 8.1305
.is equivalent to an llth 12th grade reading leve1.t

FOG INDEX

, Again using the same article, here is an eicample of-determining read-
ing-grade level by -use--of-the_F_og_index_;!.. The .steps are listed below.:

Select sample passage of approximately,100 words.

106

Assign a value of.one to all.One an&two syllable words..

Assign a value of three to All remaining word
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1..

Determine Fog count by addinkthe values.

Diviiie the Fog count by the number of sentences.

If the average Fog count is over 20, tiivide by 2 to Rbtain
grade 1evel.

If the average Fog count is under 20 subtract 2 and then
divide by 2 to obtain grade level.

"Presfdent Carter:said yesterday the nation's $21 billion
1 1 '4 1 3 1 1 1. 1

welfare syittem Elhould be 'scrapped entirely' for a program that
1 1 1 1 1 3 -* 1 1 1

wotild guarantee an income for all who wer =able to work and
1 3 I 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

ajob for thoae who Qould
1 1 f 1 I.

"To gain those objectives',. the President made dear at a
1 1 1 3 . 1 3 1 1 1 1.

briefing in which he gave, a broad7brush outjine of his plans;
1 . 1 3. 1 '1 1 1 1 1 11 1

the administration was prepared to make the gpvernMent wha
1 3 1 1 I 1 1, 3 1

amounted to an employer of last Abesoit through4he creation
3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 3

of as many as 2 million public.pervice job*.
1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1

"Mr: Carte
1 .1'.

said there wouldbe 'a heavy emphasis on jobs'
1 1 11i 1 3. 1

in thenew welfare program.
1 1 1



1.

"The White House plans to u\se thscprograril outlined by
Mr. Colter to at lea§14artially offset mounting critIcisiik
from blacks and labor that the President has abanaoned his
full-employment goals.

1!?Democratie cong essional leaders havelold Mr. Carter he
has untiiMay 31 to corn up with a full-employment program
of his own before theiII ow hearings to begirion the contro-

' versial Huhphrey-Hawkins lull-employment bill -

After assigning the value's t6 the 100 words; add the values. The
total or Fog count is 122 . JPividing this by three gives 41. Because
this is over 20, you.'must then divide by 2 to obtain the grade level

his would be 20 or college graduate. As You can see, the Fog index
,does not equate well to the other two fbrmulas on-this passage.. This
is primarily because ,of the length qf the sentences..."'"

f

FORCAST

One more fprmula will be used to determine*reading grade level..
called Forcast, it is an acronym ot the names of the three'min who
devised th4 formula. Foteast was developtdprimarily for Itse with

- military; technical publications but has applicability to other tech-
nical material.. It takes into account the use of polysyllabic words that
are knoWn to the reader because of their Use in his occupation.. It is
an exceptionally 'tepid means of deterinining reading grade level if it

. is applicable to yor school's materials.

108

Readingfgrade level 20 - no. of one gylylable words in 150
10

Using the same newspaper article, count the first 150 words. Note ;
that the other formulas Used 100 words. The 150th word is with in the
last paragraph. Now count the number. of one syllable words in the

-150-Word sample.

"President Carter said yesterday the Nation's $21 billion
welfare system should be 'scrapped entirely' for a program
thaiv:rould guarantee an income for all who were,unable to work
and a b for tho. se who could. .

,



"To gain those objectiv4s, the President made dear at a.........---
brieftng in which he gaVe a bioad-brush outline of his plans

. the administration niprepared.to make the golitrnpient.what
amounted fo an erripliget Of iatt zeiort through_ the breatism
of as many aslinillton public erhce jobs.

i 9

iMr Carter said there'Would be rif.heavy emi)hisis on jobs!. -.in the new welfare program. -', .4\ -.' e

".........-"The White licluse plans to use the prEgtamiyoutline_. .dia.
Mr. Carter to.at least parti7lly offset m unting'criticism
from blacks an7f labor that the'Presidept has abandoned his
full-empjoyment Koala.

"Democratic congressional leaders have told Mr. Carter h6
has until _ma 31 to comea. with a full-employment program
of his.-own-befer;:ihey-alipw-hearing-to b41.11176n1h-tintro.;

I

ver,sial 1114mphrey-HaWkins fl..41-employment bill."

There-a'r -syllable :words. Insert that.figurelin the torMula
and compute the gra. level.

y

Reading grade level = -20 - 97
10

= 20 - 9.7
=10.3

\
This is between the 10 and llth grade which equates to the sccires.or

the Flesch and Dale-Chall formulas'. ,

t,

As ytou 6an see from the four examples; the length of sentences ',
and the numbers of syllables are the key determiners of reading grade
level when you are using a formula. 'Theoreticady then, shert ient-
ences and words should prOuce a loW reading grade level. The four
formulas just demonstrated will be used again'to'determine the reading
grade level of the following paragraph, '

. "This is a plea for the use of more *short worAs in our talk
. and in what we write: Through the lapk of them our'speech is'

apt to grow stale'and.w:eak, and , it may be, hold . more qbam than
true.-thoutht. For long words at times tend to htde or bhp
what one says.

t
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"What I mean la thist If we use 'long words too much ,"we*
,

13tre Apt totalk in rutssand use the,same old,: worn ways of speech.
This tends to\jiyakcp what we gay pit, *Ail' no force oi
But if we use short words;ve bave io st1Y real things,' thim
vie.4know-; and Say them lin a fresh way. We ind it hard to hint
oedodge or hide or halfsay,things.

"For short words aie bold. They,say, jifst what they mean .
Therdo n6t leave yeti in doubt. They are clear and. shtirp ilk,signs gut in a rock."

FLESCH

0 it

,t

'Count 100 words The 10.0th'Word ifif'we in the Middie of the secona
paraglaph. Because' we is'only the third word in the.sentence: back

., .. ...

Oing aTi-d-u-Se a 97-word .4ample.

'Next, count the zitunberpf sentences.' Including the 'colon, there are
6 sentences. This prOduges,anaverage sentence length*of'16. \There
are 97 syllables in the 97 words.- Insereihesellgures in the fOrmulti
and compute., , 4.

Reading ease- score, 208.835. 1 015 (16), +- .846 (973:
206.835 .240 + 82.04
206.836 -.98.302. *
108.5'33. .

,

6.

6

443- t .0

Refer this to the table'cuid*you get le§s tha4a 5th grade reading "eve4

DALE-CHAU . ,\ .

--' i -0 . .0 e
. 6 , 'T . 660 .

Using 100 words , refer' to. the Dale Vist of 3000 Familia; ',Words.. There.. :, ;

are 19 words not on the list or10% or the peg/sage, . e
, , s - .).

6 . :
.....".This is.._a__Elst kir the....use....of mate,...abOrt word& in dur talk

and,in' what we *rite. Through the iack of,,thenT,,our: speegh is
2.1 to grow staleand weak, and, itmasy be', hold more sham,
than trUeThought. For. Ong words,* times-lend to hide:or,. . . ,..

blur what one says.
.

I.

1.

16

'71
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r' 1

"What I mean is this: Ii'we useIong words too,mUch, we are
teet to talk in ruts and use-The.same 'old , worm ways of speech.
This.tends to make whafwe say dull "with no force or stinfe.
)3ut if we use short words, We have to say real things, thinks
.we know; .and Say tliem in a fresh way. We find it hard to hint
or dodge:Or hide or half say things.

'"For short words are bold. They say just 'what they mean
They do not leave you in doubt. They are clear and sharp,
like signs cut in a rock."

* -
The mean sentence length is 16 words. Insert these figures in the

formula and.compute the raw. score.

itaw score = .1579 x + .0496 x +.3.6365
= .157940) + .0496(16) + 3.6365
=1.579 + .7936 + 3.63.65
=

Refer to the corrqctioh table at the end of. the Dale Wora List (a endix
A) and you get a reading grade level of 7 8th grade.,

FOG 'INDEX

In this passage, All words have a value of one. This produces a fog
count ot 100

5.

Select sample passage of approximately 10 words.

*Assigka value of one to-all one and.two syllable word's.

Assign a'vaiue of three to all remaining words.

Determine Fog,count by adding the valuts.

Divide the Fog-count b the-number ofsentences.

6 If,the average Fog count Is over*20, divide by 2 to obtain
grade level.

If the average Fog Count is under 20, subtract 2 and then'
. divide by .2.to obtain gractii level.

111



*For titles such as prehident general, governor, admiral, etc. ,-

use a Fog value of one. The ssame applies tp all cornmon titles such
'as Mgrylai Id, California, Sacramento, Albeinr, etc.., and for addresses
and numbers.

Di Vide the Fog count by the 'number of sentences to obtain the average.
Fog count. 100 divided by 6' 166

;3ecausi the averagelPg count is under 20, subtract 2 and then divide
by 2 .tq obta)n the"grade level.

16.6 - 2 =14.6
14.6 divided by 2 7 . 3

T e grade level according to the Fog index is between 7 and 8.

FORCAST

Remember that when using Forcast yeu must use a 156-word sample.
This .includes the word ata in the next to tbe fast sentence.. There are,
150 onelsyllabIe words in the sample. Insert this.figure inPthe formula
and compute the reading4-level.

Reading level
.1}

= 20 Eio. of one syllable words in 159

- 150
10

20 le IA
= 5th grade

011
For this passage made up of short Sentences and one-syllable words,

the four formulas produce a range from 4th to Sth grade reading level.

112'

,

CONCLUSION

As you can see, the formulas.are not infal1abje measures for testing
reading difficulty. This is especially true of technical writing where
iechnical words.build pp the' Fog couni because ottheir length.



Neither a low Fog, count hor a high*Flesch score gtiarantees clear mean-.
ing. .Nor does high Fbg count 9r lOw Flesch score always create reading
difficultrs

The formulas should never be permitted to take the place of judgment .
liciwever, using'a formula to aid in making a judgment iCif more valid
method 'of determining Aading grade level than relyihg solely on intui-=
tion. Dismissing the use of th'e formulas without egperimenting with
them to get a feel for their applicability to your course materials is tanta-
mount to ignoring a national problem. Everyone does not read at the
same rate or at the4ame grade level. Your students deserve to be ltble
to read' what they are buying from pith

.3
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a
able
aboard
about
above
absent
accept
accident
account
ache (ing)
acorn
also
across
act (a)
add
'address
adthire
adventure
afar
afraid
after
afternoOn
afterward (s)
again
against
age
aged'

Aigo
agree
ah
ahead
aid
aim ;
air
airfield
airplane
airport
airship
airy
alarm
alike
alive
all
alley
alligator
allow

a

DALE LI OF 3000 FAMILIAR WORDS

almost
alone
along
aloud
already
also
always
lam
Atnerica
American
among
amount
an
and
angel
anger
angry
animal
another
answer
ant
any
-anybody
anyhow
'anyone
anything
anyway
anywhere
apart
apartment
ape
apiece
appear'
apple
April'
apron
are
aren't
arise
arithmetic
tirm
armful
army
arose
around
arrange

arrive (d)
arrow
art
artist
as
ash (es
aside
ask
asleep
at
ate .

attend
attention
August .

aunt
author
auto
automobile
autumn

bank (er)
bar
barber
bare (ly )
barefoot
bark
barn
barrel
base
baseball
basemegt
basket
bat
batch
bath

,bathe
bathing
bathroom
bathtub
battle

avenue . battleship
aw ake (n) bay

. away be (irig)
beach'

'bead
beam
bean
bear
beard
beast
beat (ing)
beautiful

awful (1y)
awhile
ax
baa
babe
baby (les)
back'
backgrounct
beckward (s)
bacon
bail (1y)
badge
bag
bake (r)
bakery
baking
ball
balloori
banana
band
bandage
bang
banjo

beautify
'beauty
becarlie
because
become
'becoming
bed
bedbug
bedroom .
bedspread
bettime

beech
beef

1 ?

beefsteak
beehive
been
beer
beet
bef?re
beg
began
beggar

. begged
'begin
beginning
begun
beh'ave
behind
believe
bell
belong
below
belt
bench'
bend
beneath
bent
berry (ies)
beside (a)
best
bet
better
between
bib
bible
bicycle
bid
big (ger)
bill
billboard_
bin
bind
bird
birth -
birthday
biscuit
bit,
'We
biting



bitter
black .

blackberry
blackbird
blackboard
blackness
blacksmith
blame
blank
bl ket
b st
blaze
bleed
bless

4 ble Scing
blew
blind (8),

1Dlindfold
block
blood
bloom .
blossom
blot
blow
blue
blueberry
bluebird
bluej ay
blush .

board
boast
boat
bob
bobwhite
body aes)
boil (e1.6)
bold
bOne
bonnet
boo
book
bookcase
bookkeeper
boom A

boot
born
borrow
boss
both
bother
bottle

' k

bottom
bought
bounce
bow
bowl
bow-wow
box (es)
boxcar
boxer .

bfy
boyhood
bracelet
brain
12rake
bian
branch
brass
brave
bread
break
breakfast
breast
breath
breathe .
breeze
brick
bride
bridge
bright
brightness
bring
broad
broadcast
broke (n)
brook
broom
brother
brought
brown
brush
bubble
bucket
buckle
,pud
buffalo
bug
buggy
build
building
built
bulb

buli

bullet .

bum
bumblebee
bump
bun
bunch
bundle
bunny
burn
buitst
bury
bus
bush
bushel
business
busy
but .

butcher
butt
butter
buttercup
butterfly
buttermilk
buttericotch
bUtton
buttonhole
buy
buZz
by
bye
,cab
cabbage
cabin,
cabinet
cackle
cage
cake
ca,leitdar
calf
calf (er)(Ng)
came
camel
ealnp
oampfire
can
canal
canary
candle
candlest ck
candy

cane
cannon
. cannot
canoe
can't
canyon
cap
cape
capital
,captain
car
caid
cardboard
care
careful
careless .

carelessness
darload
carpenter
carpet.
.carriage
carrot
carry
cart
carve ,
case
cash
cashier
castle

tcat
catbird
catch
catcher
caterpillar
catfish
catsup
cattle
caught

. cause
cave
ciling
cell
cellar
cent
center
cereal -
certain (ly )
chain
chair
chalk
champion

chance.
change
chap
charge .

charm
chart
chase
chatter
cheap
cheat
check
checkers
cheek
cheer
'cheese
cherry
chest
chew.

chick
chicken
chief
child
childhood
children
chill (y )
chimney
chin
china
chip
chipmunk
chocolate.
choice

) choose
chop
chords
chose (n)
christen
Christmas
chureh-
churn -
cigarette

circus
citizen
city

,.

clang ,

clap
class
classmate
classroom
claw,

,
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clean (er
clear, (
clerk
clever
click
cliff

. climb

cloak
clock
êiose
eloset
cloth 'corner-
clothes correct

cot
PottIM
cotton
couch
cough
could'
coUldn"t
count
eounter
country

...county
course
-court
cousin
cover
cow
coward OD
cowboy
cozy
crab
drack
erecter
cradle
cramps

-,eranberry-, :-
crank (y)
crash

pone
.cOluiect
coo
cook (ed) :

'14Alk Ong)
coaty (ie)3)
cool (er)
coop
Fooper
copy
cord'
cork
eorn

clothing
cloud (y)
clover
clown
club ,

cluck
clump
coach
coal
coast
coat
cob
cobbler
coc9±1 ,

coconut
cocoon
cod
codfish
coffee
coffeepot
ooin
cold
eollar
college
coloi(ed
-Oolt
column
come)
come

',comfort
comic.
coming
company

116 compare
'conductor

crawl
crazy
cream (y )
creek
ereep
crept
cried

croak , daughter
'crook (ed) dawn
prop . day.
-cross (ing) daybreak

- cross-eyed daytime
crow , dead
crowd (ed) ..deaf
crown deal
artier' dear
erumb death
crumble, Deeember,
:crush decide
ertist k
cry (ies)
cub
cuff
cup
cupboard
cUphil
eure
curl (y)
eUrtain
curve,
eushion,
custard
dustomer
cut
cute.

dab :
dad
daddy
daily
dairy
daisy

dam
damage?
dame ,

damp
'dance (r)

7-dane1ng-.
. dandy
danget(ous)
:dare
dark (nestA)
darling
darn.
dart
dd tseh,

eed
. deep
deer
defeat
defend
defense
delight
den
denti
depend
deposit
describe
desert
deserve
desire
desk
destroy
devil
dew
diamond
did
didn't
die (d) (s)
differenee
different
dig
dim

-dime
dine
ding-don g
dinner.
dip
direct
direction
dirt (y)
discover
dish

dislike

dismiss
ditch
dive
'diVer

. do
dock
doctor
does
doesn t

doll

dg

dolW
dolly
done
donkey .

don't
door
doorbell
doorknob
doorstep
dope
dot :

'double
.dough
dove
dOn
dOwnstair,
downtown
dozen
drag-
drairk,
drank
draw (er)
draw ang
dream
dress
dresser
dressmaker

-drew
dried
drift
dril1
drink
drip
drive (n)
driver
drop
drove

51
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drown
drowsy
drug
drum
drunk
dry
duck

_due_
dug
dull
dumb4
dump

. during
dust (y )
duty
dwarf
dwell
dwelt
dying
eacth
eager
eagle
ear
early
earn
earth
east (ern)
easy
eat (en)
edge
egg
eh

.. eight
eighteen
eighth
eighty
either
elbow
elder
eldest
eleotric
electricity
elephant
eleven
elf,
elm
else.
elsevihere
empty. .

end (ing)

enemy
ehgine
engineer
English
enjoy
en4gh
enter
envelope
equal
erase (r)
errand
escape
eve
even
evening
ever
every
verybody
everyday
everyone
everything
everywhere
evil
exact
except
exchange
excited
exciting
excuse
exit
extiect
explain
extra
eye
eyebrow
fable
lace
Awing
fact
factory

faint

fan
far
faraway \\

fare tAsz-

farmer
farm (ing)
far-off
farther
fashion
fast
fasten
fat
father
fault
favor
favorite
fear
feast
feather
February
fed
eed

f eel
f*eet
f ell
f fallow

ffeeitnee
fever
few
fib
fiddle
field
fife
fifteen
fifth
fifty
fig
fight
figure

file
fill
film
finally
find
fine
finger
finish
fire
firearm

fairy

fake
fall
false
family
fan

firecracker
fireplace
fireworks

sti
fisperman

`i

fit\

fix
flag
flake
flame
flap
flash
'flashlight
flat.
flea
flesh
flew
flies
flight

. flip
flip-flop
float

Nkt flock
flood
floor
flop

. 'flour
flow .

flower (y)
flutter
fly
foam
fog
foggy
fold
folks

--foiling -the--
fond
food
fool
foolish
foot
football
footprint
for
forehead,

forest
forget
forgive
forgot (ten)
fork .

form
fort
forth
fortune
torty
forward
fought
'found
fountain
\\four
foUrteen
fourth
foxfr
free
freedom-
freeze .
freight
French

h
fret

friend (1y)
friendshiP
frighten
frog

from
front
frost
frown
froze
fruit
fry
fudge

fttiunnny'

fur
furniture
further
nizzy
gain
gallon . 117
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gallop
game
gang
garage
garbage
garden
gas
gasoline
gate
gatker
gave
gay
gear
geese
general
gentle
gentleman
gentlemen
geography
get
'getting
giant
gift
gingerbread
girl
give (n)
giving
glad (ly ).
glance
glass (es)
gleam
lide

glory
glove
glow
glue
go (ing)
goes
gPal
goat

Jp2bble
God (g)
godmother
gold (en)

.goOdness
goody
goose
gooseberry
got
goVern
government
gown
grab
gracious,
grade
grains
grand
grandchild
grandchildren
granddaughter
grandfather
grandma
grandmother,

0. grandpa*
grandson
grandstand
grape (s )
grapefruit
grass
grasshopper
gratefUl

- grave
gravel
graveyard
gravy
gray
graze
grease
great
green harness ..

greet harp
grew harvest,
grind' has

sgroan* hasn't
groerx haste (n)..
ground hasty
group hat
grove hatch

goldflih A grown hatchet
golf I guard hate

guess haul
guest have

haven't
having

gain
gun .

gunpowde
guY
ha
habit
had
'hadn't
hail
hair
haircut
hairpin'
half
hall
-halt
ham
hammer
hand
handful
handkerchief
handle
handwriting
hang
happen '

haPrdneSs
happy
harbor
hard
hardly
-hardship
hardware
hare
hark
harm

gre
go9d (8)
good-by (bye) guide
good-looking gulf,

hawk
hay
hayfield
haystack
he
head
headache
heal
health (y)
heap
hear (ing)
heard
heart
heat (er)
heaven
heavy
he'd
heel
height
held
hell
he'll
hello
helmet
help (er)
helpful
hem
hen
henhouse .

(s)
herd
here
here' s
hero
herself
he' s
hey
hickory
hid
hidden
hide
high
highway
hill

- hillside
hilltop
hilly
him
himself
hind

f

hint
hip
hire
his
hiss
history
hit
hitch
hive
ho
hoe
hog
hold (er)
hole
holiday
hollow
holy
home
homely

hOmesick
hOnest
honey
hondybee
honeymoon
honk
honor
hood
hoof.
hook
hoop
hop
hope (ful)
hopeless
horn
horse
horseback
horseshoe
hose
hospital
host
hot
hotel
hound
hour
house
housetop
housewife
housework
how
however.



howl
hug
huge
hum
humble
hUmp
hundred
hung
hunger
hungry
hunk
hunt (er)
hurrah
:hurried
hurry
hurt
husban
hush
hut
hymn

,I
ice
icy
I'd
ida
ideal
if
RI
Ph
I'm
important
impossible
improve
in
irich (es)
income
indeed
Indian
,indoors
ink
inn
insect
inside
instant

*insteld
insult
intend
interested
interesting
into

invite
iron
is
island
isn't
it
its
it's
itself
I've
ivory
ivy
jacket
jacls
j ail
jam
January
Jar .

jaw
jelly
ja.-y
jellyfish
jerk
jig
job
jockery
join"
'joke
joking
jolly
journey
joy (ful)
joyous
judge
jug
juice
juicy
July
jump
June
junior
junk
just
keen
keep
kept
kettle
key
kick
kid

' -kill (ed)
kind ay).
kindness'
king
kingdonr,

: lass
kitchen
kite

"kitten,
kitty.
knee
kneel-
knew
knife
knit
knives.
kno

knot
know.
know
lace
lad,-
ladder
ladies
'lady
laid
lake
lamb
lame
lamp
land
lane .

language
lantern
lap
lard
large
'lash
lass
last
late
laugh
laundry
law
lawn
lawyer
lay
lazy.
lead

leader
reaf
leak
lean
leap
learn (ed)
least
leather
leave<ing
led
left
leg
lemon .

lemonade.
lend
length
leas
lesson
let
let's
letter
letting
lettuce :
level
libertY
library
lice
lick
lid
lie-
life
lift
light (ness)
lightning
like
likely
liking
lily
limb
lime
limp

_

linen
lion
lip
list .

listen
lit
little
live (s).

I

lively
liver
living
lizard
load
loaf
loan
loaves
lock
lobotnotive
log
lone ,

lonely
lonesome
kong
look
lookout
loop
loose
lord
lose (r)
loss_
lost
lot
loud ,

love
lovely
lover
low .

luck (y)
lumber
lump
lunch
lying
ma
machine
machinery
mad
made
magazine
magic

mail
mailicox
mailthan
major
make
making
male.
mama

V.: 4
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man
manager
mane
manger
many
map
maple
marble
march (M)
mare
mark

*market
'marriage
married
marry
rpask
mast
master
mat
match
matter
mattress
may (N)
maybe
mayor
maypole
me .

meadow
meal
mean (s)
iheant
measuro
meat
medicine

. meet (Ing)
melt
member
men
mendv
meow
mem
mess
message
met
meta/
mew s
mice
middle
midnight
might (Y)

mile
milk
milkman,
mill
miller

mind
mine
miner
mint
minufe
mirror --
mischief
misa.(M)
misspell
mistake
misty
mitt
mitten\

moment
Monday
'honey
monkey
month
moo
moon
moonlight
moose
mop
moie
Morning
morrow
-moss
most (1y)
mother
motor
mpunt
mountain
mouse
mouth
move
movie
movies
moving

Mrs .

much
mud
muddy

mug
mule
multiply
murder
music
must
my
myself
nail
'name
'nap
napkin
narrow
hasty
naughty
navy
n4ar
nearby
nearly
neat
neck
hecktie
need
needle
needn't
Negro
neighbor
neighborhood
neither
nerve
nest
net
never
navermore
new
news
newspaper
next
nibble
nic,e
nickel
night
nightgown
nine
nineteen
ninety
no
nobody
nod
noise

-

noisy
none
noon
nor
north (ern)
nose
not
note
nothing
notice
November
now

,nowhere
number
nurse
nut
oak
oar
oatmeal
oats
obey
ocean
o'clock
Ostober
odd
of
off
offer
office
officer
often'
oh
oil
old
oldqashioned
on
once
one
onion
only
onward
open
or
orange
orchard
order
ore
organ
other ,

Otherwise

41

ouch
ought
our (s)
oursetires
out
outdoors
outfit
outlaw
outline
outside
putward
oven
over
overalls
overcoat
overeat
overhead
overhear
overnight
overturn
owe
owing
oin (er)
ox
pa
pace
pack
packige
pad
page
paid
pail
pail (ful)
paint (er)
painting
pair

palace
pale
pan .

pancake -
pane
pansy
pants
papa
paper
parade
pardon
parent
park

04
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part Oy) pile
\ partner pill
party pillow
pass pin
Imissenger pine .

piist pineapple
paste
pastire
pat :

patch
path
patter
pave
pavement
paw

ay
,payrnent
pea(s)

pearl
peck
Peek,
Peel
peep
'peg
pen
pencil
penny

pepper °
peppermint

perhaps
Person
pet
phon
piano *

_Rick
pickle
picnic
picture
Pie
tdec(t
Pig
pigeon

Lpigg'Y

peace (ful) plant
peach (es) plate
Peek platform
peanut platter
Pear play (er)

playground
playhouse
playmate
plaything
pleasant
please
pleasure
plenty

people
P14
plug
plum,
pocket

perfume

pink
pint
pipe
pistol
pit
pitch
pitcher
PitY
pla

9

pop .

popcorn
popped
porch
pork
possible
post
postage
postman
Pot
potato (es)
pound
pour

power (ful
Plain prAise
plan pray

piayer
prepare
present
pretty
price
prick
prince
princess
print
prison
Prize
promise
proper
protect
prou d
prove
prune
public
puddle
puff
pull
pump
pumpkin
punch
punish
pup
pupil
PuPPY
Pure
purpose
purse
push
puss

plane

pocketbook
poem
point
poison
poke
pole
police
policeman
polish
polite s

pond
ponies
pony
pool
poor

pussy
pussycat
put
putting
puzzle
quack
quart
quarter\
queen
queer
question
quick (1y)
quiet
quilt

) ,"quit
quite
rabbit
race
rack
radio
radish
rag
rail
railroad
railway
rain (y)
rainbow.
raise

A.

raisin
rake
ra.m
ran
ranch
rang
rap
rapidly
rat
rate
rather
rattle
raw
ray_
reach
read
reader
reading
ready
real
really
reaP

rear
reason'
rebuild
receive
recess
record
red
redbird
redbreast
refuse
rikendeer
rejoige'
remain
remember
remind
remove
rent
repair
repay
repeat
report
rest
return
review
reward,
rib
ribbon
rice

rid
riddle
ride (r).
riding
right
.rim
ring
rip
ripe
rise
rising
river
road
roadside
roar
roast
rob
roblier
robe
robin
rock (y) 121
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rocket
. rode
roll
roller
roof
room
rooster
root
rope
rose
rosebud
rot
rotten
rough
round
route
row.
rowboat
royal
rub ,

rubbed'
rubber
-rubbish'
rug -

rut" (r)
ruin le
run
rung
runner
running
rush
ruit (y)
rYe j
sad(
ssi4
saddle

. sadness
safe
safety
said

sailboat
7stillor
saint
salad
sale .

salt
same .

EMMA (y)
sandwich

sang
sank
sap
sash
sat
satin
satisfactory
Saturday
sausage
savage
save
savings
saw
say
scab
scales
scare
scarf
school
schoolboy
schoolhouse
schoolmaster
schoolroom
scorch
score
scrap
scrape
scratch
scream
screen
screw
scru
sea
seal
search
season
iteat
second
secret
see Ong)
seed
seek
seem,
seen
'seesaw
select
self
selfish
sell
send

sense
sent
sentence
separate
'Sept ber.
serv t

ice

tting
ettle

settlement
seven
seventeen
seventh
seventy
several
sew
shade
shadow
shady
shake (r)
Shaking
shall
shame
Shan't
shape
share
sharp
shave
she
she'd
she'll
she's
shear (8)
shecl
sheep
sheet
shelf
shell
shepherd
shine
shining
shiny
ship'
shirt
shock
shoe
shoemaker
shone

Fe

sho#
shoot
shop
shopping
shop)
sholl

. shot ,
should
shoulder
shouldn't
shout
ihoyel
show-
shower
shut
shy

si sick (ness)
side
sidewalk
sideways
sigh
sigh!
sigh
41ence
,silent
silk
sill
silly
silver,
simple
sin
since.
sing
singer
single

sink
sip
sir
sis
sissy
sister
sit
sitting
six
sixteen
sixth
sixty
size
skate
skater

ski
skin
.skip
skirt
sky
slam
slap
slate
slave .

.,sled
sleep (59
ileeve
slid
sleight
slept,
slice
slide
sling .

slip .

slipped
slipper
slippery

slimy (1y)
sly
smaek
small
smart.
smell
smile
smoke
smooth
snail

snake
snap
snapping

, sneeze
snow (y)
snowball
snowflake
snuff

so
soak
soap
sob
socks
sql
soda
sofa ,



,

. soft ..

Soth''

soldfer
sole
some
somebody
somehow
someone
something
sometime (s)
somewhere
,son
song
soon
"sore
sorroW
sorry
sort
soul
sound
soup
sour
south (ern)
space
spade
spank
sparrow
speak er),
spear
spetch
speed
spell (ing)
spend
spent
spider
spike
spill
spin
spinach
spjrit
spit
splash
seoil
spoke
spook,
spoon
sport
spot .

spread

spring
springtimt
sprinkle
sqtare
squash
squeak

-squeeze
squirrel
stable
stack
stage,.
stair
stall
stamp
stand
star
stare
start
starve
state
staiion
Stay6
.steale
steal
steam
steamboat
steamer
steel

'Isteep
steeple
steer
stem
"Step
stepping .

stia (y)
stiff
siil(ness
sting
stir
stitch
stock
stocking-
stole
stone
stood
stool
stoop
stop
stopped
stopping

store,
stork -
storie
storm (y)
story

-stove
straight
strange (r)
strap
staw
strawberry
steam
street
stretch
string
strip
stripes
strong
stuck*
stpdy-
stuff
stump
stung
subject
such
suck
sudden
suffer
'sugar
suit
dum
summer
sun
Sunday
sunflower
sung
sunk
sunlight
isunrty
sunrise
sunset

--sunshine
supper
suppose
sure (1y)
surface
surprise
swallow
swthi
swamp

*1.

swan .

swat
swear
sweet
sweiter
sweep.
sweet (ness)
sweetheart
swell
swept
swift
swim .

. swimming
swing
switch

\t,3word
ewore
ttible\
tablecloth
tablespoon
tablet
tack
tag
Pd.;

. tailor
take (n)
taking
tale
talk (er)
tall
tame
tan
tank
lap
tape
tar
tardy
task
taste
taught
tax

teach (er)
team
tear
tease
teaspoon
tell
teeth
tele one

-

temper
, ten

tennis
tent
term
terrible
test
than -

tha.nk (8)
thankful
Thanksgiving
that
that's
the
theater
thee
their,
them
then
there
these
they
they'd

they're
they'Are
thick
thief
thimble
tbin
thine
think
third
thirsty
thirteen
thing
this
tho
thorn .
those
though

Ithousand
thought
thread
three
threw
throat
throne
through
throw (n)
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thumb
. thunder
Thursday
thy.
'tick

;tieket

: tie
tiger ,
tight
till
time
tin ,

tinkle.
., tiny

tip
. tiptoe
tire
tired
"tis
title, t'
to
-toadstool
toa0
toast
tobacco

- today
toe .
togrher

*.toilet
told
tomato'
tomorrow
ton

- tone '
tongue
tonight
too
tpok
stool
-toot
tooth ,

toothbrush
,k toothpick

top
' tore

torn
toss
touch
tPw

.4

',
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toward(s
.; towel

tower
own

'toy

,trck

train
tramp

' trap
tray
treasure
treat

,tJ

stree
trick

.k tricycle
tried
trim

trolley
trouble *

,
trve
truly
tiunk
trkise
truth
try:
tub
T49,1*y
tug
tulip
tumble
tune -....

tunnel-
turkey
turn- -

turtle
twelve
*twenty
twice
twig
twin .

tWo
ugly
umbrella
uncle
under,

- understand

underwear
,

undress
unfair
unfini/hed
unfold
unfriendly.,
tuthaPPY
Ohur
unit

' Unit a
..unkind
unknown
unless'
unpleaktant

unwilling
until

-
tkupon
upper k

uPstairs
uptown
11Pwa.rd
us
use (d)

Nfseful .

. valentine
valley
valuable
vaitie-s
vase
vegetable
velvet
very
vessel
'victory
View
village

_itiolet
visit
visitor
voice
vote,
wag
wagon
waist
welt

'wake (n)

alk
wall
walnut

ant
4ar
'Werm
warn
was
w
w htub'
wasn't
waste,
watch .
iiiatchman

liter
atermilop
aterproof

Ivhat's
wheat
wheel

.. -.when
wheney:er
where
whioh

4sk.:

w

*bile

. ;.'whisper.
whistle'

Iht
who'd-

matwhole
who'll
whom
who's
mhose
why :
wicked
'Wide
wife
wiggle
*Ind
wildcat
wiIl

wind (y) )

indow
wine
wing,
wink
winner
winter
wipe
wire
wise 4

wish'
Wit
wiich
with
Wi out
,Woke

whirl
whisky

eve

way
waycdde
we
weak(neis)
weaken
wealth
weapon
wear'

'N;wesry
Weather.

,weaver

web4k
we',d"
wedding

'Wednesday
wee
weed
week

,c weigh

well
went

1.

were
we're.
west (ern
wet
we've
whale
what

+:0



1.

I1'.
'wouldnr yOuivoif

woman wound you'd
women 'love you'll
won yrap young
wonder wrapped, youngster
yonderful fleck 'your (s)
won't' wren yOu're.,
wood(en) wring yofirself
woodpecker wiite yourselves

youth
written yoUive
wrong
?Pftrote
wrung
yarq
yarn-
Year'
,yell
yellow
yes,
yesterday
yet
yolk
yonder,

wool
wooleiV
word
wore

. work (et)
woitkman
wooed
worm
worn
worry.

..worse
. worst'.

worth
would

-

(Correction Table on page126)

'
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COBUCTION TABLE

PormulaRaw Score- corrected Grade-Levels
. .,
.-.. ,

4.9 and belowt 0 I, Ath grade and below
5 0 to 5.9 '. , . . a 4, 5-6th grade

. 6.0.to 6 9 . 740.1 erade
70 to 7.9 .. 9-10th 'grade

.
-11712thcgrade8.0 to .89 . . . .

90 to 9.9 . . . . ...... 13-15th:grade (b011ege),
10 0 and above . . 16 -*(Conege. graduate)

,

126
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IntrOduction to Ar ide
4 , .. ...Recent studies on home study course omPletion rates have pointed

to the criticai importance of challenging examinatioiLiteTris. Most home ,.
study courses make heavy use 'ofobjeCtive,' multiple. 9hoice examinationItems_ for evaluating student achievement-.

Mr. Loftus, a believer in the theory that exams should "teach as
as test, " explains why multiple choice items-are' a-hotne study-
ator's bestrneasurement tpol. He telliihoW by means or

practical .examples you.can' prepare better 'exatntnations for
courses.. The more I,challenging '(and fair) -the exam, the More
Motivated the ',learner becomes. Higher coMpletion rates follow;

128
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,Wriring
Etamiitations

John T. Loftus

PuRPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE

The ultimate objective of preparing a tiome study course is to have
the student learn. Much has been written about the 'learning process
and still little is known about how a *person learns. Thia artikle will
not deal with the process otlearning , rather it will cover the basias
of measuring whether learning has in fact taken place.

The best-possible way of making this determination is through an
eiamlnation that teaches as well af3. tests Preparing.a gOod home study

.. examination is the most demanding of any educational writer's skills.
Consequently, the purpose of this article is to explore the various types
of examinations which can be used: and then to offei some practical
suggestions and axamples on how you can nprepare better examination:
items . . and 'up your course completion rate!

-KINDS OF EXAMINATIONS

Most modern home study courses .use one or more of three basic types
of examination items.: objective ,'essay, and performance; Of the three

types ,rthe- most :commonly-use&todaris-thcobiedtive-examination.. For
home study courses, objective examinations have provedover the years -

to be the most reliable, valid,,and'easy to administer form of student
evaluatiork. Converaely;Objective examinations are iterhaps the Inost4difficult, expensive and time consuming to prepare, bjectiVe questions,

a A
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.generally speaking, are classified into four_major types: (I) multiple-choice, (2) matching, (3) completion or fill-in, and (0_ true-false. Of
the four objective types the most commonly used is the multiple-choiceitem. is perhaps the singre'most rellable'and yalid item. Consequently,this srticle will emphasize objective., Multiple-choice examinations.

The second most commonly used examination in correspondence ed-
ucation is the -essay examinatioii; and , of course, the least used is the
performance examination. Please note the use 1::)f the:term "used" rather
thp "preferred." The performance examination'in skills training is the.
most desired, but because the instructor and' stuilent are physically re-moved, it is the,least.used. However, there are types of training in
corresPondence education where performance examinations can.be used.This will be dlicupsed later. True-false questions, frankly, are.un-
reliable and used mainly for.self-check 'quizzes or ta break up long,
monotonous multiple choice exams.

ES.SAY- QUESTIONS VS . OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS
e

4There areno categorical rules to tell you which type of questions or
tests to use. However , it will be helpful to keep clearly in mind the-
characteristics of each type. Then'you will be able to decide which iks
the most suitable for the particular purpose and circumstinces of thetest you are making.
\

I. Abilities Measured

a. Essay questions require the student to express
himself in his own words, using information
from his own background and knowledge. They
can tap high levels of reasoning, but they 444
not measure purely factual information effectively

*Objective questions require the student to select
answers from options which are given or to supply
an answer of one Word Or a phrase. They can -

__also'Ineasure-high-levels -of -reasoning-just-aw
efficiently as essay questions, and-they do measure
knowledge of facts effectively.
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,§cope

Essay questions cover only a limited field of*
knowledgOn any one test, primarilytecause
of the tide thertake the student to complete.
Also, the student who is fluent can often avoid'
discussing-points of which 119-4 unsure. .

Objective questions cover a broad -.field of knowl-
edge in any one test ;7because.rnaTit more questions
can be answered in the same timaframe as 4m,-
essaY test. This broader coVerage helps to pro-'
vide s more realiable measurement ot learning.

Ease of Preparation

Essay testa require writing only a few questions.
The questionS mustbe well conceived in that
tasks must be -clearly defined; genSral enough
.to.offer somcIeeway; yet specific'enough to set
limits.

Objective tests require writing Many questions..
They too must bS well coEceived.'. Much More
w111 be said about this later in the article.

Essay quelitions are usua1ly :time cOnsuming to
score, aii4 one answer may be scored differently .--

;:s3r different instrUctors or by the same instructor
at different times. These items lick what ex-
perts call reliability, since a studenpif score may

. hinge on the prejudices ,or penchants* the in-'
structof grading4he essay respimse.

'ObjectiVe,quistions,can be sCoied 'quickly,,
_accurately-and consistently.They-possess a
high degree of validity and reliability.

AA,
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WRITING MULTIPLE-6HOICE QUESTIONS

'Much of this section of the article was taken 'from "A Guide to Writing
Multiple-Choice Examinations ," published by Intext, Inc in 1969.. Your
author watone of the original writers of the Intext

Miltiple-Choice Items It has been founct,:that:well-
constructed.objectiVe questions can.test aUi1\4411y
subject. The preferred form of the, objective quetion
is the multiple-choice item. The reason' is that km

,tiple-choicci item can measure Most of the, important
educational results, includingknowledge; understand
ing,- and judgment. Almost any ability or understartdirig
'whfch scan:be measured by another form of examination
item , whether Aective or subjective -- and whether'
completion, short-answer, true-false, or essay can
bemeasured by a multiple-choice item

. A multiple-choice item, futthermore, is less vulner-
able to chanee errois from student guessing than are
other 'forms of objective items, such as matching or
:true-false. Thus a multiple-choiceitem is statistically
superioi to a subjective item in measuring educational

,achievement.
_

'An important point to be made is that many of the
principles set down here'apply equally well both to
other types' otobjective questions and to essay questions.

.s,

Testing -Only the Important Topics Before com-
mitting even a single multiple-choice item to the ex.,-
amination paper, you must decide whichlOpics are
the important ones to,be tested. Far- too . often the' ex-
amination, writer seizes upon the textbook andspro-
ceeds to write without reflection. The resulting
series of items makes 4ia motley procession. drn .

the examination page. This mixed bag of -impor-
lantanclArivial, -topics, largely, trivial 'wastes the
writer's talent and the student's time.

Therefore you should carefuPy select only the im-
Portant topics of the, text. and .supplementary notes to
be tested, discarding the trivial. And not only should



you select importint topics, you should, also decide
which.aspects of those topics4re the host desirable to
emphasize in the examination items:'

Furthermore , you, should define in Your own mind
the purpose of the examination al; specifically ae pos-
Bible'. Don't be vague,or ambiguous about what the
examination is supposed to do: Rather, be clear and
positive as to what you may reasonably expect your
examination to measure, 'and as to what you should
not expect it to measure. Thus you will lay the ground-
work for the,construction of.an examination that is, at
the very least, valid.

Terms -- 'Before we discuss the guidelines for writing
multiple-choice items, let us consider several IMpor-
tent terms we'll encounter: stem, option, key, dis-
tracter, and item

4. multiple-choice stem'is an intrOductbry question
'or an incomplete statement for which the student chooses
- a response or a completion from two or more options.

An option .1s. a response to the stem in .a multiple-
choice item. Each stem reqfsires two or more Options,
or responses; four is a'common, workable _number Of
options (responses). .-

The key is the one correct response*(the one correct
opflon) to a multiple-choice stem.

A distracter is any incorrect response (incorrect
option) to a stem.

An item consists of the stem and all its options; or
responses.

-4low-to-Write le-Cholooltems, .

a; :MOO sure that the multiple-choice item does.not
c -pit* the wording of the, text. The student

should.be discouraged from relying on word'
meinosy 's1One. The student should 'grasp the
. N

:1 ^
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principle being tested, and not merely recognize
famlllar wOrd or phrase from the text. %

Use , in your multiple-choice items, simple, un-
*ambiguous *words. Avoid verbal "tricks" and
words that are too colorful. The purpose of any
item is to find out what the student knows, not
to mislead him into Making a wrong choice.

(Correct Isespcinses in the examples below are
indicated with a check mark),.

Here is an item containing a verbal trick:

It was Julius Caesar who uttered the famous
line

A "All Gaal is divided into four parts."
B. er me , the deluge." .

C. e me liberty or give. Me death."
D. 4 None the8e. v.'

In this iteln the slight misquotation of Caesar's
"Ali Gaul is divided into, three parts" is designed
tb trick and confuse even the most Imowledgeattle
student. Avoid sucb an item;

Be precise in working'an item.

An tixample of impreciSion:

The worst winters odcur in

B.
Chicago. */*
New Orleans.
Genera.
Sydney.

This item lacks precision in that the adjective
"worst" can mean "coldest, "dampest ," "longest
or even "most boring"; the precise meaning is
not clear.

4
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A particular iterfi should not interlock with.a
previous item or a later item, thus providing a
clue to the correct resPonse. If, for example,
one item \asks the Student to identify the nation
whiih fought against the Un#ed States in the War
of 1812, another item should not refer to England
is one, of the warring parties.

Avoid an incomplete or a too-general stem that.

necessitates unrelated options:

From your study of this economics text you have
learned that

A. monoPolies Are forbidden 1,:sy jaw..
B communism is superior to all other eco-

nomic systems.
C. demand interacts with supply.. v
D. Egypt is highly industrialized.

worthwhile Variation on the typical item is the
situation or problem item. The situation item
conslifts of a narrative, or descriptive passage
or illustration uponvihich two or more items are
based. For example;

Suo,

Note to kudent: Read the following passage
before answering questions 46 and 47.

t.The constitution of each state sets up the
qualifications for voting, and qualified voters
elect the members of both houses of the legiSla-
ture . in some 'states any citizen qualified to

. vote la also qualified to be a legislator. In other
states there are axe and residence requirements..
When tfiere are age requirements, senators are
usually reqUired to be three or five years older)
thazt-representatives. Some-states-setTa-minimum

most State legislators are in 'their forties
cir fifties.

In almost,till stateS, jegislittor's sre nominated
by direct primaries and elected at the general

135
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election by even-numbered years. In two-thirds
of the states, senators serve for four years , and
in one-third, for tiito. Forty-five statei have
two-year terms for the,,Ilouse of Representatives.
Longer terms are an easy change which csn.im-
prove legislatures. Since many legiSlatures
meet for only, two or three months in the course
of two years., a neW' legislator has little opporf;
unity4in his two years to learn his job before
standing for reelection.

lak

46., According to the preescrthg paisage most state
representatives serve a term of

A. one year. .
B. twO years. v-

fopr years.
six years.

. .\
47.. According to.t1wPiastiage, the length of the

.representativeterm should be
141

shditer, because eaah representative's
,priVate dareer is imPartant , too.
shorter, because representatiyes waste

. too 'much tiMe In their.meetings....-*
longer because representatives 'are now
beset by 'the cost of too-frequent. re-
election campaigns
longer,, because each representative needs
more time, to become familiar with his job. 10."'

,

In like manner a series, of items may be based
on a table ,an illuitration, a mathematical pro-
blem', sorl complex formula, to enable the
'student to demonstratehiS full understanding
of Its various aspects.

An example based on an illustration:



Note: Look at Fig. I and answer questior
48 and 49.

FIGURE I

48. The diagram in Fig I represents
"b.

A: a ccurrent-phasor triangle.
B. an itepedance triangle .
C. a suseeptance triangle.. .

D. a yoltage-phitsor triangle.

494 With the information taken from Fig. 1 it can be
determined that the Value of Z is

1/4

2.25 ohms..
5.29 ohms.
10 ohms. vc
14 ohms.

Avoid any item .which can be answered solely
by geneial intelligence, without any knowledge
of the teit material: -

Which one of the followingtnimals iv the
largeet?

A. squirrel.
B. monkey.
C. horse.
D elephabt.

Descent to the triviel-is a tempting--escai)e-route-----
for the item writer who feirs thet there are ncit
enough important topic's for the,idearnumber of
good multiple-choicejtems. So h? Ulm to less
important, or even trivial,s topics to "pad out"
the etaminaiion. At such a time it is better to

str
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use other approached is suchias combinations of
essay and multiple-choice Atems to cover the im-
portant topics only, which will reduce the other-
wise-desirable number.of items.

Although triviality is taboo, repetition to rein-,
force the student's Iearking is useful if a text
topic is worth one item, It may-be worth two or
three items covering different aspects of the

pie and reinforcing thetstudent's understanding
through varied repetition. The only timit to
this apprcacli is the importance of the topic and-
the item wri r's skill and itpagination;

,
The stem of a 'mUltip1e-4choice.item should. state,
or clearly imply the queition.. *.Thatis, you ,

should suppyletiough information.in-theAtem
of your item to. Iet.the student know exactly
what you expect of him. For eicemple it is not
enough to say:

Christopher Columbus 2,

discover4America in the year 1492.
etc.

Rather you should say:

Christopher Columbus discovered Arheiica
in.theyear

A. 1492.
B. etc .

Or you can write trik kern as a quest on:

hen did Christopher Columbu
merles?

138
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Try to avoid the word "not" in the stem. I s
use tends to confuse the student

4

Avoid unnecessary words or sentences in the
stem

/lett transfer is an Interesting pilenomenon
for. scientists , because it affects the daily.lives
of many people. A typical instrUment 'for meals-'
uring 'heat transfer .is the' .

t

The entire first sentence can be 'oinitted from
the,steM because it is-"iviniioo dreising" and '
contribu4s.nothing to tii'43' point of the,question.

.

m . Closely allied to guideline (I.) is V% need to
avoid superfluous words, like "currently" and
"located These words are' common, buf 148-
ually they serve no purpose. You should not
say, for instance, "The temperat11r6 is currently
SO degrees Fahrenheit" or "The current temp-
erature is BO degrees Fahrenheit." "Current"
and "currently" are unnecessiry; they add
nothing: It's enough to iay,, "The temperature
is 50 degrees Fahrenheit,"

-Another superfluous word, frequently (I,
is "lopated," as in "9ur office is,located at Oak
and Pawnee." It's enough to say, "Our office ,

is at Oak and pawnee."

n.- An overweighted stem, also to be avoided, Is
somewhat like -the tail wagging the dog. Too
much is given in the stem and.tOo little in the
responses.

a

His aft' example of an ov,erweighteci stem'

-The game4s which-two-opOosing-teams -of
eleiiia men eaoh attempt to score a touchdown
by crossing their opponent's goal line , carrying
an inflated4eather ball, is tailed
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baseball.
tennis.
hockey .

football .

, .

A better question can be formulated the!' the
preceding one, with its elaborate "stage setting"
for eliciting a-one-word answer.

Often ,.in fact the unskilled item writer com-
poses. items Whi6h contain extremely short re-,
%Ponses'. This practice limits, unneceSsarily,
the importance and extent of the measurable s

knowledge and achievement. You doni 4ave
-to avoid short or one-word responses altogether,'
but you should.* allow such responses to be-
come a large riart of an examination.

Instead of working for short responses, -or
options ,"use your creative flair to "dress up"
the options with 1mag19ative adjectives And mod-
ifiers. Mils will make the options more interesting
and.the distracters more plausible..

0. All of the options choice's, in a multiple-
choice item should be parallel both in grammar
and point of view..

1

The cireless writer might *say, for example:

Students Of the American sitevolution remember
Patrick 'Henry ,best s'fOr his

A speaking and debates.
,13. horses and hutting.
C. acting and.plays:
D swordsmanship ahd wrestling...

ft_is-better-49-say:

Students, of the. American Revolution remember
Patrick Henry best f9r this

A



Mng anddebating.
riding an-d hunting.
acting and pli.tywriting..
fencing and Vrestlizig.

-

Avoid overuse of the phrase "None of these" as
an option. This phrase should .beused aithe'
correct answer only wheitno other goodAswer
can be supplied, or as a distracter when a good'
intended answer is supplied. Do not tuie "None
of these" as a crutch. Instead,.make a serious
try at rewording or replacing the' question or
the option to avoid abuse of this phrase.

q. Avoid giving'clues in either the stem or the op-
, 'lions that may lead, the student to the correct

answer:

r.

What were the chief causes of the .American
Civil War?

A ftamine in the South.
B. slavety and state s' rights.
C. , the opening of the Erie Canal.
D. interference by England.

Here the stem calls, for a plural answer, while
only one of ttie options hicludes a plural-. This
gives a direct clue to the correct answer and
automatically rules out the other three 4tions.

For ,consistency, supply the same number-of op-
tionsin each item of an examination.

A common error is unnec ssary repetitiortin the
options:

The movie Camelot paints a colorful picture of

the court of King Tut , the young Pharaoh.
the court of King Wenceslaus'of the Christ-
mas carol.
the court of King Arthur and his knights.

141
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it

D . the court of King Louise Phillipe, the re-s:
storer of Versailles. 440

,
The remedy here is to put th*e st three words

of each option into i4e steni, with this result: .

The movie Camelot paints a colorful picture of
the court of

A. King Tut the yir;ung Pheraoh.
B. etc.

-Distracters should not be inappropriate or ri-
diculous: s

Many books have*been written about the fi
teenthLcentury French heroine-martyr

A. ,Joan of Ar9,.
B Simone de Beauvoir
C. Marie Antoinette
D Joan Crawford

The fourth, distracter is obviously inap priate,
in contrast to the second and third-, which seem
plausible. ,

On the other hand, a distracter may be at leasf
partly true (and still incorreci) , as witness the
example in guide1ine (t.) . One of die distracters,
"Marie Antoinette," was a sort of French heroine-
martyr but otthe eighteenth century. . '-

An item that involves numbers Or quantities
should list the responses in a numerical pro-

,

gression.

N2te this violation of numerical progression:

The 1960 census.revealed that the population
of New York City hf:td reached almost

A. 5-million.

1 5



3 millidn .
8 million. V
18 million.

ResponEies it and B should be reversed in
keeping with numerical progression.

Avoid options which contain the word 4'always"
or rneverP or similar 'words. These words are.
"specific iieterminers".and tip off the student,,
since 'a'statement containing such a word is us-
ua* false.

x . iTry to keep all options about the same lengffi.
A _student quickly:spots 'a, response,tilat differs
significantly in letigth'froni the °tilers. The .

extra4length generally signale more careful,form-
ulation by the writer., and therefore reveals it-
self ,as the key: .

Be wary of using two oppoeites as .optionss, when
'one of theopposites is the key. A student who
'guesses will very likely signore the other options
and, concentrate on the oppbsites, thus increasing, .

unfairly,, his ehances of selecting.* correct
answer..

t-

.For example:

Toward the end of Napoleon's Russian cam-
paign , the weather which the FrenehiroOps ex
perienced cOnsisted of

v.

A . an extremely rainy spring.
8. an abnormally hot , dry summer.
C. a very severe winter. vo
D an unseasonably mild winter.

To improve this-itemy-yoty have -at least -two
remedies. You *may, for itigtance; replace C'
with D and ehange D to "none of these ,".making
D the key. Thus the options would read:
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as;

A. an extremely rainy spring.
B. an abnormally hot, dry. sumMer.
C. **unseasonably mild winter.
D. nane of these.

Or you may elect to for
opposites of A. and B by
"spring" td 'summer":

,.`-
A an extremely rainy summer..
B. an abnormally hot, dry summer.
C. a very severe winter. leo**
D. 'an unseasonably mild winter.-

anotker pair Of
ging the word

The key mo be the best (most appropriate) answer;
or it may be the only absolutely correct answer.

If the key is the best answer: from among vary-
ingly Appropriatt optioni, the student must ex-
ercise judgment. .Consequently the best answer
must be &defensible one. It must be deMonstrably
superior to ihe less appropriate'distracters iiStlie
eyes of this' knoWIedgeable student .

On the other hand , if the key is the only ab-
soluteDr correqt answer, the distracters.must be

. incorrdct , though plausible. .T.hey may not be
merely less approprfate.

.

When the-key is an absolutely correct answer,
mdke-the distracters, (inFprrect options). com-
plkely Arong,, but still plausible:

Tht lontg-run musical comedy Fiddler on the
Roof" revolves around a.

A. ctetchety Roman empqror..
B. *young American penthouse dweller.
C. -lovable-Jewish folk -character.
D. struggling French concert violinist.

4.



treati4 otrigures or formulas, particularly*.
An Mathematics, make each distracter meaning-
ful and not merely plausible Sounding. That is,
each incorrect option should, if poisible, rep-
resent a common, 'natural, error on the.student's
part...For example:

If one revolution of the watthour-meter rotor
represents 1.5 watthours, what will 300 rotor
evolutions represent'

A 0,2 kwhr
B. 0.45 kwhr
C. 200 kwhr
T. 450 kwhr

In the example the three distracters resulted
from errors students make by calculating in-
correctly or by failing to complete all the.steps
required by the formula.

Rare are the options with the solutions from
which they -were derived (the student t'of *course ,
is not required to show solutions,on his exam-
ination paper):

A. Q..2.kwhr (300 divided by 1.5 = 200; 200
divided by 1000 = 0.2)

B. 0.45 kwhr (1.5 x 300 = 450; 450 divided
by 1000 = 0.45) v"--

C 200 kwhr (300 divided by 1.5 = 200)
D. 450 kwhr (1.5 x 300 = 450)

HOW TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY IN SCORING 'ESSAY .1.1ESTIONS

-First, the question should be stated in sufficient detail so that the stu-.

'dent understands what is expected.. Otherwise, many-of them will dis-
cuss-quite-different-aspects-ota-question-and-theiers-wiliVirY------greatly' in length, pointecovered, and general approach'. I.,1nder these
conditions; the instructor will find it difficult to compare the quality ofJthe various answers apd assign grades accurately and consistently.'

1 5
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An 9xample of a posorly worded essay question which is too general
follows:

Describe the battle of Gettysburg during the American, Civil War.

Whin the student answers this question, he is free to cover any as-
pect of that battle that he either knows well or thinks is important.
The question would be better if worded as follows:

During the battle of Gettysburg, military mistakes were
made bY both sides. Popular opinion is that the battle waa
influenced by the Union forces capittlizing on the Mis-
takes of the Confederates.

Briefly describe the military mistakes that were made
by both sides in the battle. Explain whether you think
these mistakes helped the Union forces win the battle
or not and why you have drawn that conclusion. Your
/essay should3e no longer that24500 words (3 or 4 pages
in longhand).

In preparing this question, the writer should have analyzed the pOints
he thought should be made in the ideal.answer. To help in the scoring,
each point cah be numerically weighted as regards its importance to
the overall answer. The instructor may also with to.allow credit for
clear organization of thinking. Next, the instructor should develop a
scoring "key" until he reads a .cross-section of studente' answers. If .

the answers are reasonably, consistent and produce a reasonable spread
of low to high grades, the question .can be judged as sound and-the in-
structor's "key" modified, if necessary. Otherwise the instructor
should re-examine the question. By-doing all of these things, the in-
structor increases objectivity acoring esday questions,

PERFORMANCE, EXAMINATIONS

A performane test, simpliir stated; is one in which a student is re7
quired to perform or accomplish a task. A task here is defined as an.
act or series of jacAliperkt_metL ,_indhdduaLitl.,order to produce a
product or achieve a specified result. In order to adequately. testper-
formance ; conditions and standards for the test must be established-.
Conditions deacribe the necessary equipment and the ptli'sical setting
under which 'the student is required to accomplish a epeetfic task. The



standard is a statement of how well the teak must be performed.

The U.S. Army has done Mtich work in performance testing, and we
quote from-Circular No. 351-2, United States Army Training and Doctrine
Command, to more adequately define a task standard: "The standard
six:eines how, well, completely,- or accurately a process must be per-
'formed Or a product produced The standard reflects task requirements

. on The job. If a product standard, it is in.terms of aiouracy, tolerance,
completeness, format, clarity,, errors, or quantity:. If a prociess standar4
it is in terms of sequence, if 'critical , completeness,'accuracy, and speed.
Both proAtict 'and process must be measUrable."

Perhaps some will ask, how can we do thia w_ith student.% who
graphically removed? For those correspondence educators who
formance. 'testing obviously the 'answer is easy. For those who
here are some examples:

are ge o-
use per-
don't,

The school teaching photography, . Where the student is
required tD/ake photographs and submit them to the
school for øvaluation.

The lockamithing schooewhich required students to*
make ke s to.specifications wttich can in turn open a
lock.

The electronics schoorwhich makes the student use in-
. struments to Measure a process; take readings, from the
instruments and submit the anawers to the achool.

1

4.' The upholstery- school which requires. a student to make
a cushion and..sfind it to the school for evaluation.

Theae are real examPles and.in',every.case , the conditions,and standards
were'establishedby'the school In order that the..instrUctor could, More ob-
jeCtively ',assess the student's-Performance: If yoti' are not using perfor-
mance tests now , It would be Wise to examine your course (s) for areas
where performance *should be rapasured .

SOME SUGGESTIONS ON STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For some the very word "statistics" brings on a state of shock. The
fact is that practical statistics can be quite simple. As a minimum,



correspondence educators should use ltem analysis to measure the
effectiveness of a question. .Item analysis will tell you- two things that
you should know about your question: (1) how difficult each questien
is; (2) how well each question discriminates between high and 1
ranking students as a whole.

A simple measurement of difficulty is the percent of students whci.get
the question 'right. If you just want youi:test to measure whether your
studenti; have mastered a fundamenfatunit of study., questions should
tend to be easy. In other words, a greater fercentage should*answer
the question correctly. HoWever, if the purpose ofthe.test Is to rank
all the students in order of ability, ; try to use questions which are of
average difficulty (only 50% of the students answer correctly) .

Discrimination is, measuring how effectively each question contributet
4

to the discrimination between*high scoring and low scoring students.
Discriminatkrn may be estimated as follows:

48

Arrange the tests in order of scores, with the tighes
score* on top

Take a specified number (say. ten) from the tests on top
tind the same quantitY from the'bottom Place them'in
separate piles called High and low.

.klow take'each question 'and count the !lumber of Ilighs
Who got it right .snd the number of irnis who .got it..r4ght,

Copvert these numbers to percent. If the question is
a good one for ranking students, then substantially
more otthe Highs than the Lows will atiswer it correctly.

After this estimate you will want to carefully evaluite those questions
where top students had as mUch difficulty as the poorer students.-- or
worse -- more.', Perhaps the -question is not clearly stated, or in the
case of a multiple-Choice item., perhaps one of thd wrong options is too
close to being correct, Wherever your analysis indicates a possible

-flaw-in -the ques4on to rewrite the question .



CONCLUSION

By now you should be very much aware that writing examinatfons is
difficult and timeconsuming if the residt is to be, well-reasoned carefully
written item*. .With practice and experience, including feedback Mom
students-, wilI.come sVil in writing the kind of itema which test standards
demand.

Me greater challenge offered'the student and the heightening of his'
learning exOrience will prOve more than ample rawardi for your eon-
scientiods effort*.

4
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ma Wyckoff Ways

Section 22 Imes

nese ate open-book NNW
Swaet tq yoUr lessees and,.
chart. if you need help,

Date

Student do.

Completwall items. Check your work.. Thep mail h exam to-the Institute.'

Part I: Fortest items 1-20 u the following Table'of Data and Intra-.
Day Wave Chart which show the actual market ection for.Thursday,
January16', 1969.. .for Waves5-4, fill LI the dialing dote in tbe
blania Of the Table of Date. Neit) use the data in the Table of
Date to;complett the chart for waves 10-13. (Estimate thse as
Closely as possible.)

.

FILL IN WISSINa DATA ,COMPLETR 11115 CHART

WYE T IME CUR PR 1 CE VOL 0-1) 4eT

()Km 28611

1. 1020 20 Q76
2. 10;30 10 2063
3 .
4.

10;55
/ t:05'

25
10

7288
2887

1A20 502,24 13
630 582111. L 11

1670 583 .78 11

690 583.09

101.4Wmp*Nwimc

,THURiDAY, JAMMte 16, 196 9

0 584.07 1

350 " 583.72

8. 12:00

9. 1220 20

,12 : 50
1:05 15
1:15 10 2
1:25N' 10 286
1:45 20 285
200 15 206

-17

t-'10 500.35

12t-P0 583c 07

840 583.91
420 583.49
A00 583 .89
880 583.01

1390 584..40 H 12

TOTAL VOLUME 13120

NOTE : TAPE LATE. I M PER I COS #19 II 15

First page from a ,llome Study Exam on Stoci Market Analysis*

* courtay Stock Market Institute Inc.
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. Inooduction to* Artcle

If a prOspective student perceives a honie study bourse as a series-
of "drSf as dust" textbooks, he may never enroll. In this artiple Mr.
,13onharn disodsses how audiovisual aids, kits ,Nols, and equiPment
can be used effectively in a course. He Shawl how the inclusion of
educationallY relevant AV materiale can tperease enrollments, en-
hance student motivation, and insure a long life cycle for.a course.

44dding eduoationally useful andeconomically rational kits'and
aids to an otherwise dry paper and pencil course can mean the dif-
ferenCe between the suCaess or failure of a course.

a

1.52
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'Douglas M.Bonham

4.

To be'iffectiVe a. home 'Stud* course must be more than 'a Series of
teitbooks. If your course is perceived by prospe;ctivet students. tO be \.
just textbook's', enr011mentai:*ill be disappOinting2. After all, textbooks
are available free .at any library.. ,

. .0
One-of the best-ways, to'distinguish a hoMe, study °ourse from, a series

i.of textbooks I. to provide.a. variety of multimedia activities such as audio-:
. presentationa and prOtAcalsexperiments. This is' the *aeon that
many borne study ichoolit adii:audiOvisital material kiti. 'and equipment
to their :courses ;

yhere 'are three major advantages to4h isapproaCh'.' Pirit, learning
Asfgieatly laniplinced. tecond, there are Marketing advantages.' Third,.

, thi.coursebecomes more profttaNe.... In:short, everyone wins. The
student *ins bebause the course is martvinterestings faster piOsct, and
moire instructive. 'The school wins because At is enabled to achieve t: ...,.

. . . . . .ac table enrollmentlevels 'and 'higher cOmpletion rates .

. . .. .._

,
'4

.

this S1414e We will discuss *two nextras4. that Can befincluded with
mOst coursei: audiovioual Oesentations and kits:* instruniSnis (in-
chiding tools) . Let's eta* with audioVisual presentations.

-c-

AIJOIOVISUAL (p) PRESENTATIONS

'Good AV presentations can add'a great deal to a, home' study cow*
Tliey provide itie cdme breaks from -the- tedium '0 reading and they .en-



liven otherwise unexciting subjects. Moreover,, AV presentations are
an extremely effective way to teach. Recently the National Audio Visual
Association (NAVA) conducted a survey to determine the impact of the
irarious senses on learning: The survey indicated that 83% of our know-
ledge comes through sight and only llskthrough sound. The same survey.
showed that .someone remembers only about 10% of what he readi, 20% of-what
he hears, and 30% of what he sees. Haftuar, he can remember 50Vof
what he both sees and hears!
6

The NAVA survey showed why an AV presentation is so effective. tr;
ai audiovisual presentation we both see ancihear the information. We
should remember, however,, ihat the visual impact-is the more important
of the two.- Zhe visuals should carry the message...of the coUrse With
the audio-Playing a supporting role.

TIPS ON USING AV EFFECTWELi

Here are some general guidelines for incorporating AV materials in
a course:

Look at your .overail -course and determine those areas
that can best be handled by audiorisualtechniques.
Choose those areas that lendthemselves to this-media.
They will probably lafi highly graphic areas that would
involve lots of figures and charts, even it done in sten-
4ard text style.

Don't over use AV. Like any other media, AV an be-
come tedious if used too much: The AV presentation
should be no more than, 25 to 50 percent of the total
course material

Keep each AV presentatiOn short. Thirty minutes as
about as long as you are likely to boa aomf6ident's atten-
tion.

Arrange the frames so that the student does not have to
---view--any-ons-frame-for -more-than-157sec9rids7-Thisls,

slightly more iime per frame than most experts rec-
ommend. But experience has shown thatthe econemics.

improve without adversely affecting learning when fewe
fram'ei are used.



Don't underestimate the cost or magnitude of the, job..
A 30-minute program thatsverages 6 frames per minute
will contain 180 frames. If done in four colors, each
frame may require four hours of-an illustrator's time. In
add-Won, photographic separations may be necessary
if printed visuals are to be used. The overall proice can
easily reach $100 per frame. Estimate your costs care-,
fully'before you begin. Otherwise you'may run out of
funds halfWay through your course development pro-

. ject.

\ SLIDES ,FILMSTRIPS AND PRINTED VISUALS

The three baeiciormats for the visuals are slides,- filmatrips , and'
!printed visuals. Eath format haa its own advantages and disadvantajres.

About' -the only advantage.of 35. min slides is that many people already
have slide projectors. A 'student who does,not.have one -already,may be,
willing to big a projectOr since he .could-use it for showing liome slides
after co4letingthe coUrse.. The slides .theniselves are'Very eipensive
compired to filmstrips or .printed visuals.. When th#'e,niense -is' combined
with the cost of t103 projector,, the-result may be..more ,thaii, a Student --
or even, you --.-are willing to,pay.

. Filmstrips are slower cost alternative, They are only a fraction of
the cost of slides. Also, filmstrip projectors generally cost less. How-.

ever, there is little a student can do with a filmstrip projector after he
completes the course.

An intereeting alternative t6 the above equipment is to use printed, via- .

The,chief advantage of this approackis.-thatpo.special,equipMent.
la:required.' The vIsuals'are printed-in a booklet or 'on altip-chart.:
'The student follows the audio and flips the pages at the appropriate,
points The media Ataelf is loss-expaisiye than either fl/Mstrips or elides.
Nowever, if color visuals 'are used* .a photographic Separation may be
necesiary. Thii can be a substantial hidden.cost. ExPlori this cam!
fay Wore .cleciding on:printed vis

.

DEVELOPiNG AN AV PRESENTATION

There are many different way, to -develop an AV presentation. The.
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method outlined below has worked well:
t

1. -,Pick a subject that tan be,tauilit an 30.minutes or less.
If the subject is too complex break it'into topics of 30
:minutes or less.'

Determine the.overalllearning objective of this par- .

ticular.AV Presentation.

:identify every'single fact that the student must learn-to
meet that:objective. -,Delete all,non7essential inforinatioN.
As you will 'discover,, AV is too eicpensivelo present

'extraneous., "nice to know" material; List each essen-.
tial fact on a mal card-so that they can be easily rcr=
arranged.

Arrange the cards ,(facts) in the best order ,of preseri-
tation; Eiperiment and determine the most straight-
forward and logical progession through the Elubject;
siMple to complex; known to Unknown; etc'.

Select the firlst fact and brainitorm a visual,or a series
'of visuals that teach. that fact. .The visual may be a
phctographs, 'a line dravihig., .or merely' a key word:or
phrase -Renitember the visual' is more imPortant than

. 'the audio, so be:creative:, Illustrate, shovi , display,,
exhibit, visualize! Drive thesmessage home .with.a
ture.Make a sketch- of oe.visual while it is freskin
your mind. Sketch it on the back of the factcard.if
possible': lf an apprOptiate audio narration oomeeto
Mind ; write it down. . Otherwise don't worry too Much
about audio at this "creative junctute."

156

Select...the next fact in the series and repeat the process.
RemeMber. thoUgh, that there.niuit be continuitybetween
visuals. The viauals shOuld lead logically from one to
the next.

-Continue this process until you have a visual or 'a
:series of visuals fOr, every fact., Often transition vis-
uals will be necessary to smooth the progreseion from
one fact to the 'next. '"

10



Arrange, the visuals in the aPproPriate order on a table
top or Story board. Re-arrange the,visuals if necestary,
to, form a linesr, , logical, inevitable, teaching Sequence.
Talleyour waY through the presentation As- if you were

:delivering,* resident ciasa lecittire. If possible, have a
colleague observe your ,presentation'and make'sUgges-
tions. At this point the.aUdio narration wilibegin to
suggest itself, so'Inakinotes al you proceed.

you are now ready tb develop the, audio narration. Keep
the narration short and simple. Don't describe the
'visua l. or go into =necessary detail.. Stick to the facts
and keep it brief. Let the vistials de the work., .Keep
the, script light andinformal, 'Keep sentence structure
and vocabulary simple; Remembethst the student
will hear your words, not read them .-- so keep it.con-
versational .

10. Once the script is complete, read it into a tape recorder
and listen to the result as you view the visuals. Be
critical and begin a polishing process by repeating the
above steps until you are happy with the results, .

PRODUCING THE AV PRiSENTATION

Once you and everyone concerned are satisfiqd with the developed pre-
sentation, you are ready to start production. Once again, it is usually
best to start with the visuals.

First depide which media you will use: filmstrip, slide or printed
visuals. Then talk to vendors to deterNine their requirements. Let
them suggest the proper type sizes, aspect ratios, etc. The visuals
are expensive so find out what the specificiations are before you start.

'

Work with' course illustrators or photographers to insure that they
understand what yoU are trying to achieve. -Frequently they will
suggest ways to improve the presentation. Listen to them. After all,
they- are-more-accustomed to thinking-visuall Refer to the_ script
often as the visuals are produced.

In the production phase, the audio is as itnportant as the visuals.
,You should' use aprofe on recording studio .and.a professional
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narrator. Select your narrator as carefully as you would a new em-
ployee. Listen to seVeral and select the best voice for your audience
and subject.

Be sure the parrator receives the sciy3t well in advance of the re-
cording date so thiat he can come to the studio prepared. This is es-
pecially important with technical material that may be unfamiliar to the
narrator. If possible ,. provide him with the visUals so that.he can tailorhis timing and inflrtion to your visual presentation . Here again , he
may suggest some excellent changes in the script-since he is more fa-
miliar with the audio media.

Often two narrators with distinctly different voices can be used very
effectively. The most frequent arrangement is to alternate male and
female voices every few sentences. This can make the Presentation
more lively and interesting.'

The production phase involves several additional expenises that you
should be aware of. There are illustrator, photographer, narrator,
and studio fees.:. Expect adaftonal charges for adding music or sound.
effects. There will be plate an separation cl)arges if printed visuals
are used and animation charges if filmstrip or slides amused. Be

_ sure you understand all the expenses involved before undertaking any
AV presentation.

If properly done., an AV presentation can be an interesting and re-
warding teaching technique. It can add substantial educational and
marketing value to almost any home study course.

.USING KITS AND' EQUIPMEN;&

"Kit" is a general term used to desciibe the various materials that
some home study schools supply as course supplements. These, ma-
terials include tools, equipment, instruments, components, and acces-sories.

Thwkits are provided because they are pertinent to the subject the
student is studyirkg-.--Ife-maype-ked-to-assemple-a-group-orcomponents.either to learn construction tochniqueg or simpkto build a useful piece
of equipment. He may put together components to perform an informative
experiment or to demonstrate an important principle. He may run tests,
collect data and draw conclusions.



" 1

'Ejectors in Favor of UsInj 'tits

1 Kits teachfi1ills that cam-tot be learne4roPerly only
by rea a textbook . The use of training kits in a
home study course provides an opportunity to "learn
by doing.", Persons employed in certain technical and
vocational areas (such as draftiu, air conditioning and
refrigeration, television repair, and auto minhanics)
cannot perform their jobs 'properly without being skilled
in the use of the tools, equipment and instruments used
in those trades. Kits can help familiarize a student with
these tools. If a student is learning to repair a carburetor,
why not have hpn build, study, and repair an \actual car.-
buretor?

Kits reinforcethe text material. A theory or technique
can be learned more quickly and retained longer if the'
textl?ook study is reinforced-later by- actual expe#Imen-
tation.or practice. In effect; the use of a kit pr4vsides
that important repetition of text material by alloWing the'
student to put theory into practide.

Kits can help sell courses. Kits help sell courses be-
cause they provide, Ei'more exciting, interepting, atten-
tion-getting advertisement than a course without kits.
A prospective student may be en&uraged or persuaded
to enroll for a course simply because he feels he will
be getting not only sound education , 'but intereating
kits and equipment as well. 'This is particularly true
if the kits are .assembled into some usefV1 end product.
The extra value provided by the'kits helps sell skeptical
prospective students on the less tangible educational
part of the course.

Kits help sell auxiliary items. Many doursea containing
kits provide an ideal opportunity to aell other items a
use.to the student and graduate.. A student constructing
a television set, for example_, may wish to buY additional'

tools and,instruments-that-wpermit-hiMta-perform
experiMents, tests and repairs beyond those taught
in :the course. The school can provide these auxiliary
stools and instruments tO the student or graduate at. re-
tail prices. Selling these items can provide
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appropriate equipment to students at low. cost.

Kits.can.motivate stulients. One of the most important
jobs of a home study school is motivetingthe student
to complete his training. Kits can help provide moth-
Vation thrOugh the student's desire to use the tools "
and equipment in the kits. By placing the larger, more
interesting and more useful items toward the middle'
and end of the 'course , the schoor can- encourage the
student to confirme and complete his training.

Factors Against being' Kits

,o
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1.cits increase. the .cost of the course. Adding tools
equipment and kits.to 'a home 'study course will pat-
Urelly incredse its cost to the school and therefore to
the student. Although it would appear that an, inareased
-e6sfirould 'esuse fewer enrollments in a court(' 9 in
practice:this Is not true. If two courses are eiquiva- .

lent in ill other respects, the agurse with kits will Out-
sell the couree without kits , in spite of the greeter
cost. Sinceboth the student and.* school can,pro-

: fit from e course with kits, 'the increise in cost may
.notbe -a disadvantage at all.

Kits increase the. coMplexity (Attie development end
handling of the Course by :the school, The school that .

supplies kits becomes not onlyiaa educational institu-....
tion ad a publishing compel*, but also a "seller of.
hardware." The coMponents cif the .kfts must be order-
ed and stocked, which increases the school's inven-'
tory and handling problems,: ..pome means must be pro-I
vided for packing and storing, as well es Proper
mailing. The use of kits makes indreased demands,on
ithe school and lis'sieff., A school which is planning
to use kits with a course should recognize these fac
tors and make provisions to handle them SO that there .

will be no surprises or unexpected complications later.

) Kits in some courses are perceived more as ".gimmicks"
than as items of educational_ value . If this happens , it
is the fault .of,the schoo1 rather than a fau1On 4vi kit
concept. The /whoa must design its kits so that they



are of sound educational va/ue. The sch 1 mus)t primote
the kiin a professional; respectable but exciting.way.
There is nothing wrong with the kits per se, but it is the
School's responsibility to see that they are of genuine
value and are not "gimmicks," Also, school management
should bear in mind that substantially thousands of the
"non-enrolling," external public 'will probably see the
school's advertisements in the national media." This critical
audience may view With some skeptism'home study ads
which giVe the appearance of being "hardware store" be-
nanzas. Rome study's Image asssound.educational Institu-
tions may well suffer as a result.

Training kits add to the student's workload. , While kits
increase sales appeal and interest, they may also cut
course comPietion rates by making the course longer \
and harder.
MOThe

problem becomes one of trade-offs, where the
advantages and disadvantages otkits mist be carefully
weighed for the course being considered.: It is possible

, to select kits that do achieve the benefits 'mentioned
but that do not overly complicate'or lengthen the
course.. Thia delicate balance 'can be achieved if you
remember`to keep the kits Simple, interesting, 'effec
tive.and pertinent.

Kit Development

Be sure the kitif are of real edgcational value. Do
not attempt simPfr-to supply tools and' equipment with
a course. In such cases the school is serving only as
a retail sales utlet for the items. While these items
may increase he appeal of the course, they provide
no educatioña value. If kits are supplied, they should
be designed tc make the student use the tools or equip-
ment. The kits s oulcprovide the.student,with ex-
periments to perform, tests to' run , data to collect, or
procedures-to perform. Thien-the-school-must-be-sure
to test the student on the things he has done. Ask
the student to draw 'conclusions from the data collected
or quiz him on the results obtained from an experiment..

,s
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-D6not provide busy-work for the student -- make the
experiments ands procedures meaningful.

Key the kits and experiments to the course lessone
end texts.. One of, the most important uses of kits' is
to provide\an opportUnity for the student to put-lesson
theories into praatice. Sending kits,in the proper -se-
quence and making the kits refer direatly to the les- .

sons are ways to provide continuity between theory,
and practice.

Regardless'of the type of course being considered , try
to find some form of kit or instrument fdr that progrilm,..
Take a hard look before.you decide that kits cannot \
be used with a particular course. *There are few 44,1

, courses that cannot be made better with the addition
of kits and equipment. 4

,
Try to provide a usekl end prtoduat. If possible, pro- V

vide the student With tools.kits and equipment that
will be useful tq him after the coturse is completed
It will.mseke the course moredesirable from a sides

. standpol4,than a, courte isit11.1cite that.will not:be use-
cful to the stUdent later oe.''

CONCLUSION
,

Audiovisug presentations and kits-can add considerable uyalue to a
home study course. The next time you revise a -course or begin de-
velopment of a new one , you may want to .coneider 'one or bOth of these
/alternatives. Both techniques can enhance the course's educational
ivalue and increase student motivation while giving you 'a,more market-
able and profitable course.
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outse Design
and Layout

Robcrt B. Hamilton



Inlroducti n to-Article

An,:effgetively designed and well illustrated course' hps many obvious
vantages: student motivation and course completion can be measur-:

ably enhanced.

Mr liamiltop.'presents an informative and practical overview of the
various deseivn.and layout technigues avlilable to the home study course

. developer

There are'no pat formulas for.good course design. .Mr.
describes the numerous type 'Styles, illustration& andprintin techni-
ques and other tools which.will lend themselves to effective 1eurse
layouts.

In this article and 'its companion, article eleven, ,we see the final
applications of the guiding philosophy behind iirood .home study text
'design which were discussed in'earlier articles.



-Citurse:Desio
and LikOW

,

Courst layout ranks in importance with the acouracy ot our material,
sound testing principles and,validinstruction techniques. Home stildy
educators should make every effort to encourage and motivate the stu-7

. -dent to make his studies more enjoyable end to kuild and support stu- .,

dent.confidenceln our maierial. This can be a omplished, at least;
partially; through effective lesson design end layout .

Robert 13. Hamil on

This article describes the ingredients,sotlayoufand format and looks
brieflyat their inter-relationships; We will consider some of the
decisions and compromises that must be made arid the factors that 'will
influence these.. ..

It should. be pointed out that while we can touch briefly on typograplw
technical illustratian and printing, these fields are extensive studies in .

themselves. ,Muckvaluable help and counseling is available, and should,
besolight, from trained practitioners in.these-fields.

.PAa SIZE -; FORMAT\

An early consideration whenlayingut a new text is:Ahat of page size.
There-are man/factors affecting thisClecision , botii abactical and aesthet-

,. ie. On the practical ald1e, stock paper sizes are advisable as they gen-
erally contribute to eco omy in a number of ways. While stocli sizes
will result in little or no wasted paper, the economics do not stop Ithere.
Stock sizesallow signature production -- that's, the printing of mul-
tiples of four pages to a single sheet of paper, 'and avoid additional

.-
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A

t cutting charges while allowing the use of standard Ilinders and binding'
techniques as well as fairly standard envelopes and mailers. Other
practical considerations affecting page size can be dictated by the mate
Hal itself; Large format lends itself to larger illustrations, .largertt*pe,
the positive`effects of white space? .and a more open appearance. Sonie
students tend to,be intimidated by.double-spreads'or even single pages
blocked sitd 4itb type. Breaking tip the page. with- white space, head-.

ings.ancf filustrations will.relieve this:, 'Art and photography courses
are excellsnt candidatesfor larger, page size because, of the graphic.,
nature cif the miterial.

.... _.

.....

If large size is not necessary, consider the advantage to the student
\ If he can put a smaller size text in,his brief case to study on his lunch

break or yihile traveling.' . '. a return tothe ICS lessr of the 18141:Ps!'. .
,

4 .kCL

Froml purely aesthetic 4andpoint (;; Some .xiectangulai shapes are
more naturally pleasing than others. Generally, , those *hich confetm
to\the "golden rectangle". are most used. The golden rectangle is iae
relationship which as evorved through the \ages.and also occurs quite
often in nature. 4 rectangle conforining to the golden mean has ;its
sides in the approxiMate ratio.of 1 1 6. We surVexed a number of texts
and found that, while'page sizes generally did iotconform to this, the,
bIocks.of type on thos ages'often did. I
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The most common Wm. binding home study texts are loose-leaf
and_saddle- stitch or'saddie-wire. Loose-leaf allows the use of ring
binders for multipl§oiirse units or indiVidual brief covers for eadh
unit. The loose-le. system .facilitates changes and updates through .

replacement pages. Another form of soft binding is the plastic tYpe.
Thissuses a nwIti-leafed or pronged.plastic sleeve.. This requires
special punching and binding equipment 'so single pages.are not as
readily replaced.. Saddle stitching is not ititchltAg as-the name would
suggest, but staphnrin the- central fold of the material.. Changes here.
Onerally require redoing thetext at the printers TWo other typeslo
donsidef are .slde stitching and perft binding. Side stitching consists

'of stilples_passing_from front to back through the 'text , set in from the
edge. Arfect binding uses a flexible glue to hold the pages together.
Neither of these will lay flat, and.pages cannot be readily changed.

It can't be 'overstressed that your printer should be braught,into dis-



cussions very early in tti+. game.* He can advise you of his capabilities
prevent nee(pess probleme..later In the.project. For instance,

y. d tri,to. have all printing and.related tasks performed under
t,he, rod.' it becomes necessary to shop the work to another
iodation:, say fix drilling and binding, it is almost impossible.,to do so,
wittOt-delays and additional expense . The printercan be a value le
asset. One should &Insult him early'and often and, in turn, keep im

Articie eleven elaboratetton the topieof working with printers.

TYPE SELECTION

.1

Once we have selected a paie size we must arrange blocks Of type
along with photos ; tablee and illustrations to make up the text propeF.
,Letts look at the- factors influencing type selectiO and arrangement.

t

y 44

_hundreds of type faces available to the typographer.from
may select to set a'mood or suggest a specific*characteristic,

such as dignity, elegance, whimsy, etc. These factors in our, work
are not "Important as readability: While wejnight specify tfyninine
face for a :women's..fashion course or an old style face for 'a course on
antiquesf we should avoid script, old English, and other difficult-to-

-read facea. There are soMe obvioui advantages to specifying standard
and4eadable type facee. One, of coursi; is the ease.of making change,s
Ad additions after printing,,-even with a .different typesetter or .com-
positor. It is also possible to'..matc4he face on artwork, With inexpen
sive tspnsfer letters for headings in the ler-pr.-sizes. As a further con-
siderition 4# readability, In designing texts and Manuals for use in the
shop 4here they may get dirty, you shouid specify a larger, moke open
face, which will be less likely to fill in and become obscured.

TYPE SIZE

.Type siie is another factor to conilder. Type size is meastired in
pointe: It is the diseance from the top of an ascending letter to the
bottom of a descending letter.
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The most ,commonly: used' type sizes for teixt run

This lino is sist h -13 ;6:44 typ4i.

i*,set 'In 8 point typo).
.

This bne is .set in 1173igint-Iype.

This line is set in 12:point type.

*A poirit it . 0138 inches or about 1/72 of an inch. Of c e , the use of
smaller type will allow mime text per page , but ihis e sideration should
be secondary to readability-:"-The mechanic's book mentioned above
might be a candidate f9r-large type ,as +night one direto elderlY
readers who might:Appreciate a largeitype for easier reading.

Once typ-shas been. selected, .we stioild consider the length-Of our
lines. Lines whieh are too long:or. too shOrt make for difficuit reeding.
Thi,s,is-anOther point which yous should consult Your printer or typograPher.
#ave him set *paragraph'or two in yOur selected type face with
varying lyle lengOs and leading, 'or line,spading.

+.4

:IEADING

Leading (pronounced "ledding") is the distance between lines, measur-
ed *points', which also has a bearing on readability.. tpading require-,
ments vary with type 'face and line length: Those faces havinglong
asaenders' and descenders, that is those which eitTul further -into the
white space, require more leading. Lonserline lengths also require
greater leading so that one can readily'ofind"-the start of:the next line.
It should be TiOinted out that too much space between Itnes can be detri-
Menial too.'

-nose lines of type are set with no line spacing or
leading. You can see that there is little white space, ;
between lines.

Theise Him of type are set with 1 point of, line .

. spacing. Note 'that them is more white space. here
:than there is in the exampletabove.

These lanes of type tare set with 2, points of line
spacing:, Here ;here is.even more whitespace than
either of the above examples.
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Once type style and size halie been selected and coupled with effective
line length and leading, we will have blocks of type of a given density.
These blocks will be arranged as grey masses on the page, Small, bold,
tightly Apaced type iesul6 in a high type density and a very dark grey
effect; whereas larger finer type,faces with greater spacing will result
in lower type density-and a light grey 'mass. These 'blocks of.type will

-
dhitijahkia hknidlh daskih dh fihki fkihdfs khdsh
,hhf hfish hksuwtntio' gwithrh hash* sdhlwi dlhf
uwyas ashituahlhar sdhlkr atilwkrsharw adthkr.'

sdths wauyrusdh daktrdt sdfhsdhfksa daftil
ksuar ship wouezexv gihrhtrtbs INA dihti Oro dja
dthfhiftwiwulrk thffisibnkss wa aft sjhfk iskf
inridf w dhow whn dwitrwi wikid bated 'hfawlur
bihf hdfh sjhfsk siljwsewhs ithricworwsd-fhohtfh
sd df adh ydfg sfordfsf sdfs aadhf ihvss sihkdi *Os
hasdih 'wart sitwkl fskjfh sitihw isithilthf oath akiht
ski ishfrgh ahdf sjhkj. sdkh Adihs afhjw dfkithk
sadjhak sdfkasjdhfsak WWI as kjha skits wur fklhfi
Wahl suhathhakashifkhkkrabrfikerwtri fhdijdls dh
dhdfot sflfskdf dshdfjh sah -Ma asth *Of ashf adht d

ij
kjdh hfjf kyrb vey ueyrvb qiryb Ur6 uryt, wertUybrr
vb ervb wuy uiq suay vb rewuytb euyrtc ev uy ru
-verwuyof ubro urb rwquy rbco.cury'rybyia,r4qac
ruc-ryj rb, tuyrqw qyrqhff bewf yuft wuefq e ru wer
wruyj wreqjou vbcr.Yu ruiol ryoqui ug ury ryw jqio ac
yb jr rig] jurijrniu y joene,euirc ryuir rulqciuyrow
cqweui cwiueryuyewrb hgr eruywurb weuiry'wenirb
etid-b yu eruy ery yuri orbt..4 ryu ur.r rui ruyr dsoyl if
ti ai fjhsa !girl viufluv aiu a aiyayhr vu rijdf viaueiuc
cvuirrbiwurwub wi:twrerb'Wequirhn 'iuy bdf quihbd

.wque qduewhwe wqyy weur iuwer deauwiuqe c
layer, Uybcq uire.y reui bu r r ftur ruy rwyt.rwretuy
tyWueruwer wq -qoqfof -jor uy ruiluror wiur iwery

(High Type Density) (Low' Tyre bensity)

be arranged with illustrations, photos, charts, tables)az4 headings to
pr9duce.individual page layouts.' In passing, it should be'noted thaV
rectangular blocks of tYpe are the most readable. Type arranged An
other geometric forms -- triangles, .circles, etc. -- should be- airotcled
While this can sometimes be eyecatching-and effective'In.advertisements,
It is unlikely it will be successful in text".' A

Before going on to discuss illustrationsy. let's look briefly at italics
and bolcl faces', and their use. Each family ot qp9 has a nuMber of
similar faces from light to bold, and genekally includo italics.

ILLUSTRATION OF THE UNIVERS FAMILY OF TYPE

Univers Light

Univers Medium',..

UniVers Medium Italic

Univers Bold

Univers Light Condensed

Univers Mediurn Condensed

Univers Medium Italic Condensed

Univers BA 'Condensed

1.
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.(Type families are intluded in Type SpeCimen'handbooks.) Your.printer
and your art departMbntshould have one:of these:. Italics are primarily
used for emphasis, and, 6f,couree, lose their effectiveness if overused.
Bold faces usuallY find tie() ae headings and titles.

.

ILLUSTRATIONS

,The puDpose of illustretions ls to amplify and unify the text. In order
to do this, eackilhistration should be relevant, consfatent, Lind have
reasonable proximity to the text it supports. Whenever possible,. try
to put the illustration on,pr opposite gie riggP to which it Sppliee to preT,
venla lot _of,hunting back 'and forth partfoularly when the text requires:,..
repeated reference:to thelllustration to understand numerous inter-

4, relationships. Keep in min.d that the text is the home study Student's
classroom.

e.

When it cannot be arranged to have an illustration directly with the
applicable text, it can sometimes be incorporated as a foldout which can..
8'411 be viewed simultaneously' with the texi'. ThiS, of course, wip be
a larger page:, Be sure your printer can handle 'this and has .the proper
folding equipment.

+Or
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There are many types of illustrations, each suited to a particular use.'
Charts and graphs can effectively show relationships not readily ob-
vious in columnp of .fitures. In this regard, one should rely -heavily
on.lthe author. He should be well versed in his material -and in the' accepted .

conventions of his field. In many fields, comparison of qurves are
routinply- made so adherence to graphic standards is mandatory.

An illUstration should depict as simply 4is possible the prinqiples
involved. .To this end, simplifications may be 'required such as sub-
dividing complex assemblies or circuit schematics into smaller more

. understandable units. A full page cutaway drawing of an engine, for
instance, is extremely valuable to conxey overall relationshiPs, but
to illustrate the drive train, a drawingIshowing.only those parts in-
volved will illustrate the me9hanitm directly and simply without the
introduction of unrelated parta. In electronics, a block diagram con- -
veys' overall operation ,,or the "big picture." The details of each block
are then explored and illustrated separately.

There are many types of special illus ations that can be considered
for .\special purposes. Cutaway drawings can show the internal make-
up of a device, and an exploded v w may.show how it is assembled.
.These can often be used interch geably, but sometimes one is more
effective than another. Your author again should analyze the illustra-
tion for proper emphasis and correlation' with the text.

TYPES*OF ILLUSTRATIONS

Illustrations fall into three baeic categories -- lizi.e,-,helftone, and
dolor. Artworkfor line illustrations, as the name suggests, is made
up df 'pure lines and black areas. This technique lends itself well to

graphs, and schematics as well as working drawitigs and
technical illustrations. Line work is the least e.'xpensive toireproduce
and provide's maximum contrt. It is also relatively easy to stick to
the.. subject, 'showing' what is neceseary, and'no more.

Halftones are illustratidne which reproduCe.the range of.gray
betwe'en black and white. Photos-are examples of halftone illustrations .

asar-e-iePi6dtictitirie'dfirt-done-iii-virYingtonas.:7-The-ye06dliotion is
made by photographing the, art t screen which.causes the image
to be broken down into dots of arying size tiependirtg on the tonepf
gray at any pftrtica.ar point on the art. Dark areas Will have large dots',
while'lightareas 11.1.1 have much smaller ones. These dots th0 print
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\. '
black , of courge , but because of their size convey the-iMpression or
illusion of gray The dot or screen Size will-Vary with printing prow'
cess and paper surface. Newspaperlialftones use a fairly coarse
screen, whereas quality magazines done on smooth stock can use a
very fine screen. '

Halftones are-more expepsive and can-suffer from insufficient cop-
trast,,or lack of tonal separation. When photos are used, care should
be taken to ensure that there is no question of the subject of the photo.'
The subject of the photo can beisolated and emphasized a number of
ways. Spatially, , of course, we can make the subject stand alone
andphotograph It so that it clearly is the center of interest. We- cr
also make the-subject stand out by providing sufficient tonal difference
between subject and surroundings. Ofi coUrse, the photo should be
the most appropriate\one possible, To cite an exaggerated example if
you were writing an article on the league's home run record holder, , you_
would want a photo of the player swinging a bat, rather than a .team
photo With a caption locating our hero as third from the left in tfie back
row
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Another way to evphasize the subject is to iso ate the background by
airbrushing or by overlaying a tone sheet.:

Color illustrations, while more complex and more coOly, can be
used in a number of very effecgve ways'. .First,- of couz4e, as a pUre-,
color illustration -- say a reproduction of a photo or full color art. .

Color can also be used in line work to differentiate between parts of
complex mechanisms or to indicate different stages of processes or
interwoven flows through systems.

Color printing is more expensive than black and white, as inultiple
printing plates are required.and multiple press runs. The preparatory

. art work for color is also more complex and expensive.1

A'Simpler; less expensive use of color is the addition of a single tolor.
In halftone work, often a photo, or parts of it, can be toned effectively, ,
and in linework, a color or colors cap_ be used to isolate different staies
or segments-of -a process,--or-on--graphs'71-64lot-aifferent parameters -on
a single graph. Needless to say, , 'there-are many poSsible apPlications.

When considering color ork .ond should think in terms of signature,
productiolia and alvang e color pages in multiples Of four to
accommodate this; again, consult your printer. If he is going to run



.1

your job with 8 pages to the signature, 9 color pages would be a poor
choice, necessitating an additional color signature for one additional
color page. Obviously,, 8 or 16 pages would be more, logical.

Another consideration in color work is the use of stock colors, such
as these on "PMS" cards. The Patone Matching System provides a wide
range of standard, readily available colors. Your printer and your art
departinent will be familiar with this system. (Pantone,Inc. , 55 Knicker-
bocker Road, Moonachie, NeTi-Jersey 07074.)

:MINIMIZING PROBLEMS
f)

There-Are a feW problems which Can be avoided when.preparingrillus-
lrations for pririting. If an illustration is drawnllarger than the siz,e
it isIo be printel oare must be takely to consider the effects of reduc-

- tion: light linem6br disappear,, or .break,up, -close.lines -may merge ,

letteririrmay filltrand becomellie-rible7-and-dstit stritcturea of 'cornmer-
ciattone sheetazwill 'tend to nierite, creating adarker tone or even a
solid black. These situations can.be Avoided if considered beforehand .-

1

Another problem is that of callouts. When parts of an illustrati;n
nuistsbe identified, the' beat way to do' this is -to call it' out direCtly by'
naMe on An arrow or leader,- you-should avoid the balloon system,
which identifies the part-by number' And requires further' searating to
relatethe nUmber of the part name. The additional searchers, (one for
the cross referencetable and another, for:the reference iteielf) tend to
.take the student to6'far from the tat. The balloon system has justifi-,
cation however,, fo-parts lists' and in manufacturer's' drawinir

. The actual page layouts; .Or tfi4"arrangeinent of components on the
page, can vary from course 'to course, or evemwithin the course. In-
ternational Correspondence Schools, for instance, has designed specific
text formats to,best present variOus subject'areas. -Their automotiVe
text format was-designed to make use of Man*different aize illustrations
which-can be accoMmodated'in.either the text'a.opy,,the column cbti-
taining the legends or captions or in the full width of 'both columns.
'Their .business management texta,, on the Other hand, contain relatively_
few illustrations, therefore A single column of type la uaed with all
illustrations centered within that column .

Art Instruction Schools uses a large format and varies the appearance
Of pages within each text to keep it interesting. Some pages are very,

185
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busy while others have lots of open space. .They always have art and
related'oopy on the same spread, and usually try to complete a demon-
stration in a single spread so it can be 'studied in total; In soMe cases,
however, a demonstration might cover many pages. In one demonstra-
-tion of design principles, 'the aitistbegins.with a simple pair of scissors
and represents it in.different mays. When complete there are twelve
separate series- of sketches, covering 18.pages -- each one of the series
evolving from Its predecessor. Here, the length of the demonstration
becomes important and with a little imagination is used to emphasize
the vast number of possibilities ; and to indicate the lengths to which
the student should go in his efforts with similar problems

New York Institute of Photography uses a 23-page portfolio of beauti-
ful photos and text to open their first lesson. Each page contains a dra-
matic photograph, a few words of related text , and'a lot of white space;
ThiS introduction accomplishes many things. First, it conve:Ys to the
student 'some of the school's Phifosophy of yhat it means to-be a photo.-
:grapher, it provides a number 9f-widely diverse photos which are
analyzed later, in text, and on cassette tape. Most importantly, how- .

ever,-is its inspiratiOnalimotivational effect on the new student. After
turning throughthese pages, the student has Seen what othys have
done, he.is anxious to begin, and it's highly unlikely one could' stop
him..from turning the page to the..unitnnera and Lens Further-
more, he cannot help being impressedby the quality of the material'.
He knows this will be a great course! -

CONCLUSION

Perhaps the most important point of an of this is that there is no single
answer, no unique perfect solution, and no pat formula which can be
applied to every layout. There is no better Way) to illustrate this than
to include the following portfolio of excellent examples 'of illustrations'
.and layoUte kindly provided by Art InstructiOn Schools, Heatilkit Con-.
tinuing Education, International CorrespondenCe Schools, National
camera,. and New York Institute of Photography. Our.thanks to these
schools and to their personnel for supplying this material , and for gra-
eiously-providing-suggestions;.-adv-ice , and v-aluable-insights-.
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'3. When you, apply a high-voltige'pulse to the flashtube. the
gai becomes ,

4. Thc . .,.discharges..througb-
-the flashtube ,to pr6,vide the. -pulse of light, .

CHARGING THE MAIN CAPACITQR

Ttiat small pOwer input we mentioned maY be nothingniore
than small pair of AA-size 'drY batteries. The A A-sile bat:
teries freqUently power the small, amateur-type units'', Fig. 6..
Usualky, these units- alSo include- an AC-power cord. So, ,if
your batteries are dead_you Can just plug the unit into an AC
outlet Ind get your yower from the wan.'

.Larse professional-type units may gei theirpower from_
high-Voltage ,hatteries..-The ,high-voltage battery, 'packing a
punch of around 500 volts', is pretty large. So', it requires a,
seParate batterrpack -as shown 'in Fig. 7. Professional-type
units like the one shown in Fig.-7 alSo come-Witb an AC-power,
cord for studio Use.

But the most-popular battery for eleCtronic-flash units is'
probably the rechargeable secondary battery the niCkel-
cadmium'battry. In a way., the'niCkel-cadmiura battery is ltke

2' the battery, in Your car you can rechargeSit.-

8 shows- a riickel.cadmium battery made .up (4,10
niCkel-cadmium cells stacked together. The open-Circuit ter-
minal'yOltage of each nickelcadmium,cellis aroimd ,73-volts.
So the particular battery-shown in'Fig.-8 provides a little over
12 volts,

Sib

Figure 1

(This page from National Camera
School te)tts is a. good exampie of
keeping the illustrations with the
applicable fext .)

The piaci-cadmium cell (frequently abhreviitted "ni-cad''
cell) uses 'analkalineekctrolyte and a cadmium negative plate
It has Several st.rongpoints'.' For one, the out* voltage re-, ,F
Mans relatively constant for more than,g0 percent of the rated.:
disthar e -period. The 'Voltage drops only about 10 percent
during -ge at rated current capacity. An4 it discharges
very lit le when not in Use.

p.-*

aretronic-flash Uniis 1 7

atowow.i.

GURE 6

FIGURE 7

BATTERY PACK
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(Eye catching cartoons can he
used to reinforce a poifit as is
illustrated in these examples
from two National Camera

# School's courses.)

But the main advantage hasiobe the reictiargeablejeature.
_Units usiorthe nickel-cadmium battery cornevit-h ii recham
ing tranSformer that plugs into an .AC outlet,:

, the recharging transformer rectiarges\the niekel,cadmiuni bat=
tery .at ayery siOw. ,rate -.7it may take 12 to 20 hour'S to fully
charge the battery. Ettit the recharging transformer also serVes
as the AC coupling. So, even while you're charging:the bat-
tery,. )k)u can,tire the'flash on AC..

The rectiarginf unit .1,k,s a step-down transformer to con-
vert. the input Ac voltage io tht. voltage needed to charge the

.kattory. Inside the flash units; there''s another transformer.,
.step-up transformer that conyerts the battery voltage to the
high voltage. needed 'to charge the maiti-capacitor;
sequently,, your power supply of only 3 -12 volts,sounds pretty
safe. But there may be 300,-4 500 volts stored inSide the flash'
unit! .

DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE.

The high voltage stored across the main capacitor is .vyhat
scares'a lot Of technicians. But you can make the capaCitor safe'

'handle by following some routine precautions. RemeMber
that the mainCapacitorin an. electronic-flash'unit May Store up
0'500volt s. So as soon as you open an eleCtronic-ilashunit,,be

,sure to :discharge the main capacitor.

O.ne way ,t6discharge the main capacitor iS to simply short
across the capacitor leads with a screwdriver that. ruins
'screwdrivers and capacitors. A better way is to discharge (he
main 'capacitor through a loW resistance.

. A 1007ohin wirewound resistor is a godazt<g.kming tool -7-
100 OhMs.for a low4esistancedisehargingpath, WirewoUnd for
high current-Carrying capacity ...13sut an:even,safer, method.

tlp
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helping your customers-gain. Maximum enjoyment from
Iheir equipment., In the final, anatysisi bAth you 'and your

customer are better off.;

; Inventory contro1 and.rn4iliqiadverusements to your
customers provide two; other Ommon Uses of sales.
records; Say you're working in a relatively small store. ,

The employer, or persorrin charge of reor.4erin*Merchan--
; disc may'Use ttle sales records, fo determine what muit be
;Orderedand hoW much. ,Sa les records ais.0:1,ieffnit your:
.emPloyr to mail advertiiimert4,. sale 'announcemehts,,
and the like:toiti of the store's piit customers.

.lf, you're the only saleper.son in the st.ore *ho:
mainfains.sAles records;.your emPloer.may,be,s6spicipus'..
Of your Mbtiyo. He may think..tlyt you intend
,hi ostomers if Y.0 eyer leaveh.W:liemptoy, _ASsUre him

that'S not your :intetition, ;74nd explain how'...therecbr4s
will: increase your sales ;and:his:profits. Selling photo.

;: graphic equipment is A highly perSOilatized puiingSs::And
gO6d,sales records cOntribute significan0fopersonatiled
se6.ticC.

.

PI;l0; E- POWER ..;..HOILINE TO SALE5

.1-16w'do. you use all the information On y sales
, .

'recOrds? Ancexcellini way is, with the telephone, T40'
Orofessional salespeoplef'in, our indintry knoN;v.''that 4;e'
inier dialinta;teleph9nepoints_the way.'to sales.

-..

Want p-roof? .S.p<epartment .Sktre Economisi ; saleS

bible to;:i4 Merchandising trade, ;states ;that ,1,44.,Jeast
5,(0 of the phcre calls made tolcustomers:;resuU.sAes/!,...,

:professionals are0 'content ,to wait for: 'cuMmers ,to
come pacl; again., They gO ..tolthe cUStomer, iielephone,
and biiildsales co such contacts.

St.44)ose you make , five 'calls a day, Sack) .wor, ng:
That's 25 calls a week, 'or assumihea.2-week

vacation' break) 1,250 callS'.a,year. Based on tf)ek,
from &epartnern Store Econoirdst, 41...least,62 of thoSe

,calls will restilt in sales By eMploying good selling prin-.
that 9'oil -can,.,achieve,. an evenli0e(::

percentage,.

So...a percentage -of, calls result in immediate sales ,

Almost as unportant is the nuMber orfu ru re -sales-100
. .

-resultfrorn Ayour, calls. A custorner may not have ap.7-
... . 77.

.immediate photo neid pr he ivay not wish tospend the
-4 moOeY'atothis ,time. But it'syery likely thaf.4.:he'll..be.

flattered- Ad.,,p1eased by your' personal, interest
.

i.enjoyment of his photo equipment.

,And,cWhenLthe time cOmes, to' boy, *tell prctbably

. .

Creating 6ptinalogSa

NA'
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(Figures 3 and-4 are .frony ICS
'Autanotive text and illuspate
the use Of different size \
illustrations in a single
format .)

Fig. 33:',Many -autoOiobiles,are
designed with a
.isseMbly of engine; clutch, and
'transmission supported atthe
front by engimstmounts attached
.to the. engine block. The support

'at the rear is located between
the transmission end ecrOss mem
of the oar's Notlhe
specifications for torque at the
'Mount bolts:and nut,'

54

Pi* Shaft: Ond,
Trattonititon 'Romovoi

,.;,

14. 'Ypiell,-protiably disConnect the driiie''Shaft'at
'the rikar frange (ynke) of the universal, at thedif-
ferentifl`drive pinion, unless there's a center joint
which must 'Milo be Telead 'frOrn its support, Puff -
ihe-driv E Shaft rearwarttA;fernove,the:,slip yetke of .

the.froni niversal 'Ooioint from ce transmission.out-
put shaft.' .4 .'''

: aefore you remove the tiansmisSiori, be pertain'
9f the !option of..the-rearAgine-mounts. On many,
.cars th'ese.mounts suppoirthe transmiSsion aS in
fig, , 33. This -imps that youll'have. to support the

?

178

A

rear qf th6 engine with a jack stand. Remove.the
,flywheel-housing 'bottom cover, install ;the jAck
stand, and proceed to disconnect the transmission.,

-rnouhts., Sometirnes yoU'll fin0 rembvable frame.'
cross member That niust also be disconnected prior
to or during transmission remove By now you.,
understand the riee& to check thq manufacturer's
instructions anytiipe you work on a or that's new

,lb you:

too

9tt
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After Taking the-necessarypreparations, remove
the bolts (cap Screws) holding the transmission to
thiclUtch housicig. SuPport the transmission 'with
a jack 'stand, at the rear Of its Case, while you loosen
and remove ttie cap screw's. Avoid warping thecase
flinge.tv loosening the cap :scriivis in acrisscross
-pattern. Holding the transrhission 'firrnly-.on your'

. shoulder, lower:the jack. stand ,slightly and, pull
the transmission:: straight babk ,untit the pilot end
of tpe.input shaft has cleared the ihrow-out 'bear-

wing: 6arefutly place the transmission'-on s cart 'or
"workbench. Mak'e süre it secureiy .storep an

upright)positiOn so that oil d,oes. not leak eut.

ClukcitbitaiftrobiC
ts: The first step in removing the ctutch .assembly
is to disconnect:erid rernove the clutch.releaie fork.
A type of. clutch releise fork' is' shown in 'Fig. 34.
Secure the clutch release lin'kage Sothat it doesnot

4.

S.

ctutch'
pilot
bearing

flywheel
ring
gear

Fig. 34. Thls particular clutch
'release lork is mountd on, and
pivoti upon, the Masse fork.
ball shown at the right. The
release fork ball can r ovad
from the clutch housAgby loosening,
and removing its sujport bolt.
The clutch release bearing Weave
fits over the bracket at th ri ht-
hand end of ths fork.

engine lywheel

fl wheel-to-
'crankshaft bolt

clutch
driven
plate

clutch
release bearing

dutch
release fork

release
fork ball



Fig..33. This Coil spring is under
considerable tension in Rs
present pOslilori. Remove the
shock absorber and front *twit
and then install a special iool to
compress thcspring before
disconnecting the spring mount
bracket.

Figure 5

gigures 5 and 6 are two -
more examples of the IC§
foimat allowing for a yariety
of illustrations. Note how the
.illustrations are toned to
isolate items of imporiance,

atid related parts qe shown
lightly in line for.reference%

upper ball joint

7 .

the_-wheef to hangiree, and the coil spring, Fig. 33,4
wit! be ,expanded .to its, maximum lengtr bri the'

7-26a1-7 Rempve Iti,e wheel and tire assembly ,an(:iVe ,

shock absCkber. Install the preferredtype of.caii-
'Spring compressoi .tOcil. fig. 34, and tighten. the
mut (or nuts) until thespringis combressed enough

:
4e'

for easy remOval.'
_

Fig. 34. There 4e two, types.of
coil' spring com esiors. Type A
is attached to the outside of the
coil spring. Type B is attached
inside the coil spring.

3.

To instalk
Be sure' Ilk
before'lenToying't

r, po,.rtverseThe-prooeclure
sgroArry located'in'itis-sekits

e-cAfilvissor tool. 1---



.Rear Coil Spritt9
ReplacetaeM
N9..To replace the.rear 'springs, the autthno-

e

must -be raised by, a hoist ,or jack Until the
wheels are at least. 8 in. from thefloor..Floor. stands
should thembe pfaced under-the frame Tails to sup-,.

' port the ,vehicle safely in its raised position. With
a jack, raise the axle housing weidhtis-crff.
the shock absorbers, and then'disconnect the-shock
absorber` lower studs. On some automobiles, it
may also be necesSary to disconnect trie track
(a track, bar is used on -stim..e. vehicles to prevent
side moverrient) and loosen the 'control arm bolts.
The track baris extended between the upper cori
trol arms. Now lower'the axle housing:on the jack.

-until the coil springs are free. The sPrings and the
spring pads, or insulatOrs, can now be_'removed
from the vehicle. To ihstal new coil springs, sin"-

,
ply follow ..the direotions f ipr their removal n re-.
verSe.

Torfion Bar Removal
40.To rernove a'tSrsion bar, Fig. 35, first jaCk .up
the 'autOrri6bile, and' plade jack stands under the
frame. Next, release the tension on the torsion bar
by loosening the anehar adjusting. bolt. You, rney
have.tO aPPly penetrating oil to loosen the anchor'
adjuiting bolt. Remove thOlocit.., ring, the iplug
(if one is used), and -the balloon-type seal. With-

:- dre the torsion bar'. from the rear. An exploded
view of the torsiOn bar asSembly is, shown in
f ig. 36.

Aut

washers.p.\

bushing:4
tr.:r

washe

torsion bar,
seal

Jog( ring

absorber
tor ion bar

bushing'

bolt 4 nut,

lower con rol'arm

193
A

I.

)- Figure "6
N

Fig.' 35. After the vehible is
properly elevitted from the floor
loosen the torsion bar adjustment
bolt. This releases tension from
the Spring. You may not be able,
to remove all of the tension from
the torsion-bar, so be very careful
as. ydu remove it, Don't let.the
bar flip out ca your grisp as it is
removed.

%.

.

162-This assembly-appiars to
be a simple arrangement. However,
there are specific instructions
that must be follpwed when you
remove pr tnstall a torsion bar
spring assembly. These have,to
do with your own safety and with
vehicle performance. Always
check the shop manual.

r
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Figure 7 (Figures 7 &nd 8 are from.ICS courses. Note the use of white space:.;

Reviewsqujit..&

For, i nayment*i. the: use of 'a fact r of prOduction to ,be
"", classified as recit;.1the. f tor s sui3ply must be .

the e1 astic:0y 4:41 $
,

must have no -

be I I 'f, anc t actor

tn tfie diagranl; : j the supply- of land is allowed to
increaw through investment froth point A t.c) noint,J3 and ihe
demand remains fixed,,whati's.the'eflect on rent ?

6

Acre

o itsts gnerally leau by the ni interest r

nuns
irminp Jo Isis( ou twm

, sptioci .111J1111.1.1..i.ata.a.411.11. bilt14 AI-01110 41141 a.1.11 UU SISI1t101:10:1)3L
c I. 'lay ..)/4$1! lad mai JO ir)cid $)4 ) tit as.ea.E.)ap e t pana au, 7
v, 1. .1.1 :1411q1.10)11! 4.0.107. O lenha icipapadI
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I.

PROFIT,

_pro*--not,clearig Defj,ned

ytiure 8.

,
Anotherincome category is profit. Profit diff s from the .
other incomecategories because it is not.cl4r what it is
and what accounts for .its, existence., Wa represent

payment for the work.clone by persons. Rents -ai.e payl4ents Made
to oWne$14- land an.d other factors in fixectstipplyo their use;
,and interest is the .compensatton for the -use_of mone3,l or ,credit.,
Profit cannot be' identified with a speCific'prodUcion f ctor 'with
the same claritY that other income Components can.. .

Everybody has heard that .Profits, ga up antd- doW.n. Businesses ....-
report profit figures.- 'critic's of big business .ahVays clairn: that. :
Profits are too large: and corporation executiVes always,say that
-profits are nbtlinough. But What-actually is prOfi t and what causes-
its existence?

Imputed Factor Income

41.

Softie. economists will- tell you .that-thereis- no 'such thing
as profit -and that What is repOrted as profit is actually

Much of the reporte0 profits of a small business, forexample., may
be part Of the wges of the owner,, the rent he 'does not -pay if he
owns his place of busintss, nd !he interest the owner 'could get

25 183



FiggLe 9.

(Spot drawings _and ah, outline format ar used to break*uP this spread from.
Art Instruction Schools text . The *outline forMAt is also a good way to emphasize
important points. Note that examples used from Art Instruction cbutgses are
reduced from e larger format (10 1/4 x 13 3/4) to fit the requirements of this
article.)

,no bia ne seem cordial and interested?
Did he try to be helpful, etc.? Such informa-'
tion jotted down immediately after the inter-
view will serve to trigger your memory into 'ae
clear recollectien of the interview weeks later.

If Jou don't hear from a client in a reason-
length of tnne wkhirt a month or six

w oks - send a short' letteverninding him of
your availability. Your letter might-inchide

Show iismfass I a iti; buries iuWers.

irequest for, ;another appeintment to talk with,
him It's a ,good idea to enclose a few cop6
of your best work to remidd him of your style
Of illustration. You can have line art repro-
duced, very inexpensively by mc`ans of a Xerox
copier oi some sundar device. Halftone art can
be reprodueed for yoo by almoit any photog-
rapher.

When you get a reply from the client con-
firmMg an appointment date for another inter-
view, it might 'he wise to prepare a ample of'
new stunpks, which are as close as possible to

184

the kind of,art he,needs. Based on the samples
of iffustrations tie showed. you wheo you were
interviewed the first thee, try to emulate the
kind of thing he likes, personaHy.

If it happens that, your original interview:
and follow-up occur In the summir.you will
probably have to lpfieL ,Snitttier is often
very slow in the bliibing end advertising..

-husiaeas. If you beVri tilinking er get
any 4onse don't be diicoufaged. fs may
very possibly be due to this leasonal Nature of
The business.

THOROyGHNESS PAYS
Although at times you will doubt that it's ever..
goiirg to happen, your patience and persiitenee
will eventually pay off. One day, perhaps when
,yoe're least expecting-it, the mailman will de-
liver a large envelope to .your door.' Y?ii tutAi
at the return address..It's frern one of the
(clients yott had contacterLYetir heart is pound-
ing. Alinostbreathlms, yoo rip it opeii: At last.
you've ho iti He wants you to do tin editorial
illustration ,,for him. has, sent along a

iy layout and a copy of the story. You
make a frenzied dash 40 'your drawing board,
snapping up a handful of _sharpened pencils
on ,the way,

But 'wait! Slow down. You'd better clarify a
jew things it your own Mind first. Look
th rough the'e ntents of that envelope again,
hit more carefully this time. 'Make certain you
thoroughly understand all .of the 'joh,rerpire-
ments. Study ail of ,the material with great '
care' in case there's some' little, thing you've
missed. Be sure you are perfectly tlear on the
payment rate and deadline. If there. is any-.
thin at all.yett, donVundexitand Sahnut the
job. find out.,Yrite a letter to the, client imme-

tely. reryeenting elarification.
If the illustrating Oh is' to be for a client in

same state in which you live, he will most\

likely call you on the phone. If mph is thAcase.
ka Wit% to take notes. He maY, want you to
come in to his office to -talk over the job and
will then give yoo the material you will need..
siich as the story or advertising eopy related
to.the job..

*heftier 'your client gives yob the job as-
signornt by mail or in person, there is some
essential information that you 'must get per-
taining to the illustration itself. It would be
wise for you to write Up a check list on aasS
file card, and ;veer to it.when getting your job.

I. You'll need' to know 'what type of itlus-
tration it is editorial or advertising.

2: Find out exactly what effect the client ...
wants, trom. the illustratioe.:-Find -out' what'?
image it must create or the mersage it's ,to

. deliver.
3. Learn all yoe can about the client's a .

enco: You should, know their average age:

All INSTRIJCIION SC0101



SERIS 2.

[Neon of us is unique. and MdtvIdual in hie wy of ailing
. the world and eolvmg problems: inelead'of focusing on the
whole.sciesors the arum taros* in on nw handle of a
Wad* ... tries to poeition h plortstingly in apace.,

. ,

. .

The angle of placement intaglios Ourartist. He blowing...0"r
this sEissors and changes its proportions, making the blade
fatter in relation to the handle.. Vila throws the positive
shabe= the shape of the scissoni into batlikrelation jo
'the negative shape the bacie-eoundt itutmere's'itmica
much negative shape. In proportkmto the positive *hap&
That means the.noronre out of balance.

*

Repetnoon.Can be a useful lpol for the desigher. an
expansion ciflh4i idea tioril which it springboards.
Ihe artist knows this. ai leaving the original form as 'It wee .

but repeattng the handis.shaps, he acids s-sense of Wiwi
,...-_raventent his:pattern- creabsca-better.bniance--- --

bitween.positive and negative *hopes without disturbing
Mrs dftPs unity.

it's en interesting positive-negative shepe relationship.
Now the.artist adds simplicity and emphasitColoring the
scissors solid black so that it becommi C silhouette, starkly
dramatic. Though totally diftsregt from Me dasigne in series
onia,-it-demorishirtre-cleeriy:tile-velue-orvistial-
xperimentation.

.
(11rustrated in figures 10 and 11 are two pages of the "Scissors 'Series" from
Art Instruction Sdhool's advance design couipe. The salmi demonstration
runs.18 pages, the length emPhasizpg ntimber of possible arrangements otdesign.)

297 1.85
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Thie NMI Picture.* crested by treeing around
Me outside edge of theweirioni lour Mein.
Ersch time the schwas are lowered on the paper
and opined' wider:The bottom pair form
oscura ball: tor all above. The vermin I.
.8 Winning dasign that emphaalxid imaginative

lot multiple image. , -

rowing the outside edge of things is called
.

four drawing:

-

tWre the Mangle Idea Ifild the device of
opening up the scissortris continued. But it is
handled in a manner that create* an Interesting
uneclimoralike pattern. Can you ligura out how
he developed picrunt 2 from plcture
Your own aptitude se *designer will be refloated
in your, ability to see the possibilities a.given
situation offers. Sometimes you'll chanwons
pr more of the obblict ehrelents. i)r you'll
change placenwinfter relationships or ail
three. Experiment with thle, building .an idea,
oloP bY Sep, to S new, deeion.

,

is final defign is the result of newt
scissors handles, then drawing the

4
net

clo
cate hecckerboard pattern, Iscombifitise

to each other. MOM* n
re

Photograph of rapid movement: o
closing of scissors handles. Co
the diamonds adds an impression of vo
and vi.al Imprint to the,dasign;

The artist could of course helve carried his
idea further in various directionsby completing
life elm*. for example. That's what makes

scfselgn ouch fun. Yoli work With a combination
of skill, imeolnation. end fortuitous circumstance

luck, the "happy accident," You yourself
decide hew far to lake your project, -

3

ADVANCED ptsion
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.Stetching focirn Life
*etching -from ti6'. mean! drawing (cal people, animals nc_ob-.
,jects,;as npposed to drawing from photographs. Some artists ciSink

sider sketches as a sort of quick note taking.while 'others 'think
sketches cari be fairly detailed studies. Eloth approathes are .valid.
Whether you work quickly es spend several liciurs on a sketch de-
Lynda on,-, your telnpenment ;and ott. wjsether the sublect you've
chosen will "sit stir. .

The. practice 'of sketching wip improve your ability to see 'and
draw.'Dtveloping i sketching habit is a must far a studati Cf art.
Assert of your schedule, you should Rif aside a few minutei every
day for sketching , or ;;et asidea part a each weekend to sketch
from hie.

'tudy tbeikerches on these pages ,and read the captions to learn
about toals and materils, siibjeccs ! iloals and techniques..

TOOLS & MATEMMS: 'Use 'en 146:
26 orgreose pencil. Work In a sketch,
book or .on any pike ef scitip paper
(typing paper Is Ideal) Otiached to

. leo
'

StAJECT.S. Members of your family, or friends,. mak:
exciollant subjects. People lying down or lining watch-
ing 'TV will give you time for more involved sketches:,\ f)) People af a bus or train depot; Or a poik May also pro-

\ vklegood subjects. 4.

Mal GRAVING

(This Art Instruction page illustrates the tool, the,textures it can create,
and illustrations usingAraried techniqiies with. that tool.)

187
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Fl re 14

CHARGING_ ys TEM p G NOSIS
(ELECTROMECHANICAL)

S

taYternatoran bolt tension.
1)atterycsase. torminel, and cable nondttion.
vizi:sib/a links.

argin asteni wires And con actor-

,....
NO INt:REASE

uli regulator wire harness. plug
between "F" plug terminal and g

and 250 ohms.

pArrfry R frptesicr,
IMtgisItte*ttery terminal voltage.

es

NO LOAD TEST . **0 .

Run aiming al ISCKI.RPM. all orectricel ,circu its eft
tory terminal voltage should increase, but no
o lhttO 2 volt,

a.

Servicing the Charging Syst OM 0710

OVElt

Ruconnect
TEST

'at ia pltg. C:o perform LOA

Disconnect field wire at 'Item Measure rests-
twice between alternator turrnual ond iround:
Shohld read between 2 .viiit.i 250 &un s

rIY

Rep 1 open ir i lad' fit

l'ull.regul tor wire harness plhg Does overaoit.g.
oiiditiou goaweyT

e. a Maty be sseoesucy t
rapIaru rgulatôr .

regulator caterounded

0

IClean and tighten rlator mounting hardware.

If eplitundr:fectnre rgutator

t TEST

Run nog 2000 10744. all electrical systems turned
on, fi lurterm.nal atoltake should tricreaset at least

12'

WI wire harness
ter note o "A- plug termina
go shoo &increase, at least 1i.vol

ug lumpar ;
t*'rtumil

0

between "BAT." terminal
alternator. 13attery totem.
1/2tvolt

int tt
ve tormum

reilse at toast

,
ir can with um fnetre at noes tire reattery.put en
I between i'S" plug terentrial and ground,

cars with alteroator lamps, should rr~ura brit.
fury voltage between "I" plug terrnmal. and ground.
and Approx imately l/2 Joattraly voltage MA weon. 1/4S"

ug tounitnal and ground'

17; t hoot wirn hatns s

16

tornater and regulator am okay Draconned
ougativt battery terfminel cable and chenk for pot
foal between cleendtnrminah

ntrumentwarnirag busup or meter still nd
tem problem. oubleshoot infirmness 'circuit.

I Troubleshoot electrical arCUItS kr Ii short. or *hunt.
begiumngit the fuse block.

, .

ye agulatot

Measure vohinte between ahernafor
"and Retain/I-A t

NO u.

tea
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34. conr& BR.USH
HOLDER

ASSEMBLY

Charglnii System Fundamentals

MOW SOSO AMMIlt IMOOM 111116 WIND IMMO

REAR
HOUSING

igure 5-39..
Alternator rear 'housing ssemblY.

as Figure 5,40 shows, le stator Is fitted to the rear hous ng, and
the leads connectt-.4 to the rectifier tertnihals.'

#

'REAg
BEARING ;.'

*RECTIFIER

1111116

1, cont'd.-

Figure 5-40
stator assembly, us ia0ed,to. the rear.

hoysinp-

WWII MOW aria Asia

Figure:I5

, (rhis pag4 from Heathkit
Continuing Education
illustrates.the advant-
ages of calling parts off
by name. IsTote how
parts are readily idenxtiff
without reference to

AAble.)
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Introduction to Article

Educwors, pqrticularly \home ,tudx.educotorf -)iew to their posi-
. tioits,-are not generally trained. in ,the art of printing 'anti teXt prsoduation'.

1 ... .,
..- ,4..4,.).Mr. Clark leads us througkthe.fctscinating%anq;g0mVmeeconfusling

World of printing and teAt,'Production with a deft hand-. Speaking .

from over three, dec9de*s of home study expti,e0i.e, heotakes
ster-by-st 7;ou.g.h .the text prpducticql

4\,\'
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iihaging Course
1,'roductiot

Your schapl's Editorial Unit hit just handed you a course inanuscript-
and told you to have it Ainted. Ergo': you are instantly Product1on
Manaier.

Very of(en it id not quite so simple as that. If you are a part of a
school that has few course offeringk, yov may have jtutPfinishifd the
editorial process yourself. In that case, yovire not onlItIm editor, but
a production Marittger as yell; 'It is obvious, thdugh;that there is a drir
lineation-of function , and it,is the function of the Prodiiction ;Manager that
we wilt discuss in this article.:

WHAT DOES THE' PRODUCTION MANAaER DO?

The Production Manuer is concerned with format, layout, types of
illustrations*pagination,.type stYle, selection of stock, text bulk, method
of printing, type of binding, scheduling, and receiving the finished tekts.
He also knows his printers and their capabilities. Finally,' he should know
how io spec !production jobs to potential winters so that they can give him .*

. suitable and relevant bids.,
1-

To folioW through a Printing job from the time the manuscript is sub-
mitted tti the Production Manager; It ie best to take eieh of the stei3s in
more43r less the Dv:11r is ivhich it is accomplishe&', .

193
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FQAMAT

Formats of texts, lessons, and study*guides, as well as the format of
special jobs'. are most often determined and agreed upon by the educational

.
3

staff, the ifrarketing.staff, and the editorial staff . bus the Production,
":.- Manager is aware of what the finished 'text shoui k like Ili terms of

s4e, coyer, binding, and overall design. .1

He shoi.jld not 'have to decide.these format cl-laracteristics. 4. Howevei,
sometimes he recelv,es.little guid03and therefore histo'donsider them.
When the Productionntager makes ee-decisions; he conSiders text
site (i.e.,,. Sj x ljn , 6 x r #4 etc.); Then he 9onsiders the bac layout.. .
*This means he determineS column width, number of columns per Page, and
have at least.some idea of how the ilitistrations will be placed on the pates.

The Productiqn.Manageiwill -then selea the type faceS, a94 debide
which style and size 6ftype to use. *He All consider size for main head-ings , *shOulder'headings , and the,4ext material itself, as well as the
legends for illustrittims.

The printer should be ponsulted and the Production Manager should
-know what fonts he has on hand. -If a type face is specified, and the
printer does not have that particular font, the printer will have to obtain
that typeiont. This is expensive, and for this reason Ms frequently
preferOle to consider using type already on hand, if this is actleptable
and in atiy way possible.

Once these debisions Ire made, 'the manuscript will be marked accOrd-
..

,Ingly. (see Appendix A. for Proofreaders' Marks), Now the manuscript
is ready tq to the printet/s,for bids.

Bidding on each in ividuatibb is not usuallyAone, because most
)chools do business ith a limited number of printers., and have rates
which the Produbtion Manager is accustomed to. Furthermope, some-
times the printing is done in-house, and,the production is somewhat
4captive4 jven so, the alert Production Manager will be checking printers
on.a continuing basis, and by doing so will attempt to get acceptable

-work- at-the-best possible price-.----Thys is-notto-say-thattlieloweet Price
is always selected; 'quality and deriendability of finished product and
acceptabIe'delivery sbhedule must be suitable to the school's needs.

*`



-PRODUL:TION PROCESS.,

- 4

4 ' il;ttLet us assume that tha printer is selecte4,the manuscr t all ready to,
go e printer, and the various productio'n torOcesses Are aveed upon.
The anuscript is delivered tt; the printer.

A. short time later the printer will retarAhe totnuscript to Atte Pro-
duction Manager, alrg with galley proofs o1 tie typeetet mqerial J{e
will then examOle the proof sheets'to make sure thatthe 'Vet has;peen
4ompletely typeset. Then the galleys arid the manuscriPt *HI be re-
ts.irned to the Editorial.Unit for progfreading. Proofreading is not the
function of the :txo ction Manager .,

After the galleys are proofread by the Editorial Unit, they will be re-
turned to the Production Manager If there are nwneroils cprrections,
which there should nOl be, it may-be nekessary to aitnd the galley's back
to the priqter to have major corrections made. If this happens, cirrected
galley shee4s will be required-r- and the proofreading repeated.

t
4

When` ihe galleys, are satisfactory, the Production Manager will corn-
mence,paging the book: Ile will cut the galleys and fit the type to the
predetermined format. Illustrations, Jables , and other graphics must

,.be considered and allotted the proper amount of space. *It will be necas-
sary to work with the Editorial Unit to asstre that the illustrations are'
properly placed so that' they WM be in the best possible proximity to
the text material whfch refers.to them.' Sometimeal due to the amount
of space allowed, this is not possible. In-these' cases the e8itors should
make ihe final decision of placement of illustrations.

A word about illustrations: . all illustrations; including _art work,
photographs, tabular material, 'and the like,, must be furnished to the
printer in-a condition which, will lend readily to rearoduction. Line
drawings should be precise. Glossy photos should ibe furnished. Il-
lustrations to be shown in half tones should be prepared so they Show
exactly what is %desired fn the event that four-color illustrations are
maated good, clear photos should be furnished. Desired size of the
illustrations must be clearly_specified. Particularly_in four-:color work,_
color separation must be done to a predetermined size, since photo-
graphic reduction is impossible once ttA separations are completed.
Tabular material should be laid,out carefully, and careful, instructions
given-to theprinter as to how such tables are to be set. The printer'
can vary the -size of the finished printincin line'drawings,' halftones,
and photograPhs which willbe printed-in black and white.. Graphs

2 0 ,
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are best supplied in a finished condition, sothek can be produded
photographically. You can easilY see that scame artistic capability is
'needed to get .a desirable qualitrof illustrations.

It is impbrtant to remember that the legends,'figure numbers, and the
liket, must be placed:in the correct poifition so that such'..graphics are
idkntified.

It may seem too elementary to mention 'that the odd-numbered pages .
are always on the right, while even-,numberedipages are on the. left. ,

A rightrnand page is called a reci, a left-hand page ia called a verso;

- Back to the prIhnpa)again. He will make any noted 'corrections, and
will now .s,t up e pages as indicated by the ProduCtioh Manager. If
necessary, he willproduce a "pageei)oof," which will, show exactly how
the finishel book Will appear,$ ,',without.the illuatrations. However, the. locations wiiere illitstrations are to be placed'w1.11 blank.'

page proofs are examined-by theProduotion Manager. *This is his
final opportunity to bmate cony changes without drastic expense,r

We Mentidned that the prihter may furnith page proofst SometiMes
the Praduction Manager will opt to eliininite this step and go directly
to a "blueline." -

196

'The 'blueline is a true copr of the finished book, except that everkthing
is shown in a single color, most often blue ink; illustratiolls are, in place.
Pagination is completed and pages are numberect. The index (if any) carries
-the proper peg!: referpnces Whether a page proof is seen.or not, the
blueline is the very last chance to make any chailes. A Word of warning:
changeapn the blueline are quite expensive, since everything ,ahould be
"ready to go."

SELECTION OF PAPER STOCK AND' COVER STOCK

When theialuelineds approved_by.thel.Rroduction Manager, the-book -is
ready,to print?: By this.time, the Production Manager has finished his
work-except for two :things -- 'selection of stock and method of binding.

I

In selecting paper sttick, the ProdUatonlifanager must go to the printer:
or to this paper supplier. Samples of various stOcks are, available, and
fronkjhese a seiection will be nutlet. Attention will be paid to-the 'color

29



of stock , type of finish, weight, opacityj bulk of stock, nnd general
'appearance of the stock 4 A bulky stock will makeup intQabook which
is' thicker, ; and appearsibigger. Naturally,, a lightweight paper stock

. will cost less to mail... his is an impottant factor-1h these days of high
msiling costs. But If t e paper is too flimsy, there are press prablelms;

...the sheets will not feed well And printing costs may be higher. Ile very
alert to check far opacity, since bleed-through'of print and illustrations
is undesirable. ln par,cular, illustratiOns such .as Ilar graphs, heavy'
halftohes, and reprodu tion of photographs could show through to'the

. extent that reading mit riEd or even other illustratlons on the reverse
are*difficult to See ,

.The Production Manager must also specify thc:km" d of cbver stook to pe
used on 'the book. Sometimes ,self-cOvers (the sanie stock as is used for.
the piges),are used. However, these tend not to hold up well. Most
lomfirstildy schools use a heavier_ stock .

To achieve the most attractive appearance for the cover, ; a coated Cover
.stock is ofteti preferred. Coated stocks are easier to keep cleawand the
cover design, aild 'type Will apeear Sharper.and mol.e. defined .

. .

U.sually hard covers are /lot "used Iiyhome study,ochools which pretare
their 4:,14ntext material. They are simply too expensive. However, if the.

texts are to be 'used by the' studenefor referencing, hArd covers will keep
better and last much.14nger . Hard covers are most often cIathL-bound,
whereby a Cloth surface is glued to A hard cardboard cover material.

BINDING

The type Of binding also has to be determined and specified to the
printer . Many home study schools furnish' binders with loose-leafpages.
'If this is what is used at your school'or is .what you would like to .use,
'you have to specify page.size and where the papers are to be 'drilled and
the number of holes to fit your binder,

It ii(oes without wing that . ring. binders .w th1t*e.71,ear.pliges....pravide_
flexible way to 'make revisions without the necessity of redoing the

whole text This can be a.distinct advantage. If, howeVer, , the subject
content is basic-and relitively, stable., the need for less frequent revi-,
siohs tends to niitigate this advAitage. Another'cottSiderSlion in using
ringIiinders is their expense; an*attractive , long listing'binder is T
ratheF expensive.
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e-Many home study schools prefer to uie a lesion unit that cov,Os one
topic or a series4pf closely related t6pics iri one lesson. If the book con-

'sists of not nipre than100 to 1W pages; saddle stitching is an ideal bind-
ing inodef It is likely io be the most economical. Way of-binding a text-
book; and produces an attractiye product.. Keep-in mind that when a'.
book is prepared, the pages are folded; oollated , and saddle stitched Jt
is necessary to ttim the edges'. *The inside pages will havesmore paper

91- trimmed than the outside ones, and this must bersidered when Mar- .

gins are set >up.

When books exceed the number .of Pages that are**conveniently sitddle
stitched, ether types of binding should be considered. A "perfect"
bthding-is sometimes usd In this process , sthgle pages are glUed
either with or-without a clbth backing strip , and the cover is stripped
on. Then the books are Iptked-into'a press and pressed until the glue
is set and the backs of the bookp are,squared.

Perfect:binding has the aslvantage of economy and sed on the maj-,
ority of messTOoduced Paper-back books. The,greatest disadvantage
is.that the. biacIsing breaks during use,' and the pages become detached,
efther as single pages or groups of pages. .Thls creates .a disadvantage
if the books are to be maintained as reference dideriat since pages are
often lost.

. . '-!
Higher quality books upe a stitched binding. Tile pages are in sigma-

tures; thaelp , a niimberof pages are printed all" at once on one large
sheet, ThehsheetssatelSided into bookpize, and each one becomes a
dignature-.. Several signatires are included-in ode book. '74 signatures*
are stitehed,together;on a stitching machine. Then glue is appliedlo
.the bestk, .orspine, and a..cloth4:Strip is appli'ed. 'The cloth.strip is often
wzider.than the tircknedi of the'boOk, so that it cen be bonded to the
Cover stock, Atterathe Idver is stripped.' on,* the bobks emplaced AI a
press. This not only allows the glue to.be impressed so that it will hold,
but pressusre alio givesthe book We characteristic shape of
You can notice on ti book of this type that you, can slip a penc
down inside tile spine of the book between the cloth strip
cover. . A
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'back.
1 or a finger.
.he book

This process' is referred to as Smythe stitching and as you will guess,
it id more expensive than the other processes. .put the books make a
very attractive appearance; do not break so're '1y at the spine,' and
lait much lonier;



A other orm of securing the books is to drive staples through the
.pages or1the signatures, then stripping a tape backing on the spine,
extendincover to the cover. Books bound in- this way will not lie flat,
which makes it necessary to hold.them open when reading.

REVISIONS .

t.

..

Revisions of existing texts often require a different handling.than do
completely new books. Since only parts of the1ats, and perhaps some
illustrations are being changed, the Priiduction Managercan save money
bly keeping-whatever material does.n't need to be changed.

When the revisions are amended to existing material, and whire place-
ment,of the neW matorial:need4hot be in.any given- sequenpe, it may be
possible to'just add pages_at the-end of the book. Unfortunately! this
condition doOs not apply wiry often: Therefbre-, the revisions must be
carefully planned to limit the'amount Of existing type which muat bo
reset.

-

Pertinent to this, where the revised copy is in addition to thettext
.Material and Must be placed within the body of existing copy, the ra,- -
visions will halve to go to the typesetter, be typeset, and:the galley proo s
furnishwito the Production Manager. He will then fit the Aew material
into the book at-its' proper piice. This will.require cuttink pages and
making a.new page layout

If this happOns, the printer will have to take the existing Tlats apari
and remlike them, inserting the new Into the old. This means, too, that
page numbers have to la,e changedt But*thi costs-of resetting existing
type will be minimized: .

'

On the otherhand n3W.Material may replace existing material. Once
the new copy Is set,.1 'sometimes-.can be fitted into the space.of the old
copy . If repaging is t& be avoidedl the Match must be very close.

BRIT the_ P/N:Auction Manager will have toktyk closely_with the_Editorial_
Unit . They can help-by decreasing or increasing the new material fur-

,: fished by means of editorial changes. Sometimes illustrations can be
'changed in size without lessening the value of the illustrations. A good,

deal of bother and expense 'can be avoided if you don't have to require
phanges in.all of the printer's flats. A

1 A '
,se
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Sometimes where.reyisions are numerous alid scattered tlIroughout, .
the textbook, it is desirable jiist to set new type fOr the entireproject.
If there is a difference between riew and old tylie', it will have lb be
completely reset:

,.

SCHEDULING

Thei responsibility for sc duling is shared by matiYyeople. The
/ Editorial Unit should determtne a target date to plice /*Lew texts or re-

v 4

visipnsinto use. Inventory coptrolyill infoinreveryonerof existing
stock and when it will be.exhatisted. The production Manger will know
from bboth sources whew he has'ito" have the reqUired cQursk material
rely. Now he can set up 'his achedule., Appendix t is 'a mple schedule.

'The Production Manager Will work with hia"printer to set up time
schedules for eachstep. Naturally:the printer *ill know his own.sched-
ule and capability for accomplithing every part of the job.

,
# ,i.

The 4)11pwink ahows titype of schedules for.each job. This can De
charted on a control.sheet orsboard so that ea0i step can be recorded.

Date of receiving the manuscrip"t from the Editorial Unit.
A

4

II Date and time at which the mans uscript is Checked mark-
.,

ed-up , and delivered to the printer .
. ,

:Numter Of days-required by the printer'atypeset the
copy and date viaon.which galley proofi will be Teturn-

, ed to the Produation Manager:.

Number of days required for proofreading, apd sthe,date
upon which the proof sheets- are retyrned.to the Pro-
duction Maipager.

Number ordays allotted to the Production Manager for
layout and paging tte_book,using the_ galleys and the
-dAce upon which-thq pasieups are returned to-qie-
printet

Note; If a second galAy proof is required,
this will alter the scheidiile in mid-procesA
Therefore it is wise,to have some elasticity
in the schedule.

44.
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VI. Dallitpon which pege proofs are alivered to ProdUc-
tion.Manager by the printee.

VII. Date that approved.,page proofs tire returned to the'
printer .

VIII. Date that the blueline is availab1 from the printerlor
final approval

'Date when the bitiehne is returned to the printer. If
specs on paper Stock, c9ver,stock, and methoeof bind-
ing have not been given, they must be given now.

The-time allotted for the press run, collating, binding,
trimming and packaging, and.the date the job is tote
delivered.. (This must be worked out with the printer

,

.'Through experience the Productioitnager wi1l know exactly bow
his piinter operates, and from time to (rime he will recognize that time
sChedules can be shortened, or lengthened. kle can assist the printer\
in any case by increasing lead time whenever it is'possible or-especfally
'when it is essential.

.Knowing.the schedule for each .step, and the project4d delivery date*
the .Production Manager can assist Inventory Control in setting realistic
low points (or re-order points) for stock In inventory., that way ade-
quate time is available for replenishment. .

Xis also true that when f6rmat,.paper stock , and coVer stock are pre-
determihed, the printer Will be in a position.t0 have the stcoks on hand.
Even though the seleitionpf stoq is discussed in this fresentation
following apprbvel of the blueline; it is best ti) have tI4s done consider-
ably,before this time. In this'.way the printer will nojhave to lose time
waiting for stpck.

3.

There is a final .word of cautio'n on maintaining-realistic schedules.
If the.Productir Mitnager is for any reason delinciuent in delivering
material to the 1)rinter to meet 'his desired-setiedule--,--cfnly--two-uncom-
fortable alternatiVes are open. The first alternative is to%alt In thi
home study field, this is often unacceptable; it,is vital to keep stu-
dents supPlied'with work. "1 hen comes the second Alternatfve. duthor-:
ize the printer to use ovdrtime to Make the deliveries on-time2; Who pays
the additional cost of overtime? The customer,- of course. Natur'ally,
this shotild'be aveided.



6.-`

.CONCIAT014

-t

Although prIduction sounds a bit formidable ;tit really ip not. Tht
process is logical, GOod Alarming, rius communicatiqn betwten the
Production Manager 1=the., Editorial Department the 'Inventory, Cpntrol
Section; and thq Printer, .are the 'main factorp in making a suodess of
Course Production.- The appendixes on the &flowing pages illustrate
some of the important terms and principles\ we have discussed.
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PROOFREAWS MARKS
(A or or jt (L Me) deleor de-

lek take out or expunge
a IAe out a letter and 'close up
e- print, as a ligatUre, 'thus, a e

t. e.., print a); also, close up
v or less 'space
o close up entirely; no space
9, turn a reversed letter

A or > caret; insert at' this point
the marginal addition

' f space or more space
EÔf space evenlyused in the margin
I or r. or r carry farther to the left

orlor carry farther tothe right
17. elevate 'a letter i)r. word
tt ,-sink or depress a letter or word
O ern quad space; 'or indent ope em

eith or pig ortf-M one-em dash
11 straighten' ends of linel
NES or //for

:lineor lines
straighten a 7ooked

1 or push down a space which
prints I as- a Mark

X or + or broken or imperfect-
typeus in the margin

¶ make a new paragraph

eo (a ring.drawn a oundan abbrevia.
tion, figurc, etc. spell outused in
the text I ,

0 spell outused in the margin
p period

or comma
or Q. colon

;/ semicolon
apbstrophe or single closing
quotation mark
double closinglqiiotation
'mark
inverted comma or single
opening quotktion mark

0 double opening quotation
mark

to/ or -I hyphen
/I brackets

Parentheses
wf wrong fontused when a charac=

ter is of a wrong -size pr style'
hal put in italietypeused in the

margin with under text matter
rom put in roman typeused in the

margin with under text
matter

I.

b . put in boldfaca- typeused hithe
margin with under textAtter.

1 1_1 ,tranipose
Ir transpose--suked in the marginl;''
tg lowercaseused in the margin

with it slanting line drawn through
the letter in the_text

or SC or am co)a put in small
capitalsthe double lines drawn
uncles the letters ofword

or cops p ut in capitalsille'triple
lines drawn under the letters or
mord

Id Nin;ort a lead 'petween pnes,

stet restore words crossed out
usually written in.the margin (with
dots wittier the words to be kept)

v set as a superscript; thus, (i. e.,
print 3 )useti,in the margin

A *se t as a subscript;. thus, (i e.
print )used in the margin

t is this correc.t as set?-7-used in the
inargirrk..

'4
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APPENDIX A (COrrt4m1E11)
1

iftoon OF .LINCOLN'S GETTYSBUR9 ADDRESS. WITH CORRECTIONS

'

00 /
. MARKED (444) A.N.D. 'N ADE 01614. .

`-"Vourlicore and 0 yeap agq,.1your kathers broUgh 'frth. a
. \.;(it I 9 .onAhis to4inerq a new nOon, bonce'ved .in in. hberty,:and st., .

' ,44A1 /AY* t dfdicated to the propositibrythat,all rilen are crefitedtqual. tkr.f....
# .cd .tk. NOw We/rt engaged in *.kgrO4 Oivil \tar tesan whether.), 7e. c .-.114/___,q A

and dedicated

s

_

tit. that natIon, or anymation conceived
\_

.can long eridUre.,
/tont on Weare met on a greallattlaeld of that war) c haveI come:to iledicate a portion.;Sf +his-field,,as a final reitingf

la4vel place fbr thoSe who here ha. lives t:that
0.97 nation Linight,qivefit ts altogetherr L.a2nciFTInlg that.

=7 we sPuld do Lthis. ButAin' a largeT'senSe; LIE-A.caCpot
dediCate7:-.. we .cannot, cortsec/atenot -galloA,this-
ground. .The'brave men,:living and dead, =struggled. .

. 9, b t here, have. 41fWe- conIsccrated itAfai aboye ourApower to tde- hoot,/ :044
. . . . . ...

4.5t de,titazt 4-tact or add. TheA.vorld wiirlittle'nOte, nor,long remember, ur. f /
.*hat. we say here, but it can .never forget what To,e did

_. .

here It. is for u* the living, rather, t676.e. dedicated. here,
i

te-Vow7
vi 9,;
titatf

/

Ve-q.rn

e; to the/Oat lask remaining bef*Jusr-that..from these
honoXred- dead, we take irwereased devotion tothat cause.

A
I for whiclkliey gave the lastlAtAil measure of devotion-4hat'
Att./ we 4terYti 41.4144st reNve that tliese dead shall not have di/d ut.fi

in vainthat thii,mation uiTcler God, shill hive a .new
dtati bh)th of freedomand ;j4overnrnent, ofple,people,' by the 41
X peo/le;,for the people, Shall ***et perish from the earth rot/

11
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1.

"Fourscore and 'seven. years Vo. our 'lathers broUght
,forth.'on this. continent a new nation,' conceived in l.03erty

,,and dedkated to the proposition. that all men are. created
equal. Now, we are engaged n a great ciVil war, testing
whether that nation,..or any nation so conceived, and sci
:dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battle.,
field of that war. We have cOme 'to dedicate, a portion of
that field, as a final'resting place for those.whb herera-Ve
their lives that that 'nation mightive. it i altogetber
fitting and proper. that' we sh'ould do thii.
sense, 'ewe. Cannot, dedicatewe cannot consecratewe
.cannOt hallowtha ground. The brave' men, liVing arid
-dead, who struggled here,. have consecrated it, far above
our poor power to add otr,Otrict. The World.will, little
_note, noriong firnember, wh4...weLsay hem, 'but
never forget what they- did here. It is .for us, the living,.

, rather1 to be dedicated...here to the ,unfinished work which'
they -who fOught here- have, tills ;far so nobly, advanced.
It is tather for us to,be here -decliated to. the great task

befOii us,-7that from Ahese- honored dead we'
take increased' devotion' tO that cfuse for'yhich they gave.
the last full measure of devotionthat We here highly re-.
solve that these dead shall not .havTe' died in vaiii
this, nation, Under God, shall have a new birth of free-
domand that govirriment oithe people, by the people,
for the people, shall not perish' frcim the earth." ;

6
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binding

blueline

.6

cover stocks

flats .

font

format .

galley.,proo4

grdpic's

hard cover

-layout.

IegendS

manuscript

page proof

paging .

pagina.Lon

paper stock

perfec-t binding

saddle stitching
,

self-cover

signature

Smythe st- tching
k

.

APPENDIXP

) -

.GLOSSARy OF TOMS.

the cover 4nd fasteningp 'of a book

a photogrehic print of a printed text,, usually'
:114produced with'dark blue ink on light blue stock

,,.

.'a paper cOver of a'book, usually of heavibr .sto!* than
that,usedifor theq:aag&. May alsci refer.tp hard Itecks.

. ,

--the frames or devices Which hold the negatives for
offset printin7. When printed.and folded', a 'signature
Vs produced. .:

an assoftment of type all ofone size and,style

makepp'of a book, as to shape,,size and-appearance.

a proof fsom type on a galle.befor,e-it is.made into
pages

'drawings which.reprolent an Object iri,two-dimensional
formi; also representatIoris by it graph,:

the cover of a book made by .usjg 'a hard cardboard
stock .covered with.Cloth,plastic leather.

areangement of matter to beprinted
k

an.11anatory list o sYmbOls on a chart .or
41u.s ration'

.the'tyPed,;ext of a:kook or document as opposed to
a printed text,

a copy pf.a boot shovitng,placement b
no illustrations or fjgures-

settingsthe -order of pages'

.paging and marking sequence of pages

suppliv of paper for printing

all type, b t'
4

a process by which single pages are glued at the
spineyith.a cover str$,pped and glued over the:pages

a procesg.of:bindinga book bydrivilliStaples throvgh
-the center of the spine 'and .Clinching t the 'center

a bbok Over formed from the same paper.,stock as is
used f'br the.pages

'a group of pages which are printedon'one sheet,
Oen folded

a process-by which-1;64DX signatures ate stitched-

specs

st4pling

type style

-r-

together.with thel8inding and cover secured with .1lue

tspecificatibns

'using small u-shaped wires-driven through
of a book at the corner.or *A the spine

face,- size and appearance of type

e pages

.4
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10. roiludibff to-Ar4cle-

The task of designing an effective course package is.often overlookduntil it is almost time to 'enroll students. 'Early on in course develop* fment, the developer must begin planning.a course package which'Ovo-
tects-materials inlransit, creates'a good first impression; and facilitatesstudylprogress.

Dr...Dasenbrock sets. for h. the principles of creative package designin this article, -and 'states: -,"To the student, the course package 're-
presents the fapulty, staff, and the phyiical plant of the school.."
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Crey iiv-Coutse
Ptickqgjfig

CREATIVE COURSE PACKA9ING

Home study is a unique ?ducational .deliyery system in which the stu-
dent never sets foot inside the school in which he 16. enrolled .* The stti-
dent's only perception of;the sehool is what is conveyed through the .
material tient and the serrices that are rendered ;

/
Prior to enrollment, the prospective student builds a mental image of

the school froin the proinotional initterials feceived.. Upon enrollment,
the prospect becomes a .student and.the first set of educational materials,
is sent from the school cr left by a sales representative; This is.the
first meeting between the student and the' school's educational materials

. and it had better be a good one! How these materials are packaged may
affect the ultimate profitability -- in,deed survival of the school.,

d Dasenbrock'

THE INITIAL PACKAGE

The initial package is crucial. It,is the student's first contact with the
school, and the package must convey to the student everything the
school_representhe_initial_packagre_sh.auldilotbe_though.
package , 'but aS the school itself, The Student identifies with this pack-
age, not with the school hundreds of miles away. . To the student, the
package represents the faculty, i staff, and physical plant.otthe school. .

lt also represents what the:student has purchaied for his educational s
dollar, and the.student deserVes to receive a packagewhich looks I.ike

4.
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it wias1 worthwhile investment . Let's* look'at what a good initial home
study package of materials should consist of, beginning with the outer
"shipper."

.Jt

All initial packages; except th6se left by sales representatiires, should
. have ail outer shipping cartop.. The purpose of the-outer shipper is to

.t protect tOe material inside. It should be made of heavy cardboard, an
be alale to,withatand.the well-documented abuses of the Postal Service or
the United.Parcel Service. Remember,, the, student has just enrolled and
sent in a down payment to the school, and this is the first shipment of
educational'mater4als he receives.. There is nothing more discouraging
to new students than an initial package which is battered: beaten, or
torn open with soMe of the material missing.

'The outer Shipper should clearly identify who the package isefrOm.
There shopld be no question in the student's mind that the package has .

come from his 'school. It should also contain a message, such as',"Here
are your study materials". to let the student know whatis ill the package.

s' This can be done by printing directly on the outer shipper-itself, .or
printing on the mailing 'label. If is often a very good idea to test Mail
your initial package before it ever gets Tientto the firit.student. Pick
some employee Who has a:relative some distance away from the school and
mail the package to them, with special instyuctions to mail the package.'
back to you without 'opening it.. After such a round trip, .you should
have a good idea as to'how.te shipper will stand,up and in Whit'condi-
tion the package will be received by the student.' The, shipper should:
.also contain instructions on how to open it without damaging the ma-

. terials inside.
V.

The instructional material should not be loosely packed within the
shipper : Remember,, this is the student's first impression of the school
of his choice. Loosely packed, disorganized Material may convey
a disorganized school. It is of utmost importance that the student does
pot question his enrollinent. This package must reinforce the student's
decision to enroll. It-must provide froxn the very first a positive emo-

z.tional experience for the student,"

THE STARTER KIT 111.

ev,--...t Ideally, the outer shipper should only be a sleeve unit for protection
of the inner package.. 'The inner package or starter kit should contain
everything the student needs to begin studying.
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When the student.remprs.the starter kit from the shipper,, ltshould
Ike\ designed so that it inv4tia\the'stuclent to open it.: The starter kit could
be in a briefcase ,,,toolbox'or-simply a well-desitgned cardboard box.
The graphics -should be designed with the philosophy of the schtiol in.
mind . Perhaps,a picture of tIke. school, excerpts of the trainipg kits , or
a giant loisscould be printed oiVlie\box. Althotigh the cost of the boi .,

may be nominal, it should look eXpensive.

Upon opening the box, the' stude'rit'slegiuld be impressd by what he
sees.. The package shotld look like ltiv worth ten times its actual cost.
Remember, the package is not just a bunchof books, lessons or study
materials.; it is the student's school! The lmtip3rials*within the package'
should "flow" from the package in an orderly fashion .

The first thing the, student,-should see When*thpackage is 'opened is.
some type of welcome letter from the school. Thiti'velcolne,should be
frota-the President, birector of Education, or the stit4ent's Instructor.
It should be a personal welcome, addressing the'stu.dent 'by name if
possible, and indicating the -course of study .seleeted .* Althoukh i gen-

, eral welcome letter which could apply to7Severa/ coursei\*.extin be wied ,

they tend to be Impersonal. ,Itemember,, you are creitOng an-image,' A
picture of the p'erson writing the letter allows the stuclent to*Ientify
with the. per'son . The student then "knows*" the 'President or-Ar tor of

.gducation, The student can then.recosn#e the individUal Shoui4)hey
ever Meet in person ,Tiust as the stu'dent, can iecognise a clastirociinit-
strtxctor'..

., .
- ,

Often a chool may, sf end put a welcome letter front:the President by-
first class mail separately. This la a good idea, especially if the
-first_iet. of studY materials is not sent out immediately, or does not go,-

by the most expeditious, means-. If a -welcome .letter is Sent separately,
another welcome from some member ofthe.schoolstaff Should *in the
starter kit.

The kitshould also contain the studentla handbook 9r instructions on
"How to Get Started." It is essential from the student's standpoint and
from the sc ttat the student get started and submit the first les-
son as soon possible.. ,The student handbook should outline in very'
congise langu ge, tips O'n'how to study,, and what to do first . The hand-I4
book can.also gritain sdditiOnal information such as how to get technical
assistance m4re study.materials , oi change of addiess forms. How-,
'ever, the "Ho to Get Started" section is the most important .



At 1 Such hardware or equipment need not be expensive, but should
have the potential fontarousing the curiosity Of the student.

At the National Radio Institute; .our starter package is* called the,NRI
Achievement Kit. The bOxiS made of white lineiboard with e(e McGraw-
Hill and NRI logos, on the cover', at well as A 4-coloriphotograp)t of the. ..,

. ..school. The outer shipper is made of heavy cardborad and usea to .
protect the Achievement Kit. We use the same Achievement Kit box for
all course:a , to keep.the cost-of separate-packages down. /lowever,
'the inside of each Achievement Kit is different, depending upon the
student's cousse of study. The Achievement Kit shown is from our

. Appliance Servicing Course. Let's Iook at the basic pieces. Upon
'opening the lid of the Achievement Kit, the decision of the studerit to
enroll'is immediately reinforcetby reading "You've chosen the right
schooe.which is now printed on the inside top cover in pIace of the-
members of the staff. This seven paragraph statement reaffirms NRI's
commitment to the student. The "Meet somejnembers of your NRI staff"

ieis an insert w h is laid-on top of the Materials in each AchieveMent
Kit. This inser is different for each NRI course. Although the same
staff -Members may be iiictured,, the brief descriptibn' about them is
taili)re4 to the particuial. course of study. ttemoving the staff photo-
graph from the cover of the Achievement Kit has allowed us to person-

ralize the staff for each course , as well .as achieve a more economical
package by having a uniform Achievement Kit for all courses.

-

The NRI portfolio is just tinder the pictures of the NRI staff. Inside
the portfolio is-the student's identification card, a welcome letter from,
the President of the School, envelopes for the return &examinations /

back to the school., a consultation form for requesting technical assis-
tance, and change of address.notices,. Just under the portfolio are-the:
student's first set of lessons.,..A bookmark is used to identify Lessonl;
which is peeked on-top. The lessons are .81x-11 incheme The"portfollo
is approximately 811.14. inches. To prevent the lessons from sh.ifting
frOm side to side beneath the portfolio, two plastic, molds are inserted,
one 'on each side of the lessons. The m'olds are specifkally 'designe&
to hold two Pencils , a pen, and a small plastic container with a pos4ge
stamp for the_firstlesaon_. The enUre.Athievemex3t Kit, lessons, port-
folio , envelopes , pen, pencils , and identificatio card are coloi. coOrdi-
mated .

Remember, the starter kit you'shotild be building an image .of the
school. R*egardiess of the material provided, the student must feel
that he or she is getting their money'siworth.. The starter kit reassUres

" I
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the student that it was a wise choice to enroll, and that the ctiurse wil
be exalting and meaningful. The colors and graphfc's chosen for the
package., the lesson materials, and anything else provided shoulti,be
coordinated to convey to the student a totAlly %mined educational pack-
age . The starter kit itself may be designed so that it can be used to
store the educational materials 'When not in Ilk. The more value the
student receives in the' starter kit, the more likely the student is to be
saiisfied with the instructipnal package and submit the first lesson:

SU SEQUENT PACKAGES

,Subseque ges are not as critical as the initial packag. How- .
*ever, if does not mean that the materials can just be thrown in a,box.
Again , the shipping container must be sturdy enough towithstand the,
punishment it will receive while traveling to the student. The materials
can be packed directly in the shipping carton , without the use of an'
Inner box. 13y the time the second set of study materials has arriyed
the student has already formed an impression of the school, and sub-
sequent, packages Oen do little to alter this initial impression.

OTHER TIPS

Care.must be taken to make sure that the.materials are not free to
!nave aroUnd inside the shIpper7Such movement could'damage the
contents as well as the box itself. There-Are seVeral Ways to'make
sure tte contentS do not shift inside a' shipping carton. The first is

"to have each shipping carton specificaliy designed for its contents.
When'dane this way, the.. contents will fit 'snugly in the carton-, .and
will not shift within the carton when handled.- Of, course, a ,standard

. carton is more economical. If a standard carton is used, additional
packing material should be used in the earton to &event the content*
from shifting. An alternatemethod would l3e to use a piece of card-:
board the size .of the, shipper, fuld then shrink wrap or skin the materials
to the cardboard to hold them In. .

If envelopes are used to ship materials to the student, make sure the
envelopes are constricted of a heavier grade of paper, to prevent them
from tearing dUring shipment. Standard paper weights, such:as 50.or
60 poinid paper should not be-used for shipping materials to the student.
These envelopes are likely to tear open ,. especially if the contents are
heavy. Standard size shipping envelopes constructed of heavier paper
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are readily available. Envelopes which have padding or a lining are
alio easy to obtain. One type of shipper envelope to avoid is the rag
content "jiffy bag." Upon opehing, it usuallr-explodes its fibrous matter

and destroys any possible positive image. 'Best bet is to stick with, bub-
ble pack jiffy bags'. Such envelopes are preferable for sending mateilals

to the student to prevent damage. Again; t mailing each packagejs
an 'dial way to determine how it will travelrrr.the school to the stu-

dent.

4 .

XIT OR HARDWARE SHIPMENTS

Training kitsand hardware are perhaps the most diffiault items to
package because the contents usually yary from one shipment to another.
Also, hardware items are heavier than lessons end require a package of

%.

greater strength.

Again, the most important thing is to keep the contents in the carton

from shifting.during shipMent. Often , sMall com'ponentsisuch as elec-
tronic parts can eaaily be damaged if they are allowed to t?ounce

around and bump against each 'other 'during shipment'. To.prevent dam;
age, comilonenta should be packed in such a manner that theycfinnot
move within the package. Perhaps the best way to do this is to "skin
,down" .the parts on a.piece of cardboard. If done with a little-bit.of
thought and ingenuity, an .appealing visual displaycan bp created which.
will not shift in shipment and will leave a very good impression on wM-

eVer opens 'the package. The use of.styrofoam or other types of packing
material.can also be used to fill the void space iv the container'.

(The cost of increased packing material may only be a few 'cents ;,but

. the cost kof repNcing damaged uarts or coMponents may be many slollars,

Not only is there the cost of correspondence with'the stud4nt when the.
damaged shipment arrives ,. but there is also the potential for a dissatis-
fied student and perhaps eVen a cancellation .

THE BOTTOM LINE
4

The 'future survival of any home stkidy school rests with the school e
ability to satisfy its student body . No greater satisfaction comes to a

student than the achlevemeM of satisfactory grades and the shipment
of new materials in aatisfactory condition.,. A sChool's integrity can be

ailed into' question bk the 'student when materials start arri ving late,

9
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haphazardly, or in poor.physical cdndition. Fiankly, , there is no
excu se.for poor packaging 9f couisei today, The expenie of design-
ing and using/first rate vackages is not prohibitive for any school.
There Is even less excuse for unimaginative , demotivating paikages,
sili6e there is a readily available souice of hundreds of creative pack'.
aging idea& around. Most of them are avallablt at nominal expense .
wt4 package sent to-a studept should be considered as'an integral
part of a total educational prograin

, s-
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x. Iittrodu lion to Article

.
Course developers and Directors of Education new to iheir jobe us-

ually come to a quick appreciation of one of the facie' of "heme study
life": not every 'student who enrolls in .a dourse wili fitii0i it. -Know-
ing how to calculate the accepted course completion statists is an
important skill.

Mr. Whittington describes the variou9 defiBitions ,.provicles'com-
pletion rate examples; and even gives the reader a quiz. Muter-,.
standing how to calculate completion rates-is one of the first steris
in coping with the age-old question of how to encurage students to
complete their courses of study. These complerfon,rate formulas are
required to be used in NHSC Accrediting Commission evaluation
reviews of institutions seeking accreditaiion.- Every hoMe Rtudy
school will want to maintain quarterly -- or even Monthly course
completion data. .



COMPLETION 'RATE STUDIES

o

Complifion liate
Studies

a

Kenneth E Whi tin.gton

1

Course develop* need to mnderstand the proper methods of working
formulas for calculating completion rates for home studY courses: Know-,-,
ing how to do a. completidn rate-analysis ,is but anottier skill course de7-
Velopers must have at their-disposal, for it aids in course design'.

You inay be wondering why we would be Ooneerned with completion
rates in a handbook primarily devoted,to 9durse development. tet's ,

start by asking the question', why are We developing; ji new course'
viously'yours schobl has performed a marketing sludy,to determine a

eed for the course . .As Director of Edcation, ,the chore' of research
and developing the courae is placed in pur hands. You alsoknow
that your department 'can add to the pron ability of,your school if the
04:Aurae is spOcessful. 13y what better Met od can.'-iAke determine if a
course is successful than by measuring ludent progress within.the

. course? Proper calculation of completion rates is the key melf?1,4 for
measuring. It ShOuld be done for each course at least twice eaah year,
to determine various trends,

s4.

.71f your. schooris-a-ccredited-O.i-aPplyingToraddfidititkin , part, of.;
the Accrediting standards, mandate calculation.of student progress. The
Accrediting Commission will ask the achool to present data frovi an *-

adequate statistical-study of students' records which wilt'show
son t the number coMpletink throiigh'several-spebific points4n the,
course, the exaa number of assignments 'cpmpleted, and 'the percent
of students completing-the course.' A dopy of the Accrediting Commission'S

219.
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Docuthent entitled, ,gnstructionsiOr Studies of Student4Progress"
is enclosed as Exhibit B for,your reference.

What makes a,student discontinue his .stuclies?°' It is an age-old ques-
tion, but one that a Director of Educatibn must address every day: I
have fotind that the highest number pf stlident reppOnses to this question
lirvolve personal reasons . :3'he,sicorid moat frequent response involves
finsncial pkasons and third; "they don!fltave the time."

,

I have drawn py:pwp,conClusions through research and persistence
as to the..exatt reasons ittidOts diop out of-educational courses. Act-
ually are ihree.major causes ,stUdents droP out poor educa-
tional materials, poor servicing, .or poor student commuvications ;

.If a-school can keep a student as moligyated through the course As he
or .she; was when they registered with your school,:you can increase
your completion rates tremendously. By keeping a close watch on com-
pletion rates and student progress throughThe course, trends can be
detected and . dealt with. Vie have 40 lessons in our truck driver course.
-Beginning with Iesson25, our.home study course covers and Federal
Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety Regulations. There are seven contin-
uous. lessons deahng with rigorous'regulations. Through 'student pro-
gress.studies I was able to detect a high percent of drop Outs starting
with lessoninumber 25. In our revisions, I 'sm redesigning the course
so-that the..regUlations are taught in a more desirable language and are .
'more evenly spaced throughout the course instead of all seven lessons
tOgetherV.

This is the only one exaMple I can share with_you concerning the
-necessity ofiedequate completion studies. I could cite many more that
would have remained unnoticed without the results of the studies:
Stop and think: have you recettly dis6ontinued doink business with
a vendor you have been purchasing from On a regUlar basisir''Why did

'you discontinue? .For.persopal reasons? 'I doubt it. It probably had
something to do with the product or the servicing, 'or perhaps poor ockm--

munications. I have a good friend who has boycotted a major retail
store for.over te'n years. .Hti purchased a lawn and garden tractor for .
$750.00. Shortly after he purchased the:machine, he called the,service
department to perform some,work that came 'under the warranti. The
service manager told him the warranty would not .cover the repairs ,
which was not true. *friend became so t,.__Nwered that he retu ed the
machine and never returned to the store. To this:day, he tells iis story
to everybody he meet's in hopes that they will refrain from buythg at

a
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that store,. The company 'tried on _several occasions tO right the wrong
that had been done: but-lo no avail. It was too late. Perhips a large
naiional retail store can afforT to loose customers. In moat tales s we
can't. Remember, our student '!customers"- usually buy from une

t.time.

DEFINITIONS

Let's begin our learning process by.understanding the definitions of
some terms we will be using in making our discussion of completion
studies.

.
Completion 'Rate: The ratio of_assignments completed to the total number
of assignmentscontracted for in a sample of enrolled students. (note: not
the same as graduation rate). To further interpret thi,s definition, if .

thitre wefe 40 lesaOns in your course, a student completed 20 lessons
and no more, the student completed 50% of the course. If the student
comp_leted all 40 lesSons , but did not meet kthe school's grading standards
in lesson-5, 10, and 15, the student completed. 100% of the course but did
not graduate.

Enrblled Student: A person who has.made the required turitiont.payment
has ?een accepted by the school and hes been sent his'first instructional
materisls. Enrolled kstutlents are those who have not elected to cancel by
means of cooling-off ruieskor byk failing to reaffirm their enrollment (if
-required).

It is impprtant for you to' know that completion rates should be calcuk-
lated using enrolled students only. If an applicatibn is rejected-by
your school for not meeting the entrance requirements or if the student_
elects to use cooling-off privileges, he is not an enrolled student and
does not belong in your completion statistics.

Graduation -Rate:. The_Percentage of enrolled .itvdents ln a iample of
the schools course (or courses) who.have satisfactorily completed all'
of the prescribed requirements of a given ,course

Non-Start Rate: The percentake of enrolled students in a sample of a
school's cdurse (or courses)-who did 'not submit any required exam-
ination or lessmilisaignment jor grading or servicing. Non-Starts:
Students who after becoming niolled do not submit any of the required
examinations or lesson asjimeitts.
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The Accrediting Commission has determined that the non-start stu-
dent is considered an enrolled student and is'a "revenue generating"
student, and that nom-starts who have not cancelled via cooling-off
provisions must be included in determining completion and graduation
rates.

SAMPLES: SIZE AND S'ELECTION

.In our definitions we have referred to "sample of students"-severai
fimes. Since sonui schools mild have thousands of students enrolled in
a given course, it is necessary when calculatifig completion rates that
a4air and jiist method of sampling be done. The "pick and choose" method
will not accurately reveal the completion rate information you are looking
for. ftemember, to cheat on these-calculations is only hurting you and

i your school. Faulty sampling leads to skewed data' and,. inevitably, to'
faulty decision making.

While there are several complex statistical formulas for determining
sample sizes, there are no hard and fast rules on precisely how large
the size of the sample must be in order to attain valid results. An
acceptabletample size weuid be large enough to give itatisticarconfidence
in the analysis.

%h.

The key ,tomffective sampling is the "randomness" of the ./Aample: in
a random sample of a stultnt body, each enr011ed student'sname.mtist
havehad an equal chancebf being selected for the Sample. The selection
of names must be guided purely.by,chance... For example, selethng
every 10th namesout of "a ihontbook would be a random sample of all
names in that particular phone book.

To condu'et a completion rate study for s home study school, no fixixt
size of nainple is Suggested... Medium and larger<schools may want to
use.500 or more .names while smaller schools use a'emaller sample or
even use ail studrits enrolled during an Appropriate time period .

t
Care should be taken not to let the sample become selective. In an al-

--phabettiator nitmericarlist-,-to arrive arthe desired-samRle;-one might
need tb take every tifth, tenth, or fortieth name falling in.the required\
enrollment period . Sinai samples from 100 to 500 names are accetit-
able,*Provided they' are drawn on a truly random, basis;



TIME FRAMES s-FOR SAMPLES

In computing completion and graduation.ratea, the sample should in-
clude only students who enrolled long enough ago to have had a reason-
able chance of completing the 'course. ,If the course has changed little'
recently,, include only students who have been enrolled for the entire .

period normally allowed to finish the course. If significant changes
.1,have been made, one can select a period of enrollment sufficiently-far
'*back *1z-embrace at least 80% of those .who have a chance to finish' (i.e. p

if 80% usually finish, within .18 months, one can select ,fiom those' who en-
oiled on or before a period commencing 18 months ae) . Non-start

rates, of couris,\ can be computed sooner., since.a terl an initial period
most of- the nonstarts will have been.identified

:T.

COMPLETION FORMULAS

Now let's look at the formulas usetd:to...compute the various rates . 'You
may need your pocket calculator tr$ keep up with usIromArre on!

,

1. Non-Start Rate:
z...

Enrolled 'students who never supmitted the first lesson di-
vided by total of enrolled students in the sample:

3

In a sample of 102 total studenti,.12 never submitted 'lesson
grading. Of these-12, two had efected not to reaffirm under-the

BilfTen Day Affirmation Provisions.. The nOnLstart rays is
therefore:

a

I° (enrolled -student's) =t 10% -non-start rate
.190 (total)

.'Completion Rate

_Tail], of lesion, exatninations. actually_sUbmitted_divjded
by total of le:Sion examinations'which would have been
submitted if all of the *Iro1le?..1 students. (including ,

"countablecnon-starts) in the sample;did 1'00% of their
wdik

oe
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Or if, for example`, we note a trend in which lesson completion rates
appear to.be falling, we can take several correction steps: pinpoint
difficultlessons or exams and revisit them; Survey stitdents to ascertain
any difficulties they have; review our marketing efforts to determine if
the course is delivering what we have promised, etc.

Remember the three elements which cause students to drop out: poor
course materials, poor Orvicing, and` poor,pommunications. Give your,.
course a chance to succeed! Have your entire instructional Staff corn-

- municate on a regular basis and on thiklaamelevel with your student body.
Ile must resell our stuctents every day . now-educational directors
believe that the "pthei fitly" does the selling. -In Most vises, it's yourv
product he is selling. Who should know 'more 'about that product than
the people who developed it? Students must constantly be reasiured that
the decision to enroll inyour school was the best decision they have
ever made.

4.

,
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EXHIBIT A

ACCREDITING COMMISSION
,National Home Study Council

Vo

INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDIES OF SiUDENT 'PROGRESS

Item 27 in the Guide to Self-Evaluation can be restatea as isollows
4 In answer to item 27, the sehool Should present data (roman adequate statistic 1 Study.

or sampling of Student records which 'shows:

2--.

a, the number *of enrollments in the sample
b. the percent completing the first assignment
c. the number completing through several specific 'points in the Coursel
d the average nuinber of assignments completed .

e. the percent of studente completing the course

Do this for each of your Major courses...
,

In ribgard to'd- above; In order to plot the-graph called for on Rage 31ive.suggest.'oa1cu-
, lating how ttiiiny -finish, Successfully each'iuCcessive- tenth part of the course, e.g. how, many sent.in the. firit 10% of-the total- examinations in' the codrse,-,20%, 30% etc._
Other breaks may bi More convenient in your course. Data should enable you to plot
a graph somewhat similar to the one shoWn later in this document.

SUggested Method of' Derivinj/ Data by t'Jse of Sampling

Size and selection of samtple:' No fixed size of sample is .buggeated, 'Medium.and larger
scbá1s mtY want .to use U00 or morivhile snialler schools may hive to drop to small--
er simplei or even to a.Complete.count., care.should betaken .not to let the sample be:-
come selective ln an Alphabetical; or numerical list, -to arrive at the desiralsample.one.
inIght need to take every-fifth, 'tentli,.' or lortieth name falling in the.required enrollMent

.period.. Small samPles. of SOO or even fewer nuiy beacceptable provided they were'drawn.
. "on a truly random basis and the percent of error recognized.

One should, include only students who enrolled long enough ago to have had a reasonable
'Chance otcompleting-the course. If the course has changed little recently,' include only
students who have been enrolled for the entire period normally allowed to' finish the
sourse. If miterial changes halie been made, one can select a ,period of enrollment
sufficiently far back to embrace at least 80% of those Whb are going to finish (i.e.,. if
80% usually finish within, 18 months, one can select from- those who enrolled during a
period prtor to18 Months 40).

Tallying ind Calculation: After the sample has been @awn, one needs to tally how many
assignments have-been finished (usually how many examinations have been sent in) and
have received pasiing giaded. The tally for a sample of 1:060 students In a ten-issigii-..
Ment course mi t look like thisi
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Non-starts

.Credit for

.(but not 2)
1 Eiam

2 Exams
3 Eiar
4, Exams
5 Exa ms
6 Exams
7 Exams
8 Exams
9 Exams

.10 Exams

Number of Students.
Progressing
this'far

Total Number
of Exams
sent in

80 0

130 .130

110 220
103 309
84 336.
65 325
38 228"

16 112

. 13.. 104
14 124

347 .-. . 3; 470

1,000 5, 360

.

In the.sample 92. 0%) of the students. (all but .80 of the1,000):completed the first assign-
ment.

If all enrolled students in the sample had done 100% of their. work, .10,000 extminations
.. Would hare been sent in.:Instend, 5, 360.were zeceived. The typical 'or average eri.

rallee wnt 53.6% of the4ay through the course. This is the . completion rate of the.

rs.e. (This'definition wts promulgated by the National'Home Study Countilts, Re-
rch and Educational Standards.Committee and iesued in the NI1S.P LETTER 4. .

:Apr ki .16, 1955.) This probably iS.th4 Oesr tp.gle index of student progress. lt cao .

basis of comparison within the sOhoo as improvements are made'from.tiMe to
time.. Many of the injustides of interschqk comparison, however, are obvious.

In the. saniple, 34.7% of 'the 'students completed the cOurse, (1. e., They did all- the ...

home studying required regardless of whether or not they took any.."final examination"
supervised.exarnination,- entered upon terMinal resident triming, qualified for certi-
ficates, or a .diplomapetc.. This figure should reveal what percent of the stUdents
finished the:home study part of the course-. 11 this figure includes .resident study ,also,
t shquid so specify. Where resident terminal training is offeeed, 'it is of-interest to

know what percent of the sainPle start and what percent of finiah the resident portion
of the course.).

NOTE: The .same base it). is used'for (c), and (e).

Alt enrolled student is one who has ade the required tuition down payment,-
has-been accepted, and has beewsen Ms. first instructional materials.

Similar studies should be made'and reported fo each different Imajar-courseof field,
high school, chemical engineering, -,.accoun ing, traffic.management, factory

management..

- 2.
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2

Por each major
student activi
on the opposit
one accredited

'Non-startss

8.0%

course,
ty. The

e page.
school.

STUDINT pAnGusi- ORAN.
.

I/r.e,pare a line graph iimilar.td the following showing
'graph below shows the student.progreas of the example-
The ,graph closel* approximates the actual record of

80%

60%

40%

'Assignments not
completed

'20%

t

20% 30k....,40%'. 50% 60%

-Teri exaMs in couise.

Interpretation:

8.0% non-starts

0% 80% 90% 100%

:Sample of 1000 students;

92.0% Sent in fi st MINI (starting rate)(also
79.0% finished 2 10,0f.course
68.0% finished 3/10 of course
'5717%'finished 4/10 of coutse
49.3%'finished-5/10 of course
4g.8% finished'6/10 of course

,
39..0% finished 7/10 of course
37.4% finished 8/10 of course
36.1% finished 9/10 of course'
34.7% finished entire course_

finished 1/10 of

Average percent of.assignments completed: 53.6%
4

(This is the omp1etion rate obtaintd from A tabulation ot.exams 'sent

. in by all tudents in the,sample.

course)

0 -4?



EXHIBIT 13.

COMPLETION RATE QUIZ

To test your understanding of completion rate'calculations,. You may
want to try your hand at this quiz, Answeis to the Ruiz are at the
end of this exhibit . You tnay write yout responses in the.spaces
provideii andcheck them against the correct answers. .

, . .

A . ..Given: The following data apply to quiz items 1 through 3
below:

4e, ,

Total Enrollees in original sample:. 1456
Enrollees cancelling via scooling-off: 16
Number of ,required lesson submissions in diurse: 30
Enrollees Who never submitted a lesson: ,.44
Total number of lessons received for grading:. 23,760
Number' of enrollees who sent in allrsubmissions: 576

What is the non-start rate?

4.

. .

What is the (lesson) completion rate?

What is the graduation ate?

4.

4
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30%

%.

B . Giiren: The following data apply to quit items 4 and 5 below:
'

Enrollees for - iNot 680 (January 1 - December-31)

\\ 1981: 920 (January 1 December 31)
1982: 1,650 (January December 31)

The sverage tiMe for the typical, enrollee to complete'the entire
course is 10 monthe. Today,s date. is October 17, 1983.

4. Which of the following time periods shouid you.Aelect to.get
good 'current sample for a completion study?' (circle Vest

response)

A. jinuary I,. 1980 Aecember 31, 1980
B. July 1, 1981 - December 310981
C January 1 1982 - December 31, 1982

January I, 1982 July 1.s, 1983

5. Which of the following wauld provide a'
able sample size?

50 enppllee's
100 enrollees
500 enrollees
Either B or C above.

asonably accept-

C.. Given the following data for quiz items 6 through 9 below:

Non-start rate = 12%.
Completion rate = 80%
Graduation rate =.35%
Sample size (no cooling-off cancellations): 700 4

Required lesson submissions in course: 15.

6. In_the survey above, how many non-sta t enrollees were
'Mere?

ij



In the survey tibove,-hqw many lessoni were rece ved for
gradine

Ilow many students fin shed the- course (graduates)?

If,-after the sample had been taken, an additional 1,050 les-
sons 'bad been received for grading% what would the new
completion rate be?

Given for item lo:

Non-Starts = 315'
Total in Sample = 2,100
Non,Start Rate = 15%'

10. If,, after taking a sample, 63 of the non-starts submitted .

lesson one for grading, what would the new non-start rate
be?

,

N't
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EXHIBIT B cont'd.

.ANSWERS TO QUIZ

4
1440.

IO% non-Start rate

23,760 = 55% completion rate

$76 = 40% graduation rate

5.

A

D. Going back 18 months in time would provide a current sample.
If the average stud,nt takes`10 months to complete the course,

. 18 months would allow most students to have completed.

D. Either B or C are possible sampy'sizes, provided both samples
are tegy_rindom

84 non-starti (700'x 35%)
. .

6,3001essons (10 Aqo x 60%)

245 students graduated (790 x 35%),

6,300 + 1,050 = 7,350 letisons

7350 = 79% completion rate
10,500

,i0. .315 - 63 = 252

252 12% non-statt rate
2100
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Intr6duction to Artick

More sian one excellent home_ study qourse has gathired ditst
on a warehouSe.shelfbecause it never reached its audience.
Usually-,such courses Were inadeqUately or improperly promoted.

:One key tdassuring that cburses +2re:sold is to understand the
complex inter-relatiolships between Oursi price, vOlume, and
profit analysis. A

,

Mr. Godfrey explains the basic cosf tccounting principles which
hoTe study.educatorS at both profit and non-profit schools must
know in'order to survive. He catitioqs that the formulas.prelfented.
here are tools for analysis norsubst tUtes r judgmeni.

-
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Financial
nalyiis

a mes E. GOA frev

ed
The Pricing Challenge. In managing the for-profit school, any new

course.offering inevitably bringS fort the question of price: "What
should the -tuition be?" And, of course, tnere are these related questions:

-

What volume might we expect?
To what extent will price affect volume?'
Where is the.price sensitivity barrier?.
And finally, will the course b6 profitable?

We're dealing with dynamic factors here, and with the inter-rellite
impacts of price on volunte, voluhe on cash flow*, and cash flow on pro-
fits. Ideally, when dealing with a new course offering, the management
can make calculated judgments based on the track recorde of similar
courses.; But suchludgments' require the availability of complete and
*reliable cost information.., Properly sOrted; such cost data ,can be,proL
jected for a. new course offering. At this point., it would be well ito name
two kinds of tools for cost analysis:

a

1 Breakeven Chart for Cott-Vplume-Profit Analysis
2. .Analysis,of Contribution to Profit and AbsorptiO of

Overhead
.11

;--kre-,-:in-the-simWst-forr----is-a-breakeven--chart :--Costs and ftlComG
r1.14Vv4rticalli, volume runs horizoptally. There are fixed "cost's,' yar-

- Sabre costs, a straight .income line, and a breakeven point
,



1 A.

VOLUME

.put before we dare get into a discuistion 'about the use of e.ither of
thellte procedures, we must touch on sevesral bases of co4 ace's:muting.

fixed Expeeses (or' Fixed Costs) . All combir)ed this: is what it
.costs to'nturn the key in the door each morning," the overhead costs
that are not related to volume of,iiroduction or services rendered.: In
the school business, till& would include costs.such as.rent, depreciation,'
rnsurance, utilities, supplies ,,indirect,labor , general expense and ad-.ministration.

Va_riable Expenses or Variable. Costs). These ei-e all costs that
.can be tied.directlyj on a'per unit basis, to the volume of businees conl,
ducted. For schae, the unit of volume is the enrollmene; Included are

-freight, direci sale'S expense, 'and direct labor -- such as'enrollmentpro-,
cessing, lesson grading, recoids posting and'inotivtitional f6llow-up

-

funCtions. *

Semi7Variable Expenses. Costs cannut always be neatly pitched in-
to the black and White bins. Gray areas'arelnevitable -- those costs
that are influenced by -.changes up or down in volume, but don't change
.in a direct relationship. ,Advertising is one such example. However, on

breakeven analysis, there is no handy way to deal with semi-variables.
Therefore, by: arbitrary decision, comprumise or whatever, ell costs

. must be categorized As either fixed'or variable. In ythe case of ad-
vertising, this type of compromise might lenditself to schools. Es-
tabliSh a base ad_tpAzIget ..es a fixed_expenseer4asigna_flat amount

. per enrollmeni thereby creating a variable expense (as well as some
elatlity in the ad budget)

ks.

4
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Contribution , or -by its full title, -Contributin to Profit and
Absorption of Overhead. -u.What has this course...4one tor me --: or my
school -- lately? leontriblition is a good measuring stick, and an easy,
one to use is 4

Contribution Pr ce less Variable Cost

In school language, the Contribution (Alan enrollment is what's left
over after subtracting variable costs from tuition received. -Take'special
note of the fact thai fixed expenses'are-not involved . Contribution ab-
sorbs fixed expenses totally we hope, and monei to spare then.be-,comes' profit .

Allocation. Allocation is the sharing of fixed expenseby more than
one profit center. Whenever-a school offers more than die course , there
should be some method of allocating equitable portions of ills oiterall
fixed costs. Such sharing of the burden might he done on the basis of
sales revenue, flSor area, -payroll, or combinations thereof. The pase
examples that follow make use of an allocation based pn sales.

Target Volume. This is my-peraonal term for the,targeted'enroli-
ment volume that will assure a comfortable Profit margin.

.

Relexant Range.. In the real world, fixed costs quickly become
unfixed. by Tetrenchment to cope with a sales slump , or by expansion
and hiring of indirect as well as dirSct labor to handle booming sales.

' To this extent, anx.breakeyen,chart must be qualified for the minimum
and maximum enrollment levels that will be accommodated by the given
of fixed costs. This setting pf the range assumes that themanagement
has -in place a series of options for dealing-with such ups and downs
in volume.

So much for the basics. Now we want to demonstrate the usesof
breakeyen charts and analysis for contribution., Acorn Institute, our
case history school, offers two seasoned courses. They keep good
cost records, and manage to make a profit. Here is the cjost data for
Acorn's two courses. Derived from that data, you'll seeta breakeven
chart for each course.
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Acorn ins itute; Data tor Ye

Financial'. Data by: Courses ' Course 101,
Full Tuition ,...---,--,,.,..............,. $: 428;00
Ayerage Revenue per Enrollmerit- - 360.66
Eurelhnents, Year. Ended, 12/31/78 900.
Sales ReVeniie for Year' $2.70,000.00

Variable Costs:- ,

Variable Cost per Enrollment ..

Variable Cost per Year
'(Variable'CoSt x Enrollments) .

Fixid Costs:
TOtal Fixed 'Cdst per Year

Course Sales to Total, Sales ....
Allocated Fixed Cost

.1.4,1

Combined Costs,:
Enrollments
Variable Cost
Fixed Cost ,...4
Total Cost ..

Analysis ofContribution to Profit and' Absor

Average
-Less Variable Cost i

Cbn tribut ion per. Enrollment ..... .. .....
Coot ribu tion. per \i-ear ...... .....
Allocated Fixed Cost .0 4.4 *4,44,,, *0"4 '6, 61,

Profit Contribution' ,,04

Profit, Percent of Sales,'

238

$ 108.00.

7,2ootQ

Ended-12/31/78

Courk 102 Total
$ 615.00

400.00 .

450 . 13Z
Is 180,000.00 ..'\$450,000.00

168.00

$ 75,600.qo

..... vkiliv..,,41 4 41.14a,.44 , 4.414,. *114,1 4S1 Jr" 44i

60.0%
$ 13,400.00

40.0%
$. 75,600.00

$A89,000,00

.

$ I 89,000.00

900 450 1350
97,200,06 $ 75,600.00 $172,800.00

I 13 A00.00 75,600,00 189,000.00
$210,600.00 $151,200.00 $301;800.00

ption of Fixed.Cos
: Cobrse 161 Course 102:

$ 300.00 $ .400;00
108.66

$ 192.00 $ ,.'' 232.60
$172,800.00 $104,400.00
.113 4_,..4)0.00 75 400 .00 *
.5 59,400.00 $ 28,800.60

22.0% 16.0%

Total

$ 88,260,00 ,

19.6%

'
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Alternative Breakeven Charti. Looking at Acorn's breakeyen
charts ,,.the fixed costs coMprise the foundationPof the expense structure,
and the wedge'of variable cost is the-next layer. While that the wedge
of variable costs is the next layer, there is perhaps:a better way to
chart the breakeven point I prefer this next format because it/shows
any loss as a.bit out of fixed expense, and that's a realistic portrayal
of what happenit'' When arprofit center fails.to reach breakeven, the
contribution fills short of covering the allocated fixed expense. Pro-
cedurally,, just begin the chart by plotting veriable costs from the zero
oint, then add the fixed costs as a parallel fayer of expense.

your Contribution to Contribution. If a course goes sour, or a
new course'comes'up short sof its projections, do you dump it and look
for greener fields9 llot necessarily. The decision ought to be in-
fluenced by its contribution. Assuming the course to be on the bad
side of breakeven, how much contribution is generated to defray the
sdhool's overhead?. Going back tO Acorn, the picture has changed.
Course 101 Is holding steady at 900, while Course 102 fizzled, with ,
only 250 enrollees for.the year. Calculate the contribution of Course
102, thetotal contribution as related to fixed expense and Acorn's pro-
fit . Without the contribution from Course 102, would Acorn Institute
be in the red?

31.0

200
BREAKEVEN

FIXED COST

VARIABLE COST

.-YOrtikE-
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Calculate the tontributions and Sthool Profits
Acorn Institute Data
-Aveiage UnitRevenue
'variable Cost -(per Unit),

. Unit Contribution ...a a a

Yearly Enrollment

;

, Course 101 . Course 102 Total
360.00 $ 400.00

.. ... .... 108.00 168.00
y:4 .A }a . ...... A. $ 19200 232.q0

900 250 *1:1,50-ContribUtion-per Near . .. : . $172,800.00
Contribution, % of-fotal

FixedExpense .. ...... . ..... . ....,.....................,.......... ... ,-, . AA ..... Ai iva% 7146). a A A AA. A A oAA.44 Ay) $ 189,000.09
, :Proilt (Contribution Less Fixid Cost) .. ........4 . 4 4*..* 4 . Ai. . a .... .A A 11,A1..:. ... .. i .........A,A... 4 $

Couise Revenue per Year ....-..,... .. . .... .......... .$270,000.00 $i posoo.00.- . s.370,000.66_ ..
. Profit as a Percentage of Total Revenue ... . -..., . ... P. , ..... ....; ,...

. .

.. ...a. .. .... eA AA.. ...6.**ev.. ........ .'. a * A A .,..... %, .1.

242

CONCLUSION

From the above, discussion .we can see that unless you haVe a firm
'handle on 'all costs associatea with your courses, you will, have a
difficult time in analyOngwhere you' are . It is impossible' to budget
accurately unless you know:

(A) Historical costs;
(13) Acival costs per course; and
(C) Where you want to be financially with your course

offerings.
,

As Directors of Education you- will want to work closely with your
accounting people from the Very beginning of.any new course. Fir
niancial statements are only "histories; " they tell you where you haxe
been ; In +Ater to achieve success , you need much more than a his-

,

tory you'll need aplan

Hopefully,, this article has touched on some of the tools for financial
analysis and planning you should understand as you .develop new course
offerifigs.
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